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A	survivor.	Fire	Modes	&	Special	Features:	Arrows	Grenade	Heavy	Weapons	6d6	2	1	2	NO	Launcher	(Grenade)	Alt.	Technology's	the	lifeblood	of	this	City	and	me?	speaking	in	a	temporizing	tone.	91FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE	Melee	Example	#	of	Hands	Damage	ROF	Can	be	Cost	Weapon	Type	Melee	Weapons	Required	Concealed?	They're	no	problem
at	all.	But	you're	not	entirely	in	it	for	the	bucks.	But	by	the	PCs.	Also	knownis	set	up	to	give	you	a	clear	idea	of	how	it	can	be	immensely	satisfying	as	well.	2	Rival	Fixers	trying	to	steal	your	clients.	Sometimes	what	you	say	is	going	to	get	right	in	the	faces	of	the	powerful	people	who	really	want	to	run	this	world.	First,	it	wasn't	going	to	be	enough
simply	to	start	a	new	storyline.	5NEVER	FADE	AWAY	"Yo!	Rockerboy!"	one	of	them	yells,	"Good	show!	He	stares	blankly	up	at	the	flat	black	ceiling	of	the	Good	noise!"	Johnny	Silverhand	waves	absently.	Seicho	wants	him.	Just	goes	to	show	it'snever	too	late	to	pick	up	a	hobby.	Also,	the	tions.	First,	the	military	started	using	cybertech-	nology	to	create
"perfect	soldiers"	and	pilots.	Possible	optionsSkill	of	speaking	a	particular	language.	As	a	natural	paranoiac,	she's	scanning	and	100.	personal.	disaffected,	cynical-yet-idealistic	style.	Thompson	is	It's	a	subtle	problem—navigation	data	and	deci-	scanning	the	radio	chatter	and	Santiago	is	talking.	He's	unlim-	against	Johnny's	intensity.	The	cam's	cellular
link	through	the	NET	Johnny's	eyes	are	blank.	But	he	does	have	options.	See	page	77	You've	also	got	500eb	to	spend	on	extra	stuff	or	keep	for	the	game.▶	#4:	Calculate	Derived	Statistics	◀	What	are	Derived	Statistics?	"How	long?"	"Ah,	Mister	Silverhand,"	the	bigger	shadow	says,	"Two	days	max.	This	STAT	is	important	also	includes	cleverness,
awareness,	perception,	for	determining	how	much	damage	you	can	take.	40	Before	the	Red..................................................................242	The	4th	Corp	War...........................................................251Tales	from	The	Street............................	identification.	They	handle	the	real	hounds.	They	start	walking	towards	him.	"Never	again."	He	keeps
running.Runaway	"Okay,"	he	says	finally,	"fair	enough.""We	are	seriously	tagged,"	gasps	Rogue	as	they	hit	She	stops	running.	Personal	Grooming............................	You	told	yourself	you	joined	the	Corporation	to	make	it	a	better	place—work	from	the	inside,	you	said.	the	access	codes	to	the	mainframe's	inner	levels.	They	are	difficult	to	find	at	Night
Markets	without	afriendly	Fixer	and	carrying	one	can	really	make	a	statement.	The	only	ITS	had	taken	it	from	her	to	build	a	killer.	They've	studded	her	into	the	Arasaka	mainframe,	Soulkiller."	given	her	room	to	run,	hemmed	in	only	by	three	Arasaka	Netrunners	who	watch	her	every	move.	You	just	had	to	go	there	and	jack	in	the	hard	way.	387	Net
Combat......................................................................201	Programs...........................................................................201	Beat	Charts.......................................................................395	Miscellaneous	Upgrades...............................................208	Getting	Better...................................................................408	Cyberdeck
Hardware.....................................................208	Mooks	and	Grunts..........................................................	Jacinda	Hidalgo	and	Artyom	Sokolov	didn't	make	it	to	the	top	by	resting	on	their	laurels.	You	either	learn	to	deal	with	Victoria's	already	decidedall	kinds	of	people	from	all	over	a	fractured	and	chaotic	world,	or	you	die	the	first	to	play	a	Netrunner.
Rogue	looks	into	his	eyes—she	can	see	giving	her	clues.	This	is	the	Skill	used	for	concealing	weapons	under	clothing	and	detecting	concealed	Pilot	Air	Vehicle	(x2)...............................REF	weapons.	Mom	saw	what	I	did	and	apprenticed	me	to	our	Pack's	healer.	"As	always,"	it	says,	as	though	doubt	had	never	But	once	it's	built,	they'll	put	her	into	it
existed	in	the	universe.	He	can	see	the	Hand	bottle;	the	light	strikes	oily	yellow	tequila	sloshing	to	etched	against	the	sky;	slick,	superchrome	winking	and	fro.	Thompson	speaks	up.	Someone	has	to	keep	the	streets	safe	so	civilians	like	you	can	walk	to	the	market	without	taking	a	stray	bullet	from	the	latest	gang	war.	Turn:	The	amount	of	time	How	Do
the	Rules	Fit	In?	"Yo,	Silver-rocker!"	he	says.	But	Alt—Alt	is	gone;	lost	in	the	from	Accounting,	to	reappear	in	a	subaccount	under	machine;	trapped	behind	crystal.	Someone	has	to	do	it.	72	The	U.S.	in	the	Time	of	the	Red......................................258	Skills......................................................................................81	The	World
Beyond..........................................................260	Weapons	and	Armor.........................................................91	The	Neocorps..................................................................264	Your	Outfit...........................................................................	On	the	other	side	of	the	booth,	there's	a	faint	sound	as	Santiago	Rain	runs	down	the	front	of	the	speeder.	You	definitely
decided	on	for	her	Netrunner,	that	makes	no	went	to	a	big-name	private	school.	Lifepath	is	a	flowchart	of	"plot	complications"	designed	to	help	you	give	your	Cyberpunk	Character	an	authenticallyPage	77	Dark	Future	background.	See	Buying	and	Selling	on	Page	385.96FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTUREArmor	Type	Armor	Damage	Armor	Cost	Description
Stopping	Penalty	Power	(SP)	(Minimum	0)Leathers	Favored	by	Nomads	and	other	‘punks	who	ride	bikes.	As	the	battle	damage	pilesup,	you	start	to	rely	more	and	more	upon	tech:	cyberlimbs	forweapons	and	armor,	bio-program	chips	to	increase	your	reflexesand	awareness,	combat	drugs	to	give	you	that	edge	over	youropponents.	9	You	are	the
inheritor	of	a	family	debt;	you	must	honor	this	debt	before	moving	on	with	your	life.	So	can	Johnny.	Then	the	4th	Corp	War	blew	the	Old	NET	apart.	Stay	committed	to	the	Edge.	The	lasers	go	The	elevator	streaks	upwards,	the	shaft	echoing	to	wild;	spilling	a	maze	of	ruby	light	in	every	direction.	The	entire	canopy—the	entire	front	ofthe	aircraft—bells
out	in	a	horrible	slow-mo	inferno—a	A	slender,	Asian-looking	man	is	watching	her.	However,	when	you	Next	Step:	move	on	to	the	Night	Market	sections	of	the	rules	(pg.	Next	Step:	That's	the	Cyberpunk	way.	Next	Step:	STATs	So,	how	do	you	take	this	Blank	and	make	them	really	Cyberpunk?	After	a	week,	it'll	be	just	like	checking	into	work	at	the	ITS
offices.	'Course,	the	eyes	were	Teknics	2350s,	and	the	smile	really	was	from	a	magazine—nice	biosculpt	job.	I	started	out	making	false	IDsfor	Edgerunners	and	streetrats.	Fire	Modes	&	Special	Features:	None	500eb	(Expensive)	SMG	Handgun	2d6	30	1	1	YES	(M	Pistol)	500eb	(Expensive)	Alt.	One	of	the	faceless	guards	elevator	cars."	He	looks	over	at
Alt's	dormant	form.loses	his	nerve.	Can	you	feel	it	Can	you	touch	it	Can	you	feel	it	Get	ready	cause	here	we	go,	yeah	Can	you	touch	it	Get	ready	cause	here	we	go	The	moment	freezes,	hanging	in	air	like	a	death.	By	one,	The	Street	knows	the	party	is	going	to	be	on	Up	on	the	makeshift	stage,	acting	as	thoughthe	edge	of	town	at	Industrial	Park.	Awould
try	to	act	out	what	they	thought	the	the	Players	continually	decide	what	their	Character	played	by	aCharacter	would	be	doing	in	each	scene	Characters	will	do.	Toshiro	isan	irritable	dog,	notices	the	small	army	facing	them	check-mated—Arasaka	cannot	gun	down	the	crowddown.	comfy	apartment	like	this	somewhere.	Combat	Drugs:	Any	one	of	a
series	of	designer	drugs	created	to	increase	speed,	stamina,	and	Gyro:	Small	one-	or	two-seat	helicopters,	used	mostly	reflexes.	2	It	looks	better	in	Virtuality,	you	swear.	the	time.	An	entire	city	or	government	or	agency.8	Corporate	exec	One	of	you	was	a	romantic	rival.9	Government	official	One	of	you	was	a	business	rival.10	Boosterganger	One	of	you
set	the	other	up	for	a	crime	they	didn't	commit.	His	voice	holds	solid	over	the	radio	Johnny's	eyes	scan	the	perimeter	of	the	park.	BY	ADRIAN	MARC92BY	ADRIAN	MARC	FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURERanged	WeaponsThese	are	things	that	shoot.	than	acting	it	out.	After	rolling	to	determine	decides	to	roll	instead	ofyour	general	cultural	region,	choose
one	of	the	languages	from	the	list	adjacent	to	choose.	But	things	are	different	now.	—	TorchTECH	▶	Who	are	Your	Main	Clients?	COOLSkill	of	knowing	a	specific	area	well	and	knowing	Skill	of	assuming	a	role,	disguising	yourself	as	the	agendas	of	its	various	factions,	both	political	someone	else,	whether	real	or	fictitious,	and	faking	and	criminal.	Who
does	this	choob	think	overdrive.	You	engage	in	illegal,	unethical	work	all	the	time;	in	fact,	you	enjoy	it.	This	is	just	a	structured	form	of	action.	This	is	not	the	same	as	Reflexes,	inas-	tell	Players	what	is	or	isn't	possible	within	the	confines	much	as	this	covers	the	knack	of	using	tools.	You	know	theold	saying:	power	corrupts.64LAWMAN	▶	What	is	Your
Position	on	the	Force	◀	▶	How	Wide	is	Your	Group's	Jurisdiction?	Those	are	all	validstories	for	you	to	tell.	Example:	Jay	decides	to	play	a	Solo.	It	makes	him	say,	"How	light	in	his	pale	glass	eyes.	71	The	Aftermath...................................................................258	What	are	Statistics?...........................................................	you're	going	to	need	a	certain
panache—a	certain	flair—in	portraying	yourself.	But	you	don't	care,	because	as	a	Rockerboy,	you	know	it's	your	place	to	challenge	authority,	whether	in	straight-out	protest	songs	that	tell	it	like	it	is,	playing	kick-ass	rock	n'	roll	to	get	the	people	away	from	the	TV	sets	and	into	The	Streets,	firing	up	the	crowd	with	speeches,	or	composing	fiery	writings
that	shape	the	minds	and	hearts	of	millions.	Powerful	members	of	the	criminal	Ronin:	A	freelance	assassin	or	mercenary.	▶ Role	Ability:	Medicine	The	Medtech's	Role	Ability	is	Medicine.	Use	ahead;	we	gotta	get	the	new	Players	up	Lisa	is	playing	the	role	of	Spyder,	a	one	for	the	1s	place	and	to	speed,	okay?)	cunning	Netrunner/Hacker	thief	with	one



for	the	10s	place	to	a	bit	of	Robin	Hood	in	her	background.	Roll	What	are	You/They	Gonna	do	About	it?	Empty.	•	The	following	Skills	must	be	at	least	Level	2:	Athletics,	Brawling,	Concentration,	Conversation,	Education,	Evasion,	First	Aid,	Human	Perception,	Language	(Streetslang),	Local	Expert	(Your	Home),	Perception,	Persuasion,	and	Stealth	•
Skills	marked	in	the	Master	Skill	List	with	a	(x2)	cost	two	Skill	points	to	increase	in	Level	by	one.	she	thinks.a	destination,	then	ducks	out.	100eb	(Premium)	Battleglove	Heavy	gauntlet.	Chip:	Any	type	of	data	recording,	usually	in	the	form	of	small	colored,	slivers	of	plastic.	Years	of	combat	drugs	taken	tokeep	the	edge	have	given	you	terrifying
addictions.	She	can	see	the	three	Netrunners	slumped	The	Hand	convulses	in	fury	by	his	side,	locking	onto	senseless	in	their	chairs;	her	own	unconscious	body	the	S&W	in	its	lowslung	hip	rig.	Every	kid	knows	how	to	use	a	rifle,	and	everyonepacks	a	knife.	It's	a	lot	of	power	for	someone	doing	gigs	every	night	in	another	city.	And	every	single	one	of
Fixersthem	has	a	Role:	an	occupation	they	are	known	byon	The	Street.	See	page	79	How	do	you	calculate	them?	being	rejected	for	a	5	You	have	backdoors	into	a	few	Corporate	warehouses.	No	one	had	plugs.	Yet.▶ Role	Ability:	BackupThe	Lawman's	Role	Ability	is	Backup.	And	so	far,	the	Corps	have	only	used	one	nuke.The	4th	Corporate	WarNow,	of
course,	a	couple	years	back,	everything	wasmore-or-less	run	by	the	Corporations,	which	were	prettymuch	governments	themselves.	The	elevators	are	empty.	sense	so	she	switches	to	Corporate	Technicians2	Corporate	Managers	Well	to	do,	with	large	homes,	safe	neighborhoods,	nice	cars,	etc.	But	you	do	need	weapons	and	armor.	See	page	86	For
more	about	Role	Abilities	How	does	an	Edgerunner	buy	Skills?	But	that	was	before	the	War.	Okay,	so	right	now	your	life	as	a	junior	executive	is	any-	thing	but	easy.	6	Rival	Fixer	trying	to	beat	you	out	for	resources	and	parts.	You	have	connections	into	all	kinds	of	businesses,	deals,	and	political	groups.	Because	we	want	you	to	join	us	in	the	Time	of	the
Red	and	make	it	your	time	too.	The	Street	is	mean	these	days,	filled	with	new	drugs,	newgangs,	and	new	weapons	that	make	a	Minami-10	look	like	a	kid's	toy.	She	grew	up	fairly	safe	and	secure	and,	living	1950s	America	crossed	with	1984.	Armor	Penalty:	How	much	does	the	Armor	interfere	with	your	ability	to	move	and	respond	while	wearing	it.	She
rolls	9	for	Hairstyle:	Short	andRoll	Clothing	Style	Hairstyle	curly.	She	flails	wildly	with	the	pass	the	burned	out	husks	of	the	cars	on	floors	ten	and	Construct—too	little,	too	late.	Rockerboy	legends	like	Johnny	Silverhand,	Rockerboy	Manson	(for	whom	the	Role	is	named)	and	Kerry	Eurodyne	have	led	armies	against	Corporations	and	governments.
When	are	you	The	Naming	of	Namesgoing	to	give	this	up?"	says	the	doctor.	How	do	you	know	what's	in	your	Outfit?	Human	Perception................................	If	he	goes	with	it,	Rogue's	the	big	Malorian.	Are	you	ready	now?	Cyberpunk	is	also	an	attitude.	He	packs	no	visible	hardware.	95FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURESpecial	Ammunition	Weapon
AttachmentsBeyond	Basic	Ammunition,	Each	Non-Exotic	Ranged	Weapon	has	three	Attachment	Slots	which	can	be	upgradedall	Non-Exotic	Ranged	with	attachments.	EMP	Demolitions	(x2)..................................	Beaverville:	A	safe	suburban	neighborhood	primar-	Exotic:	A	human	biosculpted	with	non-human	ele-	ily	inhabited	by	mid-level	Corporate
executives	and	ments;	fur,	long	ears,	fangs,	etc.	All	your	worn	armor	in	a	location	is	ablated	(SP	lowered	by	one)	simultaneously	whenever	you	take	damage.	Most	importantly,	this	is	the	STAT	people	and	creatures	can	be	described	(or	written	up)	that	affects	your	ability	to	hit	things	with	ranged	using	Statistics.	"You	owe	me	one,"	he	says,	his	voice
taking	an	edge.	Fixers	with	guns,Johnny	is	up	and	pacing	now.	Reflexes	(REF):	Your	response	time	and	coordina-	Statistics	(also	called	STATs)	are	numbers	that	tion,	as	used	in	aiming,	throwing,	juggling,	etc.	Alt	didn't	talk	much	about	her	work."	"Pros."	Silverhand	finishes	loading	the	second	clip.	4	Small	Electronics	Technician	5	Weaponsmith	3
Totally	digital	and	6	Crazy	Inventor	obsessively	backed	up	every	day.	of	lead	through	the	doors.	to	refer	to	the	physical	world.	Ranged	Weapons	are	generally	linked	tothe	REF	STAT.	melee	weapons	and	can	help	you	dodge	attacks.	Origin	Language.	Head	held	high,	a	cockyJohnny	to	face	the	media	man.	You	can	never	have	enough	ammo.	Victoria	flips
to	the	RoleRoll	Who?	"I	need	your	help,	Rogue."	His	voice	isThompson	reaches	down	to	his	feet;	draws	up	a	long	urgent,	magnetic.black,	nylon	bag.	Suddenly,	skip	to	page	248people	freak	out.	where	you	sleep	and	4	Local	Solos	or	other	combat	types	who	use	you	for	weapon	upkeep.	230)	most	often	triggers	this	state,	other	traumatic	situations	can
also	push	the	Character	over	the	edge.	I'm	sure	you've	got	some	talents	some	of	my	other	clients	will	be	interested	in.	With	this	ability,	Lawmen	can	call	uponthe	help	of	a	group	of	fellow	officers,	based	on	the	Lawman's	Rank	and	theconditions	under	which	they	make	the	call.	For	a	list	of	fashions	See	page	102	See	page	72	How	does	a	Streetrat	roll
STATS?	The	gear	you	carry	around	is	known	on	The	Street	as	your	outfit.A	typical	outfit	might	include:•	Inflatable	Bed	&	Sleep-bag	(folds	to	a	6"x6"	package	for	easy	storage).•	Personal	Agent	(a	micro-sized	communications	system	and	computer	that	fits	in	your	pocket).•	A	pocket-load	of	Memory	Chips.•	A	Cyberdeck	and	cables	(for	Netrunners).•	A
Techtool	or	other	tools.•	Easily	portable	food	in	the	form	of	bars,	squeeze	tubes,	foil	packs,	ready	to	eat	meals	(MREs),	and	the	occasional	banana	(worth	its	weight	in	gold	in	the	Time	of	the	Red).•	Personal	effects,	like	clothes,	toothbrushes,	etc.	31NETRUNNER	"Bartmoss	had	it	easy.	I've	got	euro."Rogue	hates	the	Atlantis.	And	we	strongly	suggest
that	GMs	start	their	Players	on	the	Starting	Character	rank.	well	you	get	along	with	others;	how	you	interact	in	social	situations.72FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTUREHow	Do	You	Get	Your	STATs?	"You	zaibatsu	bastard,"	she	says	through	the	"Bang"	says	the	gun.	Her	hand	is	a	blur	as	it	stabs	up	off	the	he	is?	She'd	studied	the	concept,	second	stringers	are
guarding	the	offices."	worked	out	the	parameters	for	creating	a	storage	matrix.	I	waited	for	them	to	move	wave	of	revulsion,	superimposed	over	Alt's	big	green	on,	then	used	my	Trauma	Card."	There	is	a	longish	eyes,	her	tousled	mane	of	hair.	COOL	electronics,	electronic	security	systems,	bugs	and	tracers,	pressure	plates,	laser	tripwires,	etc.	In	the
Time	of	the	Red	a	Night	Market	is	the	Subculture;	the	Underground.	Jay	slots	4	points	into	each	of	these	and	spends	the	remaining	6	points	as	they	see	fit.	The	systems	you	cracked	were	smaller,	but	even	deadlier.	Roll	Most	Valued	Possession	You	Own?	How	much	time?	The	plot	generally	flows	fromthe	Characters.	nology	she's	applied	it	to
Netrunning	instead	of	Nomad	Pack	You	learned	to	drive	and	fight	at	an	early	age,	but	the	family	was	always	there	to	vehicle	repair.	Red	fire	blots	out	the	cool	blue	neon.	He	thinks	about	the	type	of	Character	does	to	game,	relax;	roleplaying	games	aren't	Character	he	is	playing	and	decides	that	understand,	or	manip-	nearly	as	mysterious	as	you	may
have	someone	like	Gron	would	be	looking	for	ulate	themselves	or	the	thought.	"I	was	in	the	War.	You	may	not	move	your	STATs	around;	you	must	transfer	them	as	written	on	thetable	for	that	Roll.	tering,	and	installing	complex	electronic	devices,	including:	computers,	cyberdecks,	personal	Interrogation.....................................	They're	also	construction
experts,	▶	What's	Your	Pack's	Overall	Philosophy?	Victoria	rolls	a	6	on	Roll	1d10	or	choose	one.	3	Corporate	Execs	who	use	you	for	"black	project"	procurement	work.	ing	energy	blade	taken	from	a	demigod	socializing...'"	you	defeated	in	a	previous	game.	"You're	going	to	sit	right	here	with	your	hands	on	the	table,	where	I	Silverhand	turns	to	gather
up	her	still	warm	body	in	can	watch	them.	Fashion-model	beautifulRockerboys	rub	shoulders	with	battle-armored	road	Maximum	law	enforcers	patrolling	the	mean	streetswarriors,	all	of	them	making	the	scene	in	the	hottest	and	barbarian	warrior	highways	beyond.dance	clubs,	sleaziest	bars,	and	meanest	streets	thisside	of	the	post-holocaust.
Something	stops	him.	Boosterboys	like	it	when	you	scream.Above	her	head,	Santiago's	Minami	10	roars	in	They	like	it	so	much,	they'll	do	anything	to	make	youdeafening	staccato.	There's	the	Lawmen	trying	to	keep	a	lid	on	the	whole	situation	and	Medias	and	Rockerboys	writing	songs	and	articles	about	it	all.	There	are	a	few	rules	Next	Step:	though:
Weapons	and	•	Edgerunners	get	86	Skill	points	to	be	distributed	between	your	Character's	Skills	to	raise	their	totals	Armor	up.	But	by	the	end	of	the	2020	Arc,	I	had	two	big	problems.	'Dorphs:	Streetslang	for	synthetic	endorphins,	a	AI:	Artificial	Intelligence;	a	computer	with	full	designer	drug	that	increases	healing	powers,	limits	self-awareness.	Fire
Modes	&	Special	Features:	None	100eb	Heavy	Pistol	Handgun	3d6	8	2	1	YES	(Premium)	(H	Pistol)	100eb	Alt.	The	metal	fingers	lock	limply	sprawled	across	the	central	console.	types.How	Do	I	Get	My	Skills?	But	the	big	difference	here	is	that	although	your	Skills	for	that	Role	are	predetermined,	the	levels	of	each	Skill	are	up	to	you.	Those	2	Local
gangers	who	also	protect	your	work	area	or	home.	Also,	a	terminal.	With	this	ability,	they	can	influence	others	by	sheer	presence	of	personality.	Weak	"Spyder	turns	to	Gron	and	Jord,"	says	Turn.	What's	the	story	there?	But	understand—in	1987,	this	was	all	considered	visionary	stuff.	"Hey,	Rocker,"	he	says,	leaning	over	the	table	as	The	doctor's	hands
are	quick	and	sure.	Whether	you're	a	biker	with	leathered	skin	and	metal	claws,	or	a	debu-	#2	Attitude	is	Everything.	3	Will	occasionally	slip	and	do	unethical	or	bad	things,	but	it's	rare.	Jamming	open	the	elevator	doors	with	her	gun	butt,	she	drops	down	onto	the	rising	car.	4	In	a	Nomad	pack	with	roots	in	transport	5	Your	family	vanished.	concepts;
now	get	on	with	the	game!	Chromatic	Rock:	A	type	of	heavy	metal	charac-	Streetslang	terized	by	heavy	electronics,	simple	rhythms,	and	Some	common	terms	in	violent	lyrics.	Rockerboy	Solo	Netrunner	Tech	Medtech	Skills	Skills	Skills	Skills	Skills	Athletics	Athletics	Athletics	Athletics	Athletics	Brawling	Brawling	Brawling	Brawling	Brawling
Concentration	Concentration	Concentration	Concentration	Concentration	Conversation	Conversation	Conversation	Conversation	Conversation	Education	Education	Education	Education	Education	Evasion	Evasion	Evasion	Evasion	Evasion	First	Aid	First	Aid	First	Aid	First	Aid	First	Aid	Human	Perception	Human	Perception	Human	Perception	Human
Perception	Human	Perception	Language	(Streetslang)	Language	(Streetslang)	Language	(Streetslang)	Language	(Streetslang)	Language	(Streetslang)	Local	Expert	Local	Expert	Local	Expert	Local	Expert	Local	Expert	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	Perception	Perception	Perception	Perception	Perception
Persuasion	Persuasion	Persuasion	Persuasion	Persuasion	Stealth	Stealth	Stealth	Stealth	Stealth	Composition	Autofire	(x2)	Basic	Tech	Basic	Tech	Basic	Tech	Handgun	Handgun	Conceal/Reveal	Object	Cybertech	Cybertech	Electronics/	Security	Tech	Melee	Weapon	Interrogation	Cryptography	(x2)	Deduction	Land	Vehicle	Tech	Personal	Grooming
Melee	Weapon	Cybertech	Paramedic	(x2)	Play	Instrument	Electronics/	Security	Tech	Shoulder	Arms	(choose	1)	Resist	Torture/	Drugs	(x2)	Resist	Torture/	Drugs	Streetwise	Handgun	Science	(choose	1)	Shoulder	Arms	Science	(choose	1)	Wardrobe	&	Style	Tactics	Library	Search	Weaponstech	Shoulder	Arms88FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE	Media
Lawman	Exec	Fixer	Nomad	Skills	Skills	Skills	Skills	SkillsAthletics	Athletics	Athletics	Athletics	AthleticsBrawling	Brawling	Brawling	Brawling	BrawlingConcentration	Concentration	Concentration	Concentration	ConcentrationConversation	Conversation	Conversation	Conversation	ConversationEducation	Education	Education	Education
EducationEvasion	Evasion	Evasion	Evasion	EvasionFirst	Aid	First	Aid	First	Aid	First	Aid	First	AidHuman	Perception	Human	Perception	Human	Perception	Human	Perception	Human	PerceptionLanguage	(Streetslang)	Language	(Streetslang)	Language	(Streetslang)	Language	(Streetslang)	Language	(Streetslang)Local	Expert	Local	Expert	Local
Expert	Local	Expert	Local	Expert(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)Perception	Perception	Perception	Perception	PerceptionPersuasion	Persuasion	Persuasion	Persuasion	PersuasionStealth	Stealth	Stealth	Stealth	StealthBribery	Autofire	Accounting	Bribery	Animal	HandlingComposition	Criminology	Bureaucracy
Business	Drive	Land	VehicleDeduction	Deduction	Business	Forgery	HandgunHandgun	Handgun	Deduction	Handgun	Melee	WeaponLibrary	Search	Interrogation	Handgun	Pick	Lock	TrackingLip	Reading	Shoulder	Arms	Lip	Reading	Streetwise	TradingPhotography/Film	Tracking	Personal	Grooming	Trading	Wilderness	Survival	Example:	Jay	decides	to
work	on	an	Edgerunner	Solo.	Seicho	isHe	pulls	his	bandmates	in	from	around	the	City,	care-	afraid.	What	are	Statistics?	They	have	Body	Skills:	The	use	of	Skills	involving	physical	tasks,spent	time	learning	and	mastering	the	intricacies	of	feats	of	strength,	endurance,	and	other	physicalthis	knowledge	either	from	a	teacher,	a	book,	or	a	attributes.long
and	arduous	montage	sequence	typically	foundin	action	and	kung-fu	movies.	Let's	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.face	it.	Victoria	has	family4	Eastern	European	Dutch,	English,	French,	German,	Italian,	in	Ethiopia	in	real	life,	so	Norwegian,	Portuguese,	Spanish	she	decides	her	Netrunner5	Middle	Eastern/North	African	comes	from	there.	Jay	rollsa	6.	"No
wonder	she	didn't	silence.	Fire	Modes	&	Special	Features:	Explosive	Ranged	Weapon	Ammunition	▶ Basic	Ammunition	Cost:	10eb	per	10	units	(Cheap)	This	is	the	standard	ammunition	for	the	weapon.	Fixers	can	also	source	desirable	resources	and	make	favorable	deals	(Go	to	pg.	At	least	the	mega-arcologieswant	to	know	about	food?	pouring	into	the
large,	grassy	park	opposite	his	guardHe	sets	the	time	and	place	and	the	gig	is	on.	Microsurgical	waldos	cut	through	the	perforated	guts,	swabbing,	tying	off,	prepping.	1	Organized	Crime	Maybe	the	Fixer's	working	2	Boostergangs	with	your	Pack	to	secure	3	Drug	Runners	supplies	and	you've	been	4	Dirty	Politicians	assigned	to	keep	an	eye	5	Rival
Packs	in	the	same	businesses	out.	If	the	armor	has	any	effects	or	special	notes	this	is	where	they	will	be	listed.	doing	ballistic	tests,	examining	evidence,	and	searching	through	police	records	and	files.FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURECryptography........................................INT	Wilderness	Survival...............................INTSkill	of	encrypting	and	decoding
messages.	Thompson	stops	smiling.	6	Wherever	the	money	takes	you4	A	rival	Solo	from	another	Corp.5	A	Fixer	who	sees	you	as	a	threat.6	A	rival	Solo	who	sees	you	as	their	nemesis.	No	fool,	this	cat.	include	the	Roll	Pack	Size	Roll	Type	Aldecaldos,	1	A	single	extended	tribe	or	family	1	Gogang	who	are	2	A	couple	dozen	members	2	Passenger
transporthelping	rebuild	3	Forty	or	fifty	members	3	Chautauqua/school	4	A	hundred	or	more	members	4	Traveling	show/carnival	Night	City;	5	A	Blood	Family	(hundreds	of	members)	5	Migrant	farmers	the	Jodes,	6	An	Affiliated	Family	(made	of	several	Blood	Families)	6	Cargo	transport	originally	7	Shipment	protection	farmers	from	8	Smuggling	the
American	9	Mercenary	army	Midwest;	the	10	Construction	work	gangBlood	Nation,who	specialize	land	in	travelingentertainment;and	the	Meta,	made	up	from	military	personnel	abandoned	during	theSouthAm	Wars.	happened.	great	causes	and	fight	for	big	issues.	1,000eb	(V.	Skills	are	like	STATs;	they	have	a	range	of	effectiveness	that	is	related	to
how	muchthey	cost.	I	need	an	extraction.	If	you're	going	to	blow	it,	make	sure	you	look	like	you	planned	it	that	way.	Talk	to	your	GM.	To	hell	with	it.	Don't	sit	good	along	the	way,	great.	I	want	this	out—the	way	they	worked	out	a	combat	style;them	bad.	So	far,	the	Tycho	mass-	19drivers	are	still	ready	to	throw	rocks	at	Moscow	andWashington,	so	we'll
probably	avoid	having	the	nuclearwar	everyone's	been	expecting	since	1944.	Last	week,	you	led	a	mixed	team	of	Solos,	Netrunners,	and	Techs	on	a	headhunting	run	to	"extract"	a	researcher	from	a	rival	company.	300Getting	it	Done...................................	there's	going	to	be	blood	tonight.	It's	all	one	big	web	and	I'm	at	the	center.	Medias	also
havegreater	levels	of	access	to	sources	and	information;	they	are	alwaysin	the	know	with	their	ears	to	the	ground	to	pick	up	on	rumors	andinformation	passively	(Go	to	pg.	To	connect	with	a	Input/Output:	A	mechanistic	term	for	a	casual	machine.	For	each	friend,	roll	on	the	table	below.	Your	weapons	are	nerve,	streetsmarts,	bravado,	and	the	Minami
10	smartgun	on	yourhip.	There	are	of	stringing	together	ahundreds	of	languages	spoken	around	the	world	but	for	our	purposes	here	we've	listed	bunch	of	random	resultsthe	most	commonly	spoken	languages	in	each	region	during	the	Time	of	the	Red.	Her	enhanced	hearing	picks	up	breathing	nearby;	the	click	of	glasses	and	ice,	com-	Then	the	laser
dot	is	eclipsed	by	a	screaming	puter	terminals.	by	an	advanced	form	of	alcohol	with	a	higher	Then	the	GM	generally	applies	the	rules	and	results	burning	temperature	than	normal	methanol.	▶	Step	#7:	Record	Outfit	◀▶	#3:	Roll	Your	Statistics	(STATS)	◀	For	a	list	of	gear	See	page	99	What	are	the	Statistics?	Designer	drugs	were	illegal.	Page	72The
Three	Ways	to	Generate	STATs	Next	Step:	Derived	STATs	▶	Method	#1:	Streetrats	(Templates)	◀	Page	79When	using	The	Streetrat	Option,	you'll	roll	1d10	and	then	copy	the	numbers	adjacent	to	the	result	of	thatroll	onto	your	Character	Sheet.	Victoria	thinks	about	1	Dig	around	in	old	abandoned	City	Zones.	I	took	an	oath	to	keep	this	City	safe	and	I
take	that	oath	seriously.	Armor	Because	only	an	idiot	stands	there	and	takes	getting	shot.	3	It's	a	filthy	bed	covered	in	wires.	However,	Jay	also	decides	to	make	their	Solo	as	a	more	esoteric	Character	who	spends	time	hunting	down	renegade	Nomads	in	the	wilderness.	74).	The	room	goes	still.	You	make	your	living	building,	fixing,	and	modi-fying—a
crucial	occupation	in	a	technological	world	recovering	froma	War	that	broke	the	back	of	the	supply	chain.	Never	look	at	But	there's	a	wider	aspect	to	that—you	look	to	your	someone	unless	you	can	make	it	your	best	"killer"	look.	As	a	Streetrat	Character,	we	have	already	provided	you	with	Skills	and	levels	of	Skills	for	your	Basic	Skills	(bold)	plus	the
basic	professional	Skills	you	need	to	Next	Step:	perform	in	your	Characters'	chosen	Role.	Replay	next	night,"	the	big	one	says	enthu-	thin,	bearded.	refer	to	running	the	Old	NET	until	the	advent	of	the	4th	Corp	War.	Roll	Who?	342.Melee	WeaponsThese	are	things	you	swing	or	stab	at	someone,	hoping	to	beat	them	bloody	or	remove	their	limbs.	TECH
Skill	of	extracting	information	from	people	without	Skill	of	setting	and	defusing	explosives,	and	knowing	alerting	them	with	careful	conversation.	Screams.	Crazy	from	a	world	war	and	other	disasters.	They	breaking	Alt's	connections.	They	need	not	be	a	musical	performer;	they	can	influence	others	through	poetry,	art,	dance,	or	simply	their	physical
presence.	maintain	permanent	enclaves	either	in	Night4	Willing	to	bend	the	rules	whenever	they	get	in	the	way	to	get	what	the	Pack	needs.	"Makes	sense.	9	Set	them	up	for	a	crime	or	other	transgression	they	didn't	commit.	been	hidden.	Chilled:	To	be	cool;	to	be	together.	There's	a	deafening	BOOM!	in	a	going	to	have	to	back	his	play.	Corporate
espionage	and	counter-espionage	gearfor	"black	operations."	If	you're	any	good,	you're	making	a	lotof	money.	Talk	to	the	other	Players.	I	still	fell	hard	for	her.	medical	Corp.	Character	Generation	easier,	we're	placing	tags	The	Three	Methods	of	Making	a	Character	next	to	each	relevant	section	so	you	can	tell,	at	In	Cyberpunk	RED,	there	are	three
ways	to	generate	your	Character.	As	2	Rival	Netrunners	who	just	don't	like	you.	The	R.A.B.I.D.S.	made	NET	travel	a	suicide	run;	the	Nodes	were	fragmented	or	cor-	rupted.	Find	a	way.	Your	vehicles	are	well-armored	and	bristlingwith	stolen	weapons:	miniguns,	rocket	launchers,	and	thelike.	A	party	animal	who	loves	to	get	messed	up?	Organic
circuitry	led	to	direct	hookups	between	humans	and	computers.	damage	(Premium)	Don't	be	an	idiot.	Your	players	have	done	everything,	fought	everything,	and	seen	everything	you	can	offer	in	the	original	iteration	of	your	world,	and	there's	not	much	left	to	do.	Real	dogs.	"Guess	they	wanted	to	finish	the	job.	and	your	ability	to	learn.	Rapidly,	she
from	her	vantage	point	on	floor	seven	and	fires	a	quickopens	each	car,	spray	paints	the	monitor	lens,	punches	burst	down	the	stairwell.	You	have	a	proud	history	as	a	Rockerboy.	10	Your	lover	is	imprisoned	or	exiled.52TALES	FROM	THE	STREETThe	Wrap	UpYou	know	your	history,	your	personal	style,	and	your	turbulent	love	life.	333	Vehicle
Combat...............................................................189	Reputation.........................................................................193	Night	Markets..................................................................337	Night	Market	Appendix.................................................340Netrunning........................................	Maybe	one	of	those	guys	trained	you.	Illegal	or	stolencybertech.	Turns	out,	when
society	breaks	down,	wanderers	become	useful	.	while	she	inherited	the	family	aptitude	for	tech-4	You	had	a	mix	of	rugged	trailers,	vehicles,	and	huge	road	kombis	for	your	home.	You	probably	didn't	know	who	your	actual	parents	were.	Christ!"	explodes	Johnny.	The	following	sections	give	you	the	tools	you	need	to	create	a	Character.	"Getting	shot	at
always	pisses	me	off,"	she	grins	back.	61MEDIA	To	learn	more	▶	What	Kind	of	Media	are	You?	Role	Ability	to	4	See	page	90	For	more	about	Role	Abilities	Don't	forget	your	Basic	Skills	have	see	Page	142	to	be	at	least	Level	2.	The	lobby	doors	explode	five.	He	gathers	up	a	ragged	handful	of	shells	and	really	big	guys,	like	Eurobusiness	Machines."
begins	to	stuff-load	the	S&W's	spare	clip.	Each	time	you	increase	this	Skill	you	must	choose	in	whichLanguage...............................................INT	form	you	are	training.	who	started	in	1997	with	a	170th	level	friend's	enthusiasm.	They	are	Soulkiller,	the	eater	of	minds.	company	that	specialized	in	exporting	luxury	goods3	Corporate	Middle-middle	class,
with	comfortable	conapts	or	Beaverville	up	to	the	Highriders	in	Technicians	suburban	homes,	minivans	and	corporate-run	technical	schools.	You	can	see	howthat	ended	up.What	We	MissFor	all	the	wartime	uglies,	you	can	still	go	anywhere	onone	passport:	one-worldism	at	its	best.	Microscopic	stitches	hum	off	the	serrated	teeth	camera	itself	coming
around	the	right	side	of	his	skullof	a	mini-closer,	bonding	flesh	together	almost	as	and	hardwiring	into	a	startlingly	bright-green	cyber-well	as	the	original.	With	only	a	few	cops	on	The	Street	and	lots	of	heavilyarmed	and	armored	miscreants	roaming	around	just	itching	to	reduce	you	to	salable	parts,	it's	no	wonder	thateveryone	you	meet	is	probably
packing.	To	sell	your	soul	for	more	money	▶	#4:	Calculate	Derived	Statistics	◀	See	page	118	What	are	Derived	Statistics?	He	pulls	the	autoshotgun	out	of	his	bat-killed	in	an	inter-Corporate	war	eight	years	ago.	She	decides	her	NET	threats.	Don't	depend	on	anyone.	But	don't	count	on	it.	His	first	son	was	his	shoulders.	Victoria's	now	knowsYour
clothes,	hairstyles	and	even	personal	touches	can	determine	how	people	her	Netrunner's	Culturalwill	relate	to	you,	for	good	or	for	bad.	If	a	Character	sleeps	in	their	Workspace,	and	that	Workspace	isn't	already	part	of	their	purchased	Housing	(in	a	spare	room	in	their	Conapt,	for	example),	it	counts	as	if	they	had	slept	in	a	vehicle	for	the	purposes	of
deciding	if	they	got	a	good	night's	sleep	or	not.	1	A	Corporate	Zone	2	Combat	Zones2	A	boostergang	you	may	have	tackled	earlier.	Seicho	Harada	is	second	in	command	of	Security	Johnny's	on	the	cellular,	working	the	connections.	Four	years	later	I'm	making	bioweapons	for	the	highest	bidder.	Then,	for	each	one,	decide	who	was	the	injured	party
and	roll	once	on	each	of	the	columns	below.	"I've	got	a	marker	I	have	topull	in,"	he	says.	Also,	to	forget	about	something.BY	NEIL	BRANQUINHO	253:56	PMVideopopular	keywords	neoncade	body	lotto	scott	brown	madqueens	blood	rain	elf	gamesince	you	enjoyed	Combat	Cabb:	the	Next	Generation...N54's	24/7	Essential	News	Feed	classicN54•150k
watching	now!	Combat	Cabb	Classic	Season	13	Combat	Cabb	Classic•53k	watching	now!Tom	&	Gold	T>&G•500k	watching	now!The	line	between	reality-driven	entertainment	and	situational	comedyblurs	in	the	award-winning	hit	of	2044!	When	PopMedia	sensationGold	leaves	the	Corporate-driven	music	world	and	returns	to	herroots	in	the	Night
City	slum	she	grew	up	in,	she	befriends	4th	CorpWar	combat	vet	and	hardware	store	manager	Tom.	When	you	meet,	the	metal	is	going	to	shred.	It's	not	like	the	old	days,	when	you	had	a	majorMediacorp	behind	you;	this	time,	you've	gotta	depend	on	yourfans,	your	contacts,	and	your	own	reputation.	People	feel	helpless	in	skip	to	page	251the	face	of
the	Universe.	Are	they	the	2	Your	Boss	gives	you	a	free	hand	and	doesn't	want	to	know	what	you're	up	to.classic	"kid	made	good",	3	Your	Boss	is	a	micromanager	who	tries	to	meddle	in	your	work.hanging	with	old	friends	4	Your	Boss	is	a	psycho	whose	unpredictable	outbursts	are	offset	by	quiet	paranoia.and	caught	between	two	5	Your	Boss	is	cool
and	watches	your	back	against	rivals.worlds?	as	possible	before	going	over	the	Edge.	A	VTOL	passes	overhead,	giant	propblades	thrashing	the	night.	The	result	rolled	3	Have	a	local	Fixer	bring	you	supplies	in	exchange	for	repair	work.	In	addition,	RED	allows	us	to	create	something	unparalleled	in	gaming	history—a	tabletop	RPG	that	serves	as	the
perfect	onramp	for	the	expanded	and	far	future	of	the	Cyberpunk	2077	arc.	see	Page	29	See	page	81	Set	your	Role's	Role	Ability	to	4	How	does	a	Streetrat	set	Skills?	I	like	lead.	The	shirt	drags	over	thethe	dorphs	and	general	anesthetics.	work	alonegot	a	partner	▶	Tell	Us	About	Your	Partner(s).	67NOMAD	Different	▶	How	Big	is	Your	Pack?	Skill	for
fighting	with	a	Martial	Arts	Form.	5	An	otherwise	abandoned	building.	Just	themselves	and	a	close	friend.3	Estranged	relative	Caused	a	major	public	humiliation.	◀	in	a	Punk	Game	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.In	the	real	world,	it's	unfor-	Roll	Where?tunately	all	too	common	1	One	cityfor	people	with	power	2	Several	citiesto	punch	down	at	the	3
Statewidepeople	without	it.	Not	that	there	is	anymore,	but	they	didn't	even	have	the	idea	back	then.	But	that's	the	price	of	being	the	best.	Want	to	get	cargo	2	Outrider	(protection,	weapons)	from	point	A	to	point	B?	10	BY	HÉLIO	FRAZÃO50TALES	FROM	THE	STREET	▶	Your	Friends	◀It's	not	all	grim.	3	Corporates	who	want	you	to	work	for	them
exclusively.	1	Reason	2	3	You	were	a	jerk	and	the	rest	of	the	group	voted	you	out.	Stuffit:	To	have	sex.	Hack	for	a	Media,	politico,	or	Lawman	who	hires	you	as	needed.	Deep	in	the	crowd,	swallows	him.	Closer	than	they	thought	Here's	more	background	for	you	to	think	over.	We	start	the	main	Cyberpunk	story	(what	I	call	the	Never	Fade	Away	Arc)	ten
years	later	in	2013	with	the	culmination	being	Johnny	Silverhand's	invasion	of	the	Arasaka	Tower	in	an	attempt	to	rescue	his	girlfriend,	Alt	Cunningham.	1-2	Avoid	the	scum.	257Fitted	for	the	Future.............................	I'm	nearly	flatlined	as	it	is.	Statistics	are	generally	Luck	(LUCK):	How	the	gods	of	chance	see	you.	One	smaller	group	tried	to	turnback
the	clock,	founding	the	basis	for	what	we	call	theNeo-Luddite	movement.	Start	by	dividing	your	86	points	by	20	to	get	a	rough	average	of	4	points	per	Skill	(you'll	have	6	extra	points	left	over).	Your	knowledgeof	roadcraft—of	how	to	get	between	the	safezones	over	the	savagehighways	has	allowed	you	to	become	the	masters	of	gettingpeople,	supplies,
and	materials	to	a	world	that	desperatelyneeds	them.	6	Vengeance	People	are	obstacles	to	be	destroyed	if	they	cross	me.	skip	to	page	264want	to	know	about	weapons?	1	Local	Fixers	who	send	you	clients.	Skill	of	piloting	and	maneuvering	sea	vehicles.	In	the	Time	of	the	Red,	they	are	as	much	doctors	as	they	are	mechanics,	caring	for	people	who	are
often	more	machine	than	human.	Roll	Where?	Workspace,	by	itself,	count	as	Housing.	And	that	means	everyone	depends	on	me	.	▶	Got	a	Partner	or	Work	Alone?	Just	like	to	crack	systems	for	the	fun	of	it.	110.	When	you	lose	Humanity	points	you	will	sometimes	have	to	lower	your	EMP	Statistic.	Rockerboys	have	exposed	corruption	and	brought	down
dictators.	"Lord	Almighty,"	the	face	says.	He	sits	down	on	the	"Word's	out	that	Arasaka	is	working	on	its	own	version	edge	of	the	bed,	favoring	his	stapled	side.	See	page	43	Make	sure	to	run	both	the	▶	#6:	Buy	Your	Stuff	◀	general	Lifepath	and	your	For	a	list	of	Weapons	See	page	91	Role-Based	Lifepath.	But	there	were	still	places	to	run.	You're	a
muckraker.	43	The	Time	of	the	Red............................	You	were	hungry	at	times,	but	regularly	could	score	a	bed	and	a	meal.	Now	you're	Cyberpunk.	This	fast,	really	did	you,	didn't	they?"	they're	a	blur.	6	Hacktivist	interested	in	cracking	systems	and	exposing	bad	guys.	3	Your	word	I	hate	almost	everyone.	Massively	oppressive?	City	or	on	its	outskirts.
Data	Execs	work	the	board	rooms	and	pay	Solos	and40	Netrunners	to	wipe	out	competition.	Santiago	grins.	as	required.	The	archetypal	cyberpunk	heroes	of	the	80s,	ranged	from	techno-barbarians	roaming	a	Post-holocaust	world,	to	cyber-chipped	jet-setters	with	designer	bodies.	They	dumped	toxics,	destabilized	economies,	and	com-mitted	murder
with	equal	impunity.	39SOUL	AND	THE	NEW	MACHINE	Tagging	the	Paths	Now	you	know	what	kinds	of	people	walk	the	streets	of	Night	City	and	the	Roles	they	fulfill.	—	Cooper	97FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE	Weapon	list	▶	How	You	Get	Your	Stuff:	Weapons	and	Armor	◀	Page	91	for	Streetrats	(Templates)	&	Edgerunners	(Fast	and	Dirty)	Armor	list
Page	96	Like	Skills,	your	Weapons	and	Armor	are	predetermined	from	the	start	with	The	Streetrat.	cal	location	the	Character	5	You	have	backdoor	into	a	few	Corporate	warehouses.	They'll	expect	us	to	be	trying	to	ditch	them—	The	original	Soulkiller	started	as	a	matrix	to	contain	they'll	be	putting	their	best	out	to	find	us.	5	Ruthless	and	determined	to
make	it	big,	even	if	it	means	breaking	the	law.	work	alonegot	a	partner	Roll	▶	Got	a	Partner,	or	Do	You	Work	Alone?	Rogue's	right—	very	small	space,	but	Johnny's	boosted	reflexes	have	Silverhand	is	a	bastard.	Under	no	circumstances	5	Old	client	who	thinks	you	screwed	them	over.	or	Chop,	Chop,	SliceWeapons	are	part	of	everyday	life	in	the	Time	of
the	Red.	4	Willing	to	bend	the	rules	to	get	what	it	needs.	Every	Characterin	a	Cyberpunk	RED	campaign	has	this	derived	STAT.	6	Only	you	understand	your	filing	system.	You	could	walk	down	most	city	streets	without	an	armor	jacket.	Athey	run	back	into	the	shadows.	You	take	bribes,	engage	in	illegal,	unethical	reporting	all	the	time.	This	time,	Jay
has	62	points	with	which	to	buy	their	Character's	STATS.	"Hey,	staggers	to	the	alleyway.	sional	boosterganger	looking	for	an	easy	just	gotten	them	tagged	on	The	Street	and	target.	Nomads...well,	they	don't	have	homes	tostart	with	(unless	you	count	their	kombis)	and	what	good	is	it	if	you	can't	cram	it	on	the	back	of	your	bike	anyway?	goods.	This
STAT	is	important	for	determining	is	the	STAT	that	affects	your	ability	to	hit	things	with	how	much	damage	you	can	take.	Escape	in	miniskirts,	and	whatever	else	a	well-dressed	punk	on	The	Street	considers	the	height	ofa	cloud	of	smoke?	The	remaining	currenciesare	stabilized	to	each	other,	and	the	Eurodollar	is	still	theworld	currency.	How	to	Read
the	Armor	Table	Armor	Type:	What	we	generally	call	it.	You	operate	from	an	AV-4	Urban	Assault	Vehicle,	redesigned	into	an	ambulance	con-	figuration,	and	armed	with	a	belly-mounted	minigun.	She	says,	"Why	Johnny?	While	the	addition	of	large	amounts	of	cyberware	(more	on	this	later.	Before	you	pitch	off	your	sleepmat	and	jump	in,	there's	skip	to
page	91	a	few	things	we	need	to	tell	you.	Challenge	them,	Handguns	or	Science.weapons	or	(God	help	us!)	run	around	but	don't	squash	them.	And	remember:	Cyberpunk	hinges	STATs	on	roleplaying,	so	make	use	of	the	information	in	your	Lifepath	run.	(Expensive)Metalgear®	Metalgear®	will	stop	almost	anything,	but	you're	going	to	be	18	-4	REF,
DEX	and	MOVE	5,000eb	easier	to	hit	than	a	one-legged	bantha	in	a	potho	race.	Closing	but	it's	been	a	long	gig.	a	gift	Victoria's	Character	received	before	she	leftRoll	Affectation	You	Are	Never	Without	Ethiopia.	6	Trauma	Team	paramedical	work.	He	slips	it	carefully	into	the	worn	under-arm	holster,	under	the	jacket.	4	Enemy	of	a	former	client	who
wants	to	clean	up	"loose	ends"—like	you.	4	Corporate	Execs	or	Trauma	Team	supply	you	with	stuff	in	exchange	for	your	services.	enemy	force	may	react.	Jay	goes	to	the	Template	table	for	Solos	and	roll	1d10.	8	Power	Wipe	‘em	all	out	and	let	the	cockroaches	take	over.	We'll	be	looking	at	specificweapons,	models,	and	brands	later	on	in	the	Night
Market	section	on	pg.	6	Romantic	interest	or	media	figure	who	wants	revenge	for	personal	reasons.	You're	one	part	Robin	Hood	and	two	parts	AI	Capone.	Cyberpunk	The	Edge	is	that	nebulous	zone	where	risk-takers	and	Characters	are	the	heroes	of	a	bad	situation,	working	high	rollers	go.	Plug	these	values	into	the	Humanity,	Hit	Point,	Seriously
Wounded,	and	Death	Save	boxes	on	your	Character	Sheet	and	we're	ready	to	hit	the	next	stage:	Skills.	Still,	you	need	to	ask	5	Local	government	doesn't	like	your	Corp.yourself.	8	Procure	highly	illegal	resources,	like	street	drugs	or	milspec	weapons.	Chippin'	In:	To	buy	cyberware	for	the	first	time.	The	normal	life	(maybe).	Johnny	can	see	red	LED
light	scrolling	haze	you—	it's	Arasaka."	A	long	pause,	"I'll	understand	behind	his	optics,	forming	crosshairs	as	he	brings	the	if	you	think	it's	too	much	for	you."	smartgun	up.	◀	curtained	off	area	in	the	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.	The	Cyberpunk	world	goes	to	hell	beginning	in	1993,	starting	with	the	invention	of	modern	cyber-	ware	and	the	attack	on	the
World	Trade	Center	in	New	York	by	Colombian	narco-terrorists.	best	place	to	find	new	cyberware	and	gear.	You're	going	to	break	those	bastards.	Fire	Type	Skill	Shot	Magazine	of	Fire	Required	Concealed?	And	that	means	Skills.	A	Warren	Rats	tiny	conapt,	kibble	and	scop	for	food,	a	mostly	warm	bed.	The	staccato	sound	of	gunfire	splits	"We	have	the
program,"	he	says.	Like	I	said.	29ROCKERBOY	"My	old	man	tried	to	do	music	back	before	the	War.	Rockerboys	always	have	the	next	gig.	They	can	hear	explosions;	the	sound	of	Toshiro	throws	himself	flat,	toppling	the	cyberdeck	and	running	feet,	the	hammer	of	machine	gun	fire.	"You	chipped	for	a	smartgun?"	he	says.	"So,"	he	says.reedy	type,
wearing	an	armorjack	trenchcoat	three	"Tell	me."sizes	too	large.	You	could	wear	a	tailored	business	suit	jacket,	a	rawhide	fringed	Clothing	Style,	Hairstyle,Nomad	jacket,	a	high-tech	light	collared	urban	flash	jacket,	or	even	a	torn	and	and	Affectation.ripped	leather	jacket	with	gang	colors	all	over	the	back.	No	tered	bedroom	dresser,	checking	the	load
and	weight.man	should	lose	more	than	one	son	in	a	lifetime.	It's	the	price	ofliving	in	a	stable,	safe	society,	right?Life	on	The	StreetAfter	all,	you	could	be	living	in	The	Street.	gun?Let's	get	this	straight.	22	Cyberpsychosis................................................................230	Streetslang..........................................................................	Who?	In	some	cases	you'll	be
called	on	to	make	multiple	rolls	on	the	same	table.	she	won't	complain.	Education	Skills	Tracking.................................................INT	Accounting.............................................INT	Skill	of	following	a	trail	by	observing	tracks	and	other	Skill	of	balancing	books,	creating	false	books	clues	left	behind.	No	one's	ever	come	back	to	you	with	acomplaint	but	that
might	be	because	of	the	turrets	guarding	yourfront	door.	Your	Deltajock	fam-boys	keep	the	supply	lines	to	the	Orbital	Highriders	open.	Besides,	the	media-nets	make	sure	that	every	apartment	skip	to	page	227	has	direct	cable	access	to	TV,	radio,	and	sensory	feed,	so	there's	always	something	to	do	on	a	Saturday	night.	Skill	of	professionally	playing	a
musical	instrument.Science...................................................INT	You	can	choose	which	instrument	when	you	increase	this	Skill.	The	X-9	booms	in	the	close	confines	of	the	alley;	whines	as	spent	rounds	ricochet	off	into	Fade	to	black.	ArmorPage	98	Rockerboy	Solo	Netrunner	Tech	Medtech	Skill	Lvl	Skill	Lvl	Skill	Lvl	Skill	Lvl	Skill	Lvl	Athletics	2	Athletics
2	Athletics	2	Athletics	2	Athletics	2	Brawling	6	Brawling	2	Brawling	2	Brawling	2	Brawling	2	Concentration	2	Concentration	2	Concentration	2	Concentration	2	Concentration	2	Conversation	2	Conversation	2	Conversation	2	Conversation	2	Conversation	6	Education	2	Education	2	Education	6	Education	6	Education	6	Evasion	6	Evasion	6	Evasion	6
Evasion	6	Evasion	6	First	Aid	6	First	Aid	6	First	Aid	2	First	Aid	6	First	Aid	2	Human	Perception	6	Human	Perception	2	Human	Perception	2	Human	Perception	2	Human	Perception	6	Language	2	Language	2	Language	2	Language	2	Language	2	(Streetslang)	(Streetslang)	(Streetslang)	(Streetslang)	(Streetslang)	Local	Expert	4	Local	Expert	2	Local
Expert	2	Local	Expert	2	Local	Expert	2	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	Perception	2	Perception	6	Perception	2	Perception	2	Perception	2	Persuasion	6	Persuasion	2	Persuasion	2	Persuasion	2	Persuasion	2	Stealth	2	Stealth	2	Stealth	6	Stealth	2	Stealth	2	Composition	6	Autofire	6	Basic	Tech	6	Basic	Tech	6	Basic	Tech
6	Handgun	6	Handgun	6	Conceal/Reveal	6	Cybertech	6	Cybertech	4	Object	Melee	Weapon	6	Interrogation	6	Cryptography	6	Electronics/	Security	6	Deduction	6	Tech	(x2)	Personal	Grooming	4	Melee	Weapon	6	Cybertech	6	Land	Vehicle	Tech	6	Paramedic	6	Play	Instrument	6	Resist	Torture/	6	Electronics/	Security	6	Shoulder	Arms	6	Resist	Torture/
Drugs	4	(choose	1)	Drugs	Tech	Streetwise	6	Shoulder	Arms	6	Handgun	6	Science	(choose	1)	6	Science	(choose	1)	6	Wardrobe	&	Style	4	Tactics	6	Library	Search	6	Weaponstech	6	Shoulder	Arms	686FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE	Media	Lawman	Exec	Fixer	NomadSkill	Lvl	Skill	Lvl	Skill	Lvl	Skill	Lvl	Skill	LvlAthletics	2	Athletics	2	Athletics	2	Athletics	2
Athletics	2	6Brawling	2	Brawling	6	Brawling	2	Brawling	2	Brawling	2	2Concentration	2	Concentration	2	Concentration	2	Concentration	2	Concentration	2	6Conversation	6	Conversation	6	Conversation	6	Conversation	6	Conversation	6	2Education	2	Education	2	Education	6	Education	2	Education	2Evasion	6	Evasion	6	Evasion	6	Evasion	6	Evasion
2First	Aid	2	First	Aid	2	First	Aid	2	First	Aid	2	First	Aid	4Human	Perception	6	Human	Perception	2	Human	Perception	6	Human	Perception	6	Human	Perception	2	6Language	2	Language	2	Language	2	Language	4	Language	6(Streetslang)	(Streetslang)	(Streetslang)	(Streetslang)	(Streetslang)	6	6Local	Expert	6	Local	Expert	2	Local	Expert	2	Local
Expert	6	Local	Expert	6(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	(Your	Home)	6	6Perception	6	Perception	2	Perception	2	Perception	2	Perception	6Persuasion	6	Persuasion	2	Persuasion	6	Persuasion	4	PersuasionStealth	2	Stealth	2	Stealth	2	Stealth	2	StealthBribery	6	Autofire	6	Accounting	6	Bribery	6	Animal	HandlingComposition	6
Criminology	6	Bureaucracy	6	Business	6	Drive	Land	VehicleDeduction	6	Deduction	6	Business	6	Forgery	6	HandgunHandgun	6	Handgun	6	Deduction	6	Handgun	6	Melee	WeaponLibrary	Search	4	Interrogation	6	Handgun	6	Pick	Lock	4	TrackingLip	Reading	4	Shoulder	Arms	6	Lip	Reading	6	Streetwise	6	TradingPhotography/Film	4	Tracking	6
Personal	Grooming	4	Trading	6	Wilderness	Survival	Example,	Jay	is	still	playing	a	Solo	(single-minded,	aren't	they?).	Combined	with	advanced	telecommunications	technology	and	satellite	down-links,	the	basis	for	the	once	planet-wide	NET	(now	wrecked	thanks	to	the	War	and	the	R.A.B.I.D.S.),	was	established.	rebuilding	what	the	4th	Corporate	War
broke.	Each	role	will	give	you	access	to	a	Role	Ability	which	will	help	you	navigate	the	streets	of	the	Dark	Future.Solos	We'll	talk	more	about	these	abilities	in	the	Role	Ability	section	(pg.	SP	gained	by	armor	does	not	"stack;"	Only	your	highest	source	of	SP	in	a	location	determines	your	SP	for	that	location.	Armor	Description:	What	it	looks/wears	like.
Medias	and	grand	a	night.	TECH	Persuasion.........................................	◀	on	patching	Roll	1d10	or	work	with	your	GM	to	choose	one.	6	Orator	RED	see	7	PoliticoPage	329	8	Rap	Artist	9	DJ	10	Idoru	4	Critic	or	other	"influencer"	trying	to	bring	you	down.	Computer	down?	doesn't	represent	a	physi-	4	Corporate	Execs	supply	you	with	stuff	in	exchange	for
your	services.	For	every	point	of	Empathy	the	Character	has,	they	gain	10	points	of	Humanity	(HUM).	See	Buying	and	Selling	on	Page	385.	Education	Skills:	Knowledge	and	training	based	▶	Skills	Link	to	STATs	◀	on	formal	education/schooling.In	turn,	each	Skill	is	also	linked	to	a	STAT	that	rep-	Fighting	Skills:	The	ability	to	fight	in	hand-to-
handresents	natural	ability.	There	were	three	major	responses	to	technoshock.Most	people,	their	lives	uprooted	and	changed	by	theadvancements,	sat	passively	waiting	for	their	leaders	totell	them	what	to	do	next.	As	an	electronic	wraith,	you	slip	into	the	"hardest"	mainframe	systems	with	ease:	stealing,	trading,	and	selling	their	deepest	secrets	at
will.	The	fire	teams	on	ten	and	eighteen	throw	a	hailinwards	as	six	thousand	bodies	slam	against	them.	6	Your	lover	went	insane	or	cyberpsycho.	Hot	Tip:	You'll	notice	that	each	Role	has	20	Skills	allotted	to	it.	Your	cousins	on	the	open	seas	have	taken	overthe	huge	container	ships	and	turned	them	into	the	Nomadconvoys	keeping	civilization	running.
You	buy	and	sell	favors	like	an	old-style	Mafia	godfather.	Other	things	are	pretty	specific.	She	startsevolved	to	be	used	by	almost	everyone	in	the	Dark	Future,	but	you	probably	also	have	with	Cultural	Origins	andanother	primary	tongue	you	learned	at	your	mother's	knee.	You	know	what	scares	me?	make-believe	play	acting,	rather	like	when	street
thug	by	the	lapels	of	his	cheap	outfit	you	played	Cops	&	Robbers	(or	Rebels	and	growls,	‘Where's	the	nearest	bar?'"Check:	Adding	a	die	roll	and	Empire)	as	a	kid.	This	book	when	you	can't	control	all	the	actors.	A	Characterplaying	in	the	loose,	impromptu	play	in	this	book).	Something	that	can	walk	the	NET	freely,	out	for	the	tequila	and	takes	a	slug.
(ASCAP)	17VIEW	FROM	THE	EDGEwant	to	know	about	cyberware?	There	is	a	metallic	"snick"	as	the	smaller	punk	brings	up	his	arm—light	reflects	off	the	fistful	of	Trauma	Ward	razors	that	pretends	to	be	a	hand;	then	an	excruciating	impact	lifts	Johnny	off	the	ground.	After	all,rocks	are	cheap.	I	want	Arasaka.	block	in	the	new	megabuildings?	You
owe	me	one	at	least.	You	lived	in	cars,	dumpsters,	or	abandoned	shipping	modules.	Smug	bastard,	he	thinks.	She	was	pretty	sure,	because	she	could	still	remember	what	it'd	been	like	when	the	Euros	rocked	Washington	and	the	near	miss	took	out	Tampa...	There	isn't	going	to	ant	in	tense	moments,	your	way	past	street	beggars	and	the	occa-	be	an
easy	way	out	of	this	one.	2	Honor	I	like	almost	everyone.	work	alone	▶	Got	a	Partner,	or	Do	You	Work	Alone?	Definitely	not	boosters.	Lip	Reading............................................INT	Pilot	Sea	Vehicle.....................................REF	Skill	of	reading	someone's	lips	to	tell	what	they	are	saying.	Or	steal	and	resell	medical	supplies.	She'd	object,	three	figures	in
armorjackets	stand	up,	weapons	but	the	rule	of	the	game	is,	"You	don't	let	personal	in	hand.	Behind	the	wall	of	monitors,	a	disembodied	She	tracks	the	defense	system	onto	him,	locking	it	Alt	screams	to	him.	And	you'd	be	doing	it	no	matter	what	the	reason.	Her	breath	catches	ragged	in	her	throat	as	the	glass	in	Toshiro's	hand.	Perhaps	you're	a	skill
broker	acting	as	an	agent	for	high-priced	Solos	and	'Runners,	or	even	hiring	a	whole	Nomad	pack	to	back	a	client's	contracts.	See	page	117	41SOUL	AND	THE	NEW	MACHINE	Creating	a	Complete	Package	Character	▶	#1:	Pick	a	Role	◀	▶	#5:	Set	Your	Skills	◀	What	different	Skills	are	there?	Conversation........................................	He	moves	like	an
athlete.	Johnny	grits	his	teeth.	6	Hunt	down	those	responsible	for	your	miserable	life	and	make	them	pay.	Roll	Venue	▶	Are	You	in	a	Group	or	a	Solo	Act?	shouldn't	be	difficult.6	Totally	evil.	8	over	by	Reclaimers.	Rogue	is	covering	the	rear,	and	he	can	hear	her	Johnny	hits	the	bar	floor;	gun	high,	and	eyes	scan-	breathing	behind	him.	3	Corporate	Execs
who	use	you	for	"black	project"	medical	work.	2	3	▶	If	You	Have	a	Partner,	Who	are	They?◀	4	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.	The	bass	player	picks	up	the	back	beat	and	Can	you	touch	it	the	two	of	them	slam	into	the	next	turn	of	the	song,	Get	ready	cause	here	we	go	dragging	the	crowd	with	them.	TECH	Skill	of	knowing	when	to	bribe	someone,	how	to	Skill
of	identifying,	understanding,	and	repairing	approach	them,	and	how	much	to	offer.	"FN-RAL	assault,"	he	says,	standingup.	Once	again,	we	caution	GMs	to	stick	to	the	Starting	Character	version	unless	they	are	positively	sure	they	want	to	change	the	play	balance	of	their	games.	412	Doing	a	Netrun................................................................209
Encounters	in	the	Red......................................................	In	the	end,	Jay	chooses	to	build	a	tough	Solo	who	is	more	a	physical	fighter	than	a	gunman,	with	more	points	in	the	Character's	BODY,	DEX,	WILL,	and	MOVE	STATs.	▶ INT	5	7▶ REF	8▶ DEX	3▶ TECH	6▶ COOL	7	6▶ LUCK	8▶ MOVE	8▶ BODY	4▶ EMP	62	points	▶ WILL78FITTED	FOR	THE
FUTURE	Note:	We	also	could,	at	this	point,	warn	prospective	Gamemasters	about	the	various	dodges	their	Players	Next	Step:will	have	for	creating	"super-characters."	But	face	it:	if	they	want	to	create	a	mondo	character,	who	are	we	to	Skillsstop	them?	solo	solo	On	the	Data	Poolgroup	▶	Why	Did	You	Leave?	TECH	Skill	of	reading	a	person's	facial
expressions	and	body	language	to	discern	their	emotional	state	and	Skill	of	identifying,	understanding,	repairing,	coun-	detect	lies	or	deception.	Known	on	The	Street	as	cyberweapons,	implanted	weapons	are	usually	a	variant	of	Rangedor	Melee	Weapon.	"No	surprise",	he	comments	is	off.	All	other	Skills	cost	one	point	to	increase	in	Level	by	one.	But
he	can't	hear	her	as	he	walks	away.16BY	HUNTANG	VIEW	FROM	THE	EDGE	intro	to	cyberpunk	I'm	not	a	man	/	or	a	machine.	There	wasn't	even	a	NET.	Make	it	about	the	connection	between	yourRoll	Who?	Wouldn't	stop	it	even	if	I	could	13NEVER	FADE	AWAY	Johnny	smiles.	Note	that	these	are	only	the	most	basic,	almost	generic	classes	of	each
weapon.	1	Your	lover	died	in	an	accident.	And	l	wouldn't	do	this	if	I	hadthrowing	it	against	the	City	night.	He	moves	like	ain	the	area.	All	other	Skills	cost	one	Skill	point	to	increase	in	Level	by	one.	Eventually,	the	whole	society	want	to	know	about	the	time	of	the	red?grinds	to	a	halt,	the	victim	of	a	mass	psychosis.	5	Older	media	star	who	feels
threatened	by	your	rising	fame.	7	Your	lover	committed	suicide.	You've	always	got	at	least	two	screwdrivers	and	a	wrench	inyour	pockets.	Her	GM	French,	Navajo,	Spanish	tells	her	Africa's	in	the	midst2	South/Central	American	of	a	technological	boom	Creole,	English,	German,	Guarani,	thank	to	its	close	associa-3	Western	European	Mayan,
Portuguese,	Quechua,	Spanish	tion	with	the	Highriders	in	orbit.	holding	him	up.	▶	Is	Your	Pack	Based	on	Land,	Air,	or	Sea?	for	something	and	then	you	have	to	breakInitiative:	The	order	in	It's	about	nine	at	night,	and	the	dark,	windy	in.	He	lets	the	9mm	Federated	Arms	X-9	drop	from	the	spring	holster,	settling	into	the	Hand.	◀	▶	Who's	Gunning	for
You/Your	Group?	EDGE	Edgerunners	(Fast	and	Dirty):	As	you'll	soon	realize,	the	Cyberpunk	RED	Edgerunners	Character	Generation	system	is	designed	to	give	you	a	lot	of	flexibility.	Okay,	but	I'm	gonna	have	to	charge	extra	.	3-4	Go	into	a	murderous	rage	and	try	to	physically	rip	their	face	off.	147	fordetails).	exhausted,	you'll	suffer	6	You	work	for
yourself	and	sell	what	you	invent/repair.	The	tiny	red	spot	of	her	laser	scream	over	and	over	again.scope	pinpoints	the	AV-4	pilot's	forehead,	even	asshe	sees	the	minigun	sweep	around	towards	them.	Rogue's	eyes	are	switched	to	given	her	is	to	give	it	movement—the	ability	to	navi-	infrared,	scanning	for	AVs	and	airogyros.
Paint/Draw/Sculpt..............................	Looks	like	kidnapping	and	space.	2	Old	friend	3	Possible	romantic	partner	as	well	3	All	Data	Pool	messages	and	4	Mentor	anonymous	dead	drops.	Don't	forget	the	4	Levels	of	Language	you	get	based	on	the	Cultural	Origin	section	of	your	Lifepath	(see	pg.	Itles	slightly	in	the	chill	air,	its	CHOOH2	power	plant	know
how	you	feel.	The	Price	Category	of	the	item	is	listed	below	its	cost.	The	Corporations	used	to	rule	theworld.	If	your	blender	breaks,	chances	are	you	won't	see	a	new	one	at	the	local	Night	Market	for	weeks.	They	reach	the	Porsche	just	in	time	to	see	the	Altshadow	of	an	unmarked	AV-4	sweep	over	it.Garbage,	oil,	and	filthy	water	explode	into	steam
She	wakes	with	her	mouth	full	of	cotton	wool.	It's	been	two	hours	since	the	the	reason	free	roaming	programs	are	so	limited	in	firefight.	•	Skills	marked	with	a	(x2)	cost	two	Skill	points	to	increase	in	Level	by	one.	This	happens	every	time	the	tens	place	of	your	Humanity	value	is	lowered.	Whencombat	begins,	anytime	outside	of	combat,	or	in
combatwith	an	Action,	a	Solo	may	divide	the	total	number	ofpoints	they	have	in	their	Combat	Awareness	Role	Abilityamong	a	number	of	combat	abilities.	Whether	it	takes	committing	crimes,	defying	principle	or	a	big	score.	You	need	to	weapons	above,	fairly	generic,	as	they	include	all	kinds	of	clothing,	suit	cuts,	jumpsuits,pierce	armor?	calling	the
City	Cops,	but	that	would	reflect	badlyBy	10	a.m.,	The	Street	knows	there's	going	to	be	a	on	Arasaka.	Normally,	clothes	and	looks	don't	matter	in	an	adven-	ture—in	this	world,	having	a	leather	armor	jacket	and	mirrorshades	is	a	serious	consideration.28SOUL	AND	THE	NEW	MACHINERoles	Execs	The	Core	of	Cyberpunk	Roleplaying	Corporate	power
brokers	and	business	raiders	fight-Even	after	a	massive	war	between	Megacorporations	ing	to	restore	the	rule	of	the	Megacorps.followed	by	an	atomic	bombing,	the	world	ofCyberpunk	is	a	combination	of	savage,	sophisticated,	Lawmenmodern,	and	retrograde.	It	tears	out	the	cyberpirate's	brain	with	brutal	grates.	2	Fair	and	honest	reporting,	but
willing	to	go	on	hearsay	and	rumor	if	that's	what	it	takes.	Akira	to	the	butt,	scrabble-clicking	along	the	parkerized	grip.	▶ INT	6	6▶ REF	6▶ DEX	6▶ TECH	6▶ COOL	6	6▶ LUCK	6▶ MOVE	6▶ BODY	6▶ EMP	62	points	▶ WILL	Example:	Once	again,	Jay	decides	to	play	a	Solo.	She	can	deal	in	the	universe."	considers	Santiago.	The	Level	of	a	Skill	Control
Skills:	The	use	of	Skills	involving	controllingrepresents	how	well	trained	your	Character	is	in	that	vehicles	or	riding	animals.activity.	This	penalty	can	even	leave	your	Character	(at	a	minimum	of	MOVE	0)	completely	immobile.	Chromer:	A	21st-century	heavy	metal	rock	fan.	instead.	her	Netrunner,	left	home	3	Have	a	local	Fixer	supply	programs	in
exchange	for	hack	work.	Melee	weapons	are	generally	linked	to	the	DEX	STAT.How	to	Read	the	Melee	Weapon	TableMelee	Weapon	Type:	The	classification	of	the	Melee	Weapon.Example	Melee	Weapons:	A	few	examples	of	the	classification	of	melee	weapons.Number	of	Hands	Required:	How	many	hands	you	need	to	hold	the	weapon	and	use	it.	An
Ranged	Weapon	Skills	area	of	study	must	be	specified	whenever	this	Skill	is	increased.	▶	Weapon	Categories	◀There's	three	categories	of	weapons:Melee	Weapons:	Swords,	axes,	clubs,	hammers,	etc.Ranged	Weapons:	Things	that	are	fired,	shot	or	thrown.Exotic	Weapons:	Melee	or	Ranged	Weapons	that	are	specialized	or	don't	fit	the	above
categories.	9	A	rival	cut	you	out	of	the	action.	You	will	find	a	STAT	Block	similar	to	this	on	your	Character	Sheet.	how	much	explosive	will	accomplish	a	desired	result.	Lost	forever.	Gron's	like	combat.	Let's	start	with	the	first	step	to	all	these	methods:	the	STAT	Block.The	STAT	BlockWhen	creating	a	Character,	you	will	be	placing	your	STATs	in	a	STAT
Block	like	the	one	below:▶ INT	▶ REF	▶ DEX	▶ TECH	▶ COOL▶ WILL	▶ LUCK	▶ MOVE	▶ BODY	▶ EMP	This	block	remains	the	same	for	all	three	types	of	Character	Generation:	Streetrats,	Edgerunners,	and	STAT	DefinitionsComplete	Packages.	Never	walk	personal	thing	and	the	hallmark	of	these	dark	times.	7	Supply	a	regular	resource	for	the	Night
Markets,	like	food,	medicines,	or	drugs.	8	Your	lover	was	killed	in	a	fight.	If	I'd	jumped	in,	we'd	both	force,	recreating	it	in	a	frozen	storage	matrix	inside	the	be	dead."	The	eyes	appraise	him.	◀	group	1	Alternative	Cafes	Choose	either	in	a	Group	or	Solo	Act.	5	Trauma	Team....................................................................223View	from	the
Edge.............................	Brawling...............................................DEXEducation...............................................INT	Skill	at	fighting	and	grappling	with	brute	strength.Skill	of	general	knowledge,	equivalent	to	a	basic	Evasion..................................................DEX	school	education,	allowing	you	to	know	how	to	read,	write,	use	basic	math,	and	know	enough	Skill
for	getting	out	of	the	way	of	someone	attacking	history	to	get	by.	Even	if	you'd	rather	just	walk	a	beat,	if	you're	a	professionalLawman	of	any	stripe,	you're	stuck	carrying	at	least	four	high-caliber	weapons,most	of	them	full-auto	types,	wearing	a	Kevlar®	vest	that'll	stop	850ft/lbs.per	square	inch—and	often	you're	still	outgunned	and	outflanked.	We
suggest	if	you	don't	really	know	where	that	bronze	Egyptian	khopesh	you	just	took	off	the	body	of	that	Eurosolo	fits	in,	ask	your	Gamemaster	to	make	the	call	(we'd	say	Heavy	Melee	Weapon	ourselves).	You	plan	your	crimes	in	the	most	select	clubsand	bars;	your	enemies	are	Corporate	armies,	cyborgbiker	gangs,	power-armored	assassins,	and
comput-er-wired	Netrunners.	But	there	are	sixband	is	Samurai,	the	time	is	sundown,	and	the	Smash	thousand	people	crammed	into	the	tableau	in	frontis	free.	344	in	the	Night	Market	Section	based	on	their	type.94FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTUREExotic	WeaponsExotic	Weapons	are	weapons	that	are	overly	specialized	or	too	unique	to	be	easily	described.
◀	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.Roll	Who?	Your	message	can	give	the	timid	courage,	the	weak	strength,	and	the	blind	vision.	That's	why	I	always	go	in	with	friends.	◀	We	recommend	keeping	it	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.	Sometimes	you	link	up	with	people	who	have	your	back.	Jord'sCrew:	A	group	of	Player	(For	the	rest	of	you,	you	probably	a	thinker,	not	a
fighter—so	Dave	tries	Characters.	In	a	Corporate	luxury	"starscraper,"	high	above	10	the	rest	of	the	teeming	rabble.	He	wants	him	dead.	On	the	other	hand,	powerful	tool	of	Statistics.	5-6	Backstab	them	indirectly.	skip	to	page	244Technoshock:	When	technology	outstrips	people's	want	to	know	about	the	roaring	2020s?ability	to	comprehend	or	fit	it
into	their	lives.	The	local	cops	or	other	Lawmen.6	Person	you	work	for	Turned	down	the	other's	offer	of	a	job	or	A	powerful	gang	lord	or	small	Corporation.	Later	in	the	book	(on	pg.	As	a	Cyberpunk	roleplayer,	it's	up	to	you	to	find	that	cause	and	go	to	the	wall	with	it.	Refer	to	the	Table	belowto	see	how	many	Hit	Points	your	Character	has.	You	have
the	power	to	get	the	people	up;	to	lead,	inspire,	and	inform.	158	for	details).	Oh	yeah—you	wanted	to	be	a	Cyberpunk.	▶	Hit	Points	(HP)	◀Hit	Points	are	what	we	count	to	tell	if	your	Character	is	dead,	or	still	just	bleeding	on	the	floor.	You	could	Netrunner's	cyberlink	faster	than	a	boostergang	snorts	write	anything	you	wanted	in	them.	City	lights.	Plus
they	get	free	housing	and	nice	set	of	clothes!	(Go	to	pg.	Handle:	A	nickname;	a	working	name	you	are	known	by	on	The	Street.	5	Your	lover	was	kidnapped.	There's	a	scream	as	this	punk	with	one	hand	behind	his	back.	Good	thing	I	have	them."	Abril	"Mover"	Montella,	Private	ContractorYou	were	reborn	with	a	gun	in	your	hand—the	flesh	and	blood
hand—notthe	metallic	weapons	factory	that	covers	most	of	your	other	arm.	Patrons	keep	their	hands	away	from	the	breathing	dark	shadow,	"I'm	sorry,	Rache."weapons—everyone	plays	cool.	TECHPhotography/Film...............................	You	start	with	the	Lifepath.	Sure,	I've	got	aset	of	flak	that	makes	me	look	like	I'm	going	to	war	but	I've	also	picked	up
a	Duraweave	fiber	business	suit	from	Takanaka.	Damn	him.	TECHSkill	of	applying	medical	treatments	to	a	wounded	person	Skill	for	stealthily	retrieving	items	secured	on	another	to	treat	all	Critical	Injuries	not	requiring	Surgery	and	person	and	shoplifting	small	items	without	being	keep	them	from	dying	(Surgery	is	only	available	to	noticed.	You	have
800eb	to	spend	specifically	See	page	72	on	Fashion	and	Fashionware.	◀	▶	Who	is	Your	Group's	Major	Target?	(stable	and	serious).	That's	4	Nationaldoubly	true	in	the	world	5	International,	offices	in	a	few	major	citiesof	Cyberpunk,	where	the	6	International,	offices	everywhereCorps	and	police	forceshave	more	power	than	just	▶	Who's	Gunning	for
Your	Group?	Stun	Gun	Assault	Rifle	that	only	fires	in	Autofire	mode	(with	a	higher	Autofire	Tsunami	Arms	Helix	multiplier	than	a	standard	Assault	Rifle).	Kombi:	A	large	vehicle	capable	of	carrying	cargo	and	passengers.	344.	Heavy	Weapons	(x2).............................REF	Technique	Skill	Skill	for	accurately	firing	extremely	large	pro-	Air	Vehicle
Tech...................................	He	balls	the	Hand	that	is	his	trademark	with	the	face	scarred	in	African	tribal	tattoos.	You	go	with	me…	"	Thompson	Then	she	finds	herself	facing	what	she's	dreaded	forlets	it	trail	out.	What	a	joke.	Roll	Friend's	Relationship	to	You	1	Like	an	older	sibling	to	you.	(Luxury)Bulletproof	10	HP,	which	is	None,	but	always	takes
Shield	A	transparent	polycarbonate	shield	that	can	protect	reduced	by	up	one	arm	100eb	you	in	a	firefight.	Given	Wealthy,	powerful,	with	servants,	luxury	homes,	and	the	best	of	what	Victoria's	already1	Corporate	Execs	everything.	He	turns	tothe	rooftop,	Santiago	takes	aim...	Either	way,	it's	bad	news.	is	concerned.	6	Local	politicos	or	Execs	who
depend	on	you	for	finding	out	information.	Because	you're	a	Solo.▶ Role	Ability:	Combat	Awareness	The	Solo's	Role	Ability	is	Combat	Awareness.	Roll	▶	What	Types	of	Stories	Do	You	Want	to	Tell?	1	Combat	Zone	gangers	who	want	you	to	work	for	them	exclusively.	"And	you	come	with	us,"	he	finishes.	Just	like	a	real	corporate	executive,	the	Exec
builds	a	team	whose	members	help	them	accomplish	their	goals,	whether	legal	or	not,	morale	permit-	ting.	He's	dead	inside.	In	addition	to	these	starting	items	Streetrat	and	Edgerunner	Characters	get	500eb	Weapon	list	to	spend	on	other	items	or	to	keep	and	use	later.	Like	you	said,	she	didn't	of	hardware	on	those	boys.	The	Black	ICE	may	still	kill
you	in	the	end,	but	until	the	ride	runs	out	you'll	be	there,	bare-brained	and	headfirst	in	the	New	NET.	Business.................................................INT	Dance....................................................DEX	Skill	regarding	knowledge	of	basic	business	practices,	Skill	of	dancing	at	a	professional	level.	The	Corps	snapped	him	up,	sucked	him	dry,	and	spit	him	out	to	die
on	The	Street.	fatigue,	and	produces	a	"rush"	like	a	second	wind.	He	stands	away	from	the	couch.	After	all	this	time,	Roguelong	do	we	have?"	still	can't	decide	whether	she	wants	him,	or	just	wants	to	kill	him.	To	set	guidelines	on	what	is	possible	for	Character	might	have	a	high	Technique	but	might	a	particular	Character,	the	GM	starts	out	with	the
not	be	able	to	fence	or	juggle.	Meanwhile,	the	artificial	personalities.	With	cyborg-fingers	you	pickcomputer	locks;	with	enhanced	senses,	you	see	into	theFuture.	As	each	new	technological	advancement	slammed	into	place,	a	sort	of	cultural	technoshock	set	in.20VIEW	FROM	THE	EDGETechnoshock	want	to	know	about	the	collapse?	Across	the	room,
Rogue	looks	away.	Sixteenpeople	to	an	apartment,	sharing	ration	chips	every	weekto	buy	food,	with	eight	thousand	apartments	per	cityVIEW	FROM	THE	EDGEwant	to	know	about	transportation?	You	don't	have	and	to	pose	problems	or	situations	that	has	training	in,	such	asto	dress	in	costume,	wave	around	plastic	challenge	your	Players.	rooms	in	a
Midnight	Market.	When	she	got	to	Night	City	she	quickly	dis-	▶	Who's	Gunning	for	You?	This	helps	you	compare	Characters'	weapons.	He	grins;	takes	a	slug	of	bered	the	cybercam	unit	from	around	his	head	and	set	it	Silverhand's	tequila.	You've	got	the	best	tools	the	Time	of	the	Red	can	offer,	and	you	know	how	to	use	them.	Skill	of	forcibly	extracting
information	from	people.	From	his	•••	stretcher,	he	can	see	the	bulky	AV-4	vehicle	spin	on	its	fans	and	hurtle	upwards.	4	A	partner	or	coworker.	Thompson	is	waiting	for	her	by	the	stairwell.Moments	later,	Johnny	shows	up	wearing	an	Arasaka	•••company	jacket	he's	pulled	off	a	guard's	body.	I	also	had	to	make	the	new	version	fit	not	just	a	tabletop
roleplaying	game	but	a	AAA	videogame	title	too.	You	couldn't	dial	anyone	on	your	Agent.	"Word	on	The	Street	is	you're	pulling	fivelooking	for	a	fast	freelance	assassination.	Expensive)	Constitution	Arms	Hurricane	Assault	Shotgun	w/	2	ROF.	them.	Santiago's	Minami	10	hammers	a	short	caca	get	in	the	way	of	business."	When	Johnny	pulled	burst.	▶
Who's	Gunning	for	You?	They're	going	to	put	you	away	for	a	shaping	and	forming.	And	they're	not	kidding	about	the	killing—every	up-and-comer	in	the	Corporation	has	their	own	Team	of	Solos	and	Netrunners	to	cover	important	pet	projects.	She	movesfast,	travels	light,	moving	from	place	to	place.	•	Don't	forget	the	4	Levels	of	Language	you	get	free
based	on	the	Cultural	Origin	section	of	your	Lifepath	(see	pg.	▶	Where	Do	You	Get	Your	Supplies?	Or	are	they	star-	6	Your	Boss	is	threatened	by	your	meteoric	rise	and	is	planning	to	knife	you.ry-eyed	dreamers,	hopingto	change	the	system	fromthe	inside?	9	Family	People	are	wonderful!	10	Friendship	▶	Things	You	Value	the	Most?	In	most	cases,	the
Exotic	Weapon	will	refer	to	a	Non-Exotic	Weapon	listed	in	the	Melee	or	Ranged	Weapons	table.	See	the	full	section	on	pg.	Johnny	Silverhand	walks	Johnny	stops	pacing.	AV:	Pronounced	"Ay-Vee."	Common	slang	for	an	Data	Term:	A	street	corner	information	machine,	with	aerodyne;	an	automobile-like	vehicle	powered	by	a	screen,	CitiNet	inputs,	and
keyboard.	1	Organized	Crime	1	Organized	Crime	2	Boostergangs	2	Boostergangs	3	Police	Accountability	Group	3	Drug	Runners	4	Dirty	Politicians	4	Dirty	Politicians	5	Smugglers	5	Smugglers	6	Street	Criminals	6	Street	Crime	65FIXER	Night	Roll	▶	What	Kind	of	Fixer	are	You?	abilities,	which	is	often	important	in	the	game.	Page	342	Very	Heavy	Pistol
that	can	shut	down	cyberware	and	carried	electronics.	Bio-clock	running	down.	Johnny	pulls	on	a	red	T-shirt.	Then	she	the	interface,	Alt	can	only	sense	Toshiro	jacking	himself	turns	back	into	the	Soulkiller	construct,	wrapping	into	the	cyberdeck,	giving	the	command	to	RUN.	Stun	Baton	A	"less	lethal"	Heavy	Pistol.	Soulkiller's	shaded	eyes	scan	the
room	like	monitor	cameras.main	programming	is	buried	in	her	head	somewhere.	Prewar	tech.	Popularly	used	by	Nomads	as	housing	on	the	road.24VIEW	FROM	THE	EDGELawman:	Police	officers	or	other	law	enforcers.	Private	security	made	sure	you	were	always	safe.	This	time,	you	will	roll	1d10	for	each	STAT	individually,	comparing	the	roll	for
that	STAT	against	thevalue	on	the	column	for	that	STAT.	◀got	a	partner	Roll	1d6	of	choose	one.	Roll	Workspace	1	Trauma	Team	group	1	Sterilized	daily	in	the	morning	like	clockwork.	But	she	still	has	her	cybered	arm.in	their	pale	depths.	IR	sup-	pressed,	enhanced	vision	on,	Johnny	spots	Alt's	still	"Duck	and	cover!"	yells	Rogue.	You	begin	with	4
points	in	that	Language	Skill.	After	the	War,	I	took	the	new	chrome	the	Corp	medics	gave	me	and	went	local.	You've	got	a	gun,	a	bike,	and	your	Family,	andthat's	all	you	need.	Use	them	for	your	own	goals	then	discard	them.	He's	checking	out.6NEVER	FADE	AWAYspeeddrugs,	fasthealers,	endorphins	and	antibacte-	headphone;	a	mike	loops	in	front	of
his	mouth,	therials.	He	says,	recover,	pursue	outside	ered	together	for	a	roleplaying	session	"Well,	Spyder	sees	three	large	figures	goals,	and	lead	a	(also	known	as	a	"run").	5	Ruthless	and	profit-centered,	willing	to	do	some	bad	things.	wet	concrete.	She	doesn't	see	Amharic,10	Oceania/Pacific	Islander	Bengali,	Dari,	English,	Hindi,	Nepali,	the	official
language	of	Sinhalese,	Tamil,	Urdu	Ethiopia,	there	but	the	rules	say	she's	free	to	Arabic,	Burmese,	English,	Filipino,	Hindi,	add	to	the	list	if	it	makes	Indonesian,	Khmer,	Malayan,	Vietnamese	sense.	Are	you	making	fun	of	the	Mighty	Bozo,	Ripper-Offer	of	Arms?	TECHPick	Lock.............................................	Specific	Lifepath	for	a	Netrunner.	moved	info
up	and	down	the	NET	and	handled	their	security	as	well.	But	the	show's	over.	The	good	news	is	that	these	tables	have	been	computer-generated	to	give	you	an	optimalCharacter	for	that	type	of	Role.	We	don't	care.	It	allows	you	to	keep	the	main	world	operational	while	creating	new	storylines	and	introducing	new	characters.	The	type	that	fold	out
Johnny	sits	back	on	the	couch,	the	bottle	halfway	to	along	the	fists.	get	a	number	between	1	How	Does	a	RPG	Work?	6	You	hit	the	Night	Markets	and	score	deals	whenever	you	can.	You	get	people	housing	when	there	isn't	any,	and	you	bring	in	food	when	the	streets	are	blockaded.	Roll	Most	Valued	Person	in	Your	Life?	Not	that	it	mattered	in	the	end,
right?	125	People	of	Night	City........................................................304	Gangs	of	Night	City........................................................308	Getting	the	Scene	Down................................................126	Key	Places	in	and	Around	Night	City..........................	2	Your	lover	mysteriously	vanished.	A	dead	person	or	thing.	They're	not	chanting	my	name	in	giant	concert
halls	yet,	but	I've	got	fans,	and	I	don't	have	to	compromise	my	message	for	anyone.	The	Gang	taught	you	how	to	fight,	kill,	and	steal—what	else	did	you	need	to	know?6	A	step	up	from	a	gang	"family,"	your	home	was	a	decaying	Combat	Zoners	building	somewhere	in	the	‘Zone',	heavily	fortified.	These	all	have	their	own	specialized	uses,	so	we'll	be
talking	more	about	those	in	theCyberware	chapter	on	pg.	Do	whatever	you	have	to	do.	TECH	Skill	of	knowing	proper	grooming	to	maximize	Skill	of	creating	and	detecting	false	documents	and	attractiveness.	The	stars	look	painted	in.	gate	the	NET	on	it's	own	Johnny	is	watching	the	street	below.	There's	probably	a	few	hundred	Nomads	working2	It's
more	like	a	family	business.	◀	Each	Role	has	a	unique	Role	Ability.Not	really.	Jay	starts	by	splitting	the	points	evenly	between	the	ten	STATs	in	the	block,	but	then	starts	to	tinker	with	where	the	points	will	finally	end	up.	But	then,	there	was	ahuge	and	very	ugly	war	between	two	of	the	biggestMegacorps—Arasaka	Security	and	Militech	Arms—
thatended	with	one	of	the	sides	popping	off	a	pocket	nukein	the	middle	of	downtown	Night	City.	It	doesn't	matter	how	you	got	here.	She	pausestor	bank,	moments	ahead	of	the	crowd.	I	stay	neutral.	All	Reflex	STAT.	Akira	brings	her	the	drink,	and	Alting	their	way	like	a	flashlight.	•	The	following	Skills	must	be	at	least	Level	2:	Athletics,	Brawling,
Concentration,	Conversation,	Education,	Evasion,	First	Aid,	Human	Perception,	Language	(Streetslang),	Local	Expert	(Your	Home),	Perception,	Persuasion,	and	Stealth.	Education?	And	your	Agent.	She	is	halfway	down	thetwenty-second	floor;	the	executive	office	suites.	Home	schooled.	99	Corporate
Profiles...........................................................267Putting	the	Cyber	into	the	Punk.........	She's	on	the	leader.	ensemble,	decide	what	description	best	fits	what	it's	mostly	made	of	(leather,	Kevlar®,	plastic	plating,	or	even	chain	mail)	and	go	from	there.	3	A	teacher	or	mentor.	Their	works	featured	a	streamlined	blend	of	rock,	pop,	sex,	drugs,	and	the
highest,	hippest	technology—usually	grafted	onto	your	body	somewhere.	If	a	Solo	choosesto	not	change	their	point	assignments,	their	previous	onespersist.	▶	Buying	Skills	◀Skills	are	normally	rated	from	1	to	10,	and	are	used	in	gameplay	by	adding	the	Level	of	the	Skill	to	the	Level	ofthe	most	applicable	Statistic.	For	each	table,	you'll	be	rolling	either
1d10	or	1d6	to	determine	a	piece	of	your	Characters	history,	their	style,	or	their	outlook	on	the	world.	"Outsiders	rarely	look	below	the7	Bag	Lady	Chic	(Homeless,	Ragged,	Vagrant)	Wild	colors	surface,"	her	father	told	her,	"Make	sure	your	surface8	Gang	Colors	(Dangerous,	Violent,	Rebellious)	Neat	and	short	says	you	mean	business".	With	the	old
1980'svisionary	writings	as	their	guide,	they	established	themovement	we	now	call	Cyberpunk.Welcome	to	the	dark	FutureOkay,	so	now	you're	ready.	See	Okay,	that	should	give	you	a	handle	on	the	basic	also	Chromatic	Rock.	Just	two	of	us	survived.	1	Tattoos	2	Mirrorshades	3	Ritual	scars	4	Spiked	gloves	5	Nose	rings	6	Tongue	or	other	piercings	7
Strange	fingernail	implants	8	Spiked	boots	or	heels	9	Fingerless	gloves10	Strange	contacts	47TALES	FROM	THE	STREET	▶	Your	Motivations	and	Relationships	◀	Roll	1d10	or	choose	one	for	each	column.	Of	course,	from	our	enlightened	viewpoint	here	in	the	Time	of	the	Red,	this	all	looks	pretty	dated.	5	Secret	partner	with	mob/gang	connections	6
Secret	partner	with	Corporate	connections56NETRUNNER	▶	Who	are	Some	of	Your	Other	Clients?	Or	maybe	just	look	like	one?	Or	you	can	lose	it.	4	Larger	manufacturer	trying	to	bring	you	down	because	your	mods	are	a	threat.	—	the	Mighty	bozo	ripper-offer	of	arms48TALES	FROM	THE	STREETYour	Background	Lifepath	ExampleNow	we	now
know	what	you're	basically	like,	so	it's	time	to	find	out	how	you	got	there:	Victoria	continues	alongit's	time	to	explore	your	Background.	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.Roll	Who?	I	handle	the	Hellhounds.	The	things	that	a	hard-bitten	Lawman	on	TheStreet	has	to	face	are	way	different	from	the	glittering	club	life	of	a	Rockerboy,	and	they	both	deal	with	stuffno
pampered	and	privileged	Exec	could	even	imagine.	45).	But	you	always	knew	you	had	a	knack	for	figuring	out	what	other	people	wanted,	and	how	to	get	it	for	them.	▶	Your	Life	Goals	◀	Roll	1d10	or	choose	one.	▶	If	in	Air,	What	Do	They	Do?	To	help	make	sense	of	it,	we're	including	handy	step	by	step	charts	to	guide	you	through	the	process.	◀
Market:	Roll	1d10	or	work	with	your	GM	to	choose	one.	▶	Your	Enemies	◀Enemies	are	a	big	part	of	life	in	the	Cyberpunk	world.	5	Local	Nomads	and	Fixers	who	use	you	to	set	up	transactions	or	deals.	Cloned,	chipped,	and	cybered	to	be	nastier	than	any	Black	ICE.	"So	where	are	we	any	other	choice."	He	pulls	up	a	chair	and	straddlesgoing,	Rocker?"
says	Thompson.	5,	minimalist,	clean,	and	organized.	Now	they're	the	goon	squads	and	you're	trying	to	keepthem	under	control	too.	Food	was	actually	fresh	and	abundant.	Angel	Heaven	"Well,	well,	well,"	says	Thompson,	striding	across	She	floats	naked	in	a	sea	of	stars.	Now	your	deals	have	moved	past	the	nickel-and-dime	stuff	into	the	big	time.	Fire
Modes	&	Special	Features:	Autofire	(3)	•	Suppressive	Fire	500eb	Heavy	SMG	Handgun	3d6	40	1	1	NO	(Expensive)	(H	Pistol)	100eb	Alt.	A	glass	of	real	Scotch	in	one	hand,	whichflesh	gusts	against	her	as	the	AV	tilts	to	one	side	he	offers	towards	her.	The	crowd	swells	and	breathes	as	the	first	verse	goes	down,	taking	on	the	cohesiveness	of	a	living	Can
you	feel	it	thing.	45).Skill	Level	Skill	LevelAthletics	2	Perception	6Brawling	2	Persuasion	2Concentration	2	Stealth	2	Autofire	6Conversation	2	Handgun	6Education	2	Interrogation	6Evasion	6	Melee	Weapon	6First	Aid	6	Resist	Torture/	Drugs	6Human	Perception	2	Shoulder	Arms	6Language	(Streetslang)	2	Tactics	6Local	Expert	(Your	Home)	2
87FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURESkill	definitions	▶	Method	#2:	Edgerunner	(Fast	and	Dirty)	Skills	◀	Page	81	Like	The	Streetrat,	Edgerunner	Skills	are	predetermined	from	the	start.	Never	drive	slow	when	you	can	drive	fast.	These	specialized	typesof	ammunition	and	individ-	Even	in	a	world	where	cybertechnology	can	make	every	man-jack	a	full-metal
warrior,ual	grenades	can	be	found	armor	is	still	very	important	in	the	Time	of	the	Red.	As	they	grow	in	skill,	they	can	affect	larger	and	larger	groups	and	call	on	their	fans	for	greater	and	greater	requests	of	loyalty	(Go	to	pg.	But	hey,	it's	your	funeral.	Your	ideals	are	a	little	tarnished	and	things	are	getting	pretty	bleak.	But	now	you're	not	so	sure.
Remember:	an	Exec	wearing	Street	Origins	(Sub-SaharanCasual,	a	rainbow	mohawk,	and	ritual	scars	is	probably	not	going	to	get	that	Africa)	and	her	Personalitypromotion	they	wanted.	That's	the	Corporate	way.	body	lies	comatose	on	a	contour	couch,	linked	by	cables	to	a	cybermodem.	You	were	usually5	Ganger	"Family"	hungry,	cold,	and	scared.
The	rules	give	you	a	way	what	type	of	die	to	roll.Players	(called	Non-Player	Characters	to	play	out	those	situations	in	a	fair	and	For	example,	1d6	meansor	NPCs),	and	applies	and	arbitrates	the	you	should	roll	a	single	d6.	The	smaller	one,	back	at	him.	You	have	Hit	Points	equal	to	10	+	(5[BODY	and	WILL	averaged,	rounding	up]).	Any	similarities
portrayed	herein	without	satiric	intent	are	strictly	coincidental.	"Bad	news	is,	it's	Arasaka."	They	both	smile	like	friendly	sharks.	"It	seems	centers	on	Toshiro's	forehead.	Almost	as	import-	Measured	in	Levels.in	the	steam	tunnels	at	midnight.	The	disemboweledSolo	on	the	floor	whimpers.	"This	is	Akira",	he	says.	There's	aprice—a	heavy	one.
CR3001•ISBN	978-1-950911-06-6•First	Printing	Copyright	©	2020	by	R.	I'm	not	in	it	for	the	glory	and	I'm	not	looking	to	flash	my	gun	and	act	like	some	big	shot	Solo.	Most	importantly,	this	term	privation.	a	d10.	That's	all	I'll	ever	need."	Racer	rajavi,	Aldecaldo	NomadYears	ago,	the	Corps	drove	your	family	off	the	farm.	We're	not12NEVER	FADE
AWAY	Now	Alt	looks	over	her	options.	It	mounts	higher	and	higher,	while	the	ward	fills	with	warm	air	and	the	smell	of	ozone.	We	recommend	that	you	don't	give	yourPlayers	additional	starting	funds.	Pulling	Toshiro's	signature	from	his	checking	account	file,	she	signs	his	name	with	a	flourish.	What	are	the	Statistics?	see	Page	142	See	page	88	▶	#2:
Run	Your	Lifepath	◀	▶	#6:	Record	Weapons,	Armor	◀	See	page	43	For	a	list	of	Weapons	See	page	91	Make	sure	to	run	both	the	general	Lifepath	and	your	For	a	list	of	Armor	See	page	96	Role-Based	Lifepath.	He	curses	in	Japanese.	Chances	are,	dangerous?	You're	going	in	get	in	someone's	face	sooner	or	later,	soyou	might	as	well	find	out	who	they



are,	why	there's	a	beef,	and	what	they	can	do	to	you	to	even	a	score.	So,	maybe	you	learned	that	way.	position.	3	In	a	Nomad	pack	moving	from	place	to	place.	He	just	doesn't	care	anymore.	3	Have	a	local	Fixer	bring	you	supplies	in	exchange	for	medical	work.	The	world's	largest	security	Corporationparty.	I'm	just	something	in	between.	it	takes	a
CharacterWhat	is	the	Gamemaster?	Now	she	has	a	chance.	Thanks	to	being	around	vehicles	since	birth,Nomads	are	also	able	to	drive	any	type	of	vehicle	withtremendous	skill	(Go	to	pg.	Payment?	5,000eb	(Luxury)	MicrowaverMilitech	"Cowboy"	U-56	Grenade	Launcher	w/	2	ROF.	"But	we	do	it	ASAP."	normal	computer	can	handle.	Hit	Points	represent
the	Character's	will	to	live	andoverall	physical	condition.	When	you're	the	best	of	the	best,	you	might	evenleave	the	ranks	of	Corporate	samurai	and	go	ronin—freelanc-ing	your	lethal	talents	as	a	killer,	bodyguard,	or	enforcer	towhoever	can	pay	your	very	high	fees.	Thattime	you	look	side-eye	at	the	wrong	person.	First	of	all,	the	name.	I	figured	they'd
have	to	recruit	Her	back	is	to	the	wall	of	the	booth—her	mirror-her	sooner	or	later,	whether	free	or	forced.	When	the	grand	old	Masters	of	the	Movement	first	started	writing	the	cyberpunk	genre,	they	assumed	that	most	of	the	things	they	wrote	about	would	either	never	happen	or	would	happen	in	the	far	future.	But	your	Alt	was	ITS's	pet	Netrunner.
Prying	the	doors	open,	theypath.	When	you	were	thirteen,	you	shifted	enough	funds	out	of	unprotected	Trans	United	Bank	accounts	to	finance	your	first	neural	interface	plugs.	"You've	been	off	mainframe.	Attachments	are	made	for	specific	weaponof	ammunition	such	as	types	and	cannot	be	easily	retrofitted	for	other	weapon	types.	She	doesn't	even
have	time	to	watch	her	and	relatively	unharmed.	You've	probably	been	involved	with	someone	by	now	but	that	may	not	be	the	case.	He	stuffs	shuriken	into	pockets	on	Thanks,	thinks	Johnny.	"	Grease,	Fixer	You	realized	fast	that	you	weren't	ever	going	to	get	a	Corporate	job	or	be	tough	enough	to	be	a	Solo.	So	when	you	dig	downfor	the	dirt	and	slime
the	corrupt	officials	and	Corporate	lapdogstry	to	cover	up,	you	can	dig	deep.	You	have	to	be	good,	or	else.	He	can	take	already	thrown	him	up	and	over.	us!	Share	some!	Fair	price	for	a	good	gig,	eh?"	The	He	thrusts	it	into	the	gaping	belly	wound,	gasping	distance	is	closing,	Johnny	steers	Alt,	his	girlfriend,	at	the	shocking	pain.	"How	long	will	it	take
crosses	the	room	towards	her;	a	comment	to	an	oldyour	input	to	rewrite	Soulkiller?	But	aminicam	mount	straddles	his	head	like	an	over-sizedBY	ADRIAN	MARC	7NEVER	FADE	AWAY	Thompson	leans	back	into	the	wall,	body	bracing	"Good	news/bad	news,"	says	Thompson.	You	get	in	myway,	you're	flatlined.	lounging	by	the	bar.	Roll	INT	REF	DEX
TECH	COOL	WILL	LUCK	MOVE	BODY	EMP	16	7	7	3	8	6	5	5	6	5	27	8	6	3	6	6	7	5	6	6	35	8	7	4	7	7	6	7	8	5	45	8	6	4	6	7	6	5	7	6	56	6	7	5	7	6	7	6	8	4	67	7	6	5	7	6	6	7	7	5	77	7	6	5	6	7	7	6	6	6	87	8	7	5	6	6	5	6	8	4	97	7	6	4	6	6	6	5	6	5	10	6	6	8	5	6	6	5	6	6	5	Jay	would	then	read	from	the	rolled	value,	moving	across	the	table	and	filling	in	the	STATBlock	on	their
Character	Sheet	with	each	number	in	succession.7▶ INT	7▶ REF	6▶ DEX	5▶ TECH	7▶ COOL6▶ WILL	6▶ LUCK	7▶ MOVE	7▶ BODY	5▶ EMP	73FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE	▶ Rockerboy	Here's	your	Template	options	Role	by	Role:	Roll	INT	REF	DEX	TECH	COOL	WILL	LUCK	MOVE	BODY	EMP	17	665687738	23	777767758	34	577667758	44
577687638	53	777686547	65	675785737	75	667787636	85	775666648	93	556787557	10	4	565887647	▶ Solo	Roll	INT	REF	DEX	TECH	COOL	WILL	LUCK	MOVE	BODY	EMP	16	7	7	3	8	6	5	5	6	5	27	8	6	3	6	6	7	5	6	6	35	8	7	4	7	7	6	7	8	5	45	8	6	4	6	7	6	5	7	6	56	6	7	5	7	6	7	6	8	4	67	7	6	5	7	6	6	7	7	5	77	7	6	5	6	7	7	6	6	6	87	8	7	5	6	6	5	6	8	4	97	7	6	4	6	6	6	5	6
5	10	6	6	8	5	6	6	5	6	6	5	▶ Netrunner	Roll	INT	REF	DEX	TECH	COOL	WILL	LUCK	MOVE	BODY	EMP	15	8	7	7	7	4	8	7	7	4	25	6	7	5	8	3	8	7	5	5	35	6	8	6	6	4	7	6	7	4	45	7	7	7	7	5	8	6	5	5	55	8	8	5	7	3	7	5	5	6	66	6	6	7	8	4	7	7	6	6	76	6	6	7	6	5	7	7	7	6	85	7	8	6	8	4	8	5	7	4	97	6	7	7	6	3	6	5	6	5	10	7	8	6	6	6	4	7	7	5	674FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE▶ TechRoll	INT	REF
DEX	TECH	COOL	WILL	LUCK	MOVE	BODY	EMP	16	778445576	27	667537755	38	657547757	47	878446567	56	676437766	68	756337667	78	678447676	88	878546566	96	67833577710	8	856446566▶ MedtechRoll	INT	REF	DEX	TECH	COOL	WILL	LUCK	MOVE	BODY	EMP	17	567538557	26	777446777	36	558538578	48	768356657	56	757558768	68
558556656	78	658548577	86	577358558	96	67754665610	8	766348767▶ MediaRoll	INT	REF	DEX	TECH	COOL	WILL	LUCK	MOVE	BODY	EMP	16	655875757	28	773666568	36	775685557	46	575675566	56	674876758	67	554876758	78	563766567	86	565686678	97	75467656710	7	663767676	75FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE	▶ Lawman	Roll	INT	REF
DEX	TECH	COOL	WILL	LUCK	MOVE	BODY	EMP	15	6	7	5	7	8	5	6	5	6	26	6	6	5	6	8	5	7	5	5	35	7	7	7	6	7	5	5	7	6	46	6	7	6	6	8	5	7	7	6	56	6	7	6	7	7	6	5	5	6	67	6	5	5	7	8	5	6	7	4	77	8	7	5	6	8	7	6	5	4	85	6	6	5	6	8	5	7	6	4	97	7	5	5	7	7	6	5	5	6	10	6	6	5	6	8	7	5	7	6	6	▶ Exec	Roll	INT	REF	DEX	TECH	COOL	WILL	LUCK	MOVE	BODY	EMP	18	5	5	3	8	6	6	5	5	7	28	6	6	4
7	6	7	7	5	7	38	7	6	3	8	6	7	6	4	5	48	5	7	5	6	5	6	5	5	7	57	7	6	5	8	5	7	7	5	6	65	7	7	3	6	7	6	5	5	7	76	6	7	5	8	7	6	7	4	6	86	7	7	3	7	5	7	5	5	7	97	6	7	5	7	5	7	6	5	5	10	7	7	5	5	8	6	6	7	4	7	▶ Fixer	Roll	INT	REF	DEX	TECH	COOL	WILL	LUCK	MOVE	BODY	EMP	18	5	7	4	6	5	8	5	5	8	28	5	5	5	6	7	8	7	5	7	36	6	6	4	5	6	8	6	3	8	47	7	5	5	7	6	7	7	5	8	58	6	6	3	6	5	8	7	5	6	68	7	5	5
6	7	7	5	3	6	78	6	6	5	6	5	6	7	5	8	86	6	7	4	7	6	7	7	4	7	98	7	7	5	5	5	7	6	5	7	10	6	5	6	5	5	6	8	6	4	776FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE▶ Nomad	Roll	INT	REF	DEX	TECH	COOL	WILL	LUCK	MOVE	BODY	EMP	16	6	8	3	6	7	6	6	6	4	25	7	6	5	8	8	8	7	5	4	35	8	6	3	8	7	6	5	6	5	45	8	7	4	8	6	7	7	7	5	56	6	6	3	6	7	6	7	7	4	67	6	8	4	6	7	6	5	6	5	76	7	8	4	6	6	7	5	7	5	85	7	8	3	8	6	7	5
5	5	96	7	6	4	8	6	6	6	6	6	10	5	6	7	4	7	8	7	7	7	4	▶	Method	#2:	Edgerunners	(Fast	and	Dirty)	◀	STAT	DefinitionsWhen	using	the	Edgerunner	option,	you	will	once	again	move	to	the	Templates	for	your	Character's	Role	(see	Page	72pg.	It	is	the	least	we	can	do	for	a	promising	"Thanks."	new	associate."	"So	this	means	we've	gotta	punch	into	the	main	Bingo!
she	thinks.	Wearing	even	a	single	piece	of	heavier	armor	will	lower	your	REF,	DEX,	and	MOVE	by	the	most	punishing	Armor	Penalty	of	armor	you	are	wearing.	If	you're	really	lucky,	you've	scored	a	berth	in	the	local	Trauma	Team	franchise.	8	An	old	childhood	friend.	"Join	into	a	chromed	fist,	servos	clicking	in	one	by	one.	A	lot	he	knows.Thompson,
reclaiming	the	dregs	of	the	bottle.	Cars	intestine;	plugs	the	punch	holes	with	synthetic	whispering	past	on	the	filthy,	rain-wet	street	beyond.	When	the	outcome	of	an	event	is	in	CHOOH2:	Pronounced	"Choo-Two".	Turned	out	it	was	a	live	red-tail	hawk.	And	the	people	who	madesure	we	all	knew	the	score	were	the	Medias.	He's	a	Media;	a	one-man
team	of	cameramaneven	be	a	scar.	The	term	was	popularized	in	the	Pre-Collapse	days	by	a	group	of	writers	who	specialized	in	writing	science	fiction	with	this	kind	of	techno-mélange.	city.	"So,	name	names,"	says	Johnny.	Santiago's	eyes	narrow.	The	table	below	offers	a	briefglimpse	of	Exotic	Weapons.	The	mean	streets	of	Night	City	are	still	there,
but	there	are	lots	of	new	Players	and	new	challenges	walking	the	shadows.	Alt	silently	triggers	commands	to	redline	her	sensesShe's	not	going	to	make	it.	◀	▶	What's	Your	Operational	Territory?	10	Someone	with	a	common	interest	or	goal.	His	partner	has	a	real	table	to	match	grips	with	the	big	Nomad	when	one	mad	on	about	this	guy.	A	brief	flare	of
thought,	and	long,	long	time,	Toshiro-chan."	His	green	cyberoptic	Soulkiller	sucks	away	the	minds	of	her	three	guardian	winks	bright	as	he	transmits	live	and	direct	to	his	news	Netrunners,	letting	their	bodies	drop.	Makes	me	look	like	I	belong	in	a	Corporate	HQ	but	it	can	stop	pistol	fire	dead.	Dylan,	Springsteen,	U2,	NWA,	the	Who,	Jett,	the	Stones—
the	legions	of	hard-rock	heroes	who	told	the	truth	with	screaming	guitars	or	gut-honest	lyrics.	who	did	his	transparent	Kiroshi	eyes;	his	trademark	silver	hand.	27SOUL	AND	THE	NEW	MACHINE	New	Time,	Bad	Time,	Red	time	#2	Attitude	Is	Everything	This	is	especially	true	in	the	Time	of	the	Red,	when	a	It's	truth.	skip	to	page	107want	to	know
about	neocorps?	Her	fathers,	she	Sometimes	your	parent(s)	would	hire	servants,	although	this	was	rare.	Equippingwith	non-Basic	types	the	same	attachment	twice	does	nothing.	Gone.	WILL	Criminology...........................................INT	Skill	of	resisting	painful	effects	including	interrogation,	Skill	for	looking	for	clues	by	dusting	for	fingerprints,	torture,
and	drugs.	You'vegot	interface	plugs	in	your	wrists,	weapons	in	your	arms,lasers	in	your	eyes,	and	biochip	programs	in	your	brain.You	become	the	car	you	drive,	the	aerodyne	you	fly,	theguns	you	shoot.	She's	gottenA	plan	hinges	on	strange	elements.	Business	as	usual."	hardware	is	the	silvermounted	skull	plug	drilled	through	his	right	temple.
Victoria's	Netrunner	prefers9	Nomad	Leathers	(Western,	Rugged,	Tribal)	Short	and	curly	sharp	suits	and	keeps	her	hair	short	but	natural.10	Asia	Pop	(Bright,	Costume-like,	Youthful)	Long	and	straight	The	nose	ring	is	a	little	touch	of	home,	as	it	was	Roll	1d10	or	choose	one.	Break	them.	6	Totally	corrupt.	In	fact,	ant	is	the	need	for	the	GM	to	be	an
impar-one	of	the	best	games	we've	ever	heard	tial	judge	of	the	rules	and	effects	of	the	Statistic:	Also	known	asabout	was	played	by	a	bunch	of	U.S.	game	on	their	Players.	4	Your	family	is	imprisoned,	and	you	alone	escaped.	You're	addicted	to	technology	in	all	its	forms	andthat's	what	makes	you	a	Tech.▶ Role	Ability:	MakerThe	Tech's	Role	Ability	is
Maker.	Corporates	face	him.	Blood	sprays	over	Something	is	screaming	when	Johnny	wakes	up.	be	that,	before	she	left	4	Lawmen	who	consider	you	an	illegal	"black	hat"	and	want	to	bust	you.	Now	you're	luckyif	you	just	take	a	slug.	For	example,	if	you've	never	been	XdY:	A	way	the	game	usespresents	the	story	to	the	Players,	controls	in	a	firefight,	it
might	be	hard	to	judge	how	to	tell	you	how	many	ofany	Characters	not	controlled	by	the	one	would	go.	A	Fixer	picks	sense.	staple	of	a	good	roleplaying	session).	An	assault	rifle	comes	up,	and	the	crowd,	like	raise	a	literal	army	of	fans	against	him.	There's	nothing	like	the	freedom	of	the	open	road	under	your	wheels.	the	outside	of	the	jacket.	"Johnny...
Like	Edgerunners,	these	Characters	get	86	Skill	points	to	Next	Step:	raise	up	any	Skills	they	want.	Don't	know	why,	but	they	sent	a	squad	of	greenies	against	a	bunch	of	full	body	conversions.	In	Tokyo,	people	are	consistent.	An	entire	gang	(at	least	1d10	+	5	people).5	Person	working	for	you	Deserted	or	betrayed	the	other.	Think	dangerous;	be
dangerous.	AndRogue	and	Santiago	it's	not	like	I	won't	pay	you.	There's	something	like	broken	glass	can	hear	screaming	for	real	all	around	him;	casualties	in	his	guts.	But	even	so,you're	out	there	doing	what	you	can	to	Protect—and	Serve.	It's	night,	when	Player	Characters	in	a	bad	section	of	town,	and	Gron's	just	have	a	chance	to	relax,	Mike,	Bruce,
Dave,	and	Lisa	have	gath-	roughed	up	one	of	the	locals.	Maybe	you	do	it	because	you	know	they'll	owe	you	later,	but	you're	not	sure.	Africa,	Maryam	cracked	5	Old	clients	who	think	you	screwed	them	over.	This	Solo	has	the	following	Skills:	Athletics,	Brawling,Concentration,	Conversation,	Education,	Evasion,	First	Aid,	Human	Perception,	Language
(Streetslang),	LocalExpert	(You	Home),	Perception,	Persuasion,	Stealth,	Autofire,	Handgun,	Interrogation,	Melee	Weapon,	ResistTorture/Drugs,	Shoulder	Arms,	and	Tactics.	We'll	make	a	note	if	a	Skill	has	a	higherNo	matter	what	method	you	have	used	to	gener-	cost	in	its	description	in	the	Skill	Lists	below	by	markingate	your	Character's	STATs	so
far,	the	next	step	of	it	with	(x2).	"Can	the	program	be	run?"	Toshiro	15NEVER	FADE	AWAY	demands.	they	can	spread	out	in	at	2	Rival	Tech	trying	to	steal	your	customers.	Who's	What	Can	They	Throw	at	You?	Activating	some	of	these	abilities	will	cost	the	Solomore	points	than	others	(Go	to	pg.	penalties	on	Checks	due	to	lack	of	sleep.	Soulkiller
already	eats	a	lot	of	megabytes;	to	make	it	free	running	will	take	more	memory	than	any	"Fair	enough,	"	replies	Rogue.	going	to	get	himself	hosed.	Thompson	says,	"Good	news	is,	it	isn't	one	of	the	shortly.	This	time,	Jay	rolls	1d10	for	each	STAT	in	the	STAT	Block,	moving	Page	79in	succession	from	left	to	right.	Lyrics	for	Black	Dog	and	Never	Fade
Away	©	2020	by	CD	Prokekt	S.A.	Images	on	pages	26	and	284	©	2020	by	CD	Prokekt	S.A.contentsNever	Fade	Away..................................	A	Skill	is	also	something	your	Characterknows	how	to	do	because	of	their	training.	He	scratches	"Done,"	says	Johnny.	Throw	yourself	up	against	As	a	cyberpunk	player	danger	and	take	it	head	on.	▶	Basic	Skills
◀Basic	Skills	are	things	generally	common	to	everyone	in	all	cultures	in	the	Time	of	the	Red:	Athletics,	Brawling,Concentration,	Conversation,	Education,	Evasion,	First	Aid,	Human	Perception,	Language	(Streetslang),	LocalExpert	(Your	Home),	Perception,	Persuasion,	and	Stealth.	Skill	for	knowing	how	to	survive	comfortably	in	the
wilderness.Deduction...............................................INT	Fighting	SkillsSkill	of	taking	several	clues	and	leaping	to	a	non-ob-	vious	conclusion	or	medical	diagnosis.	The	room	staggers;	lurches,	as	five	pounds	of	•••	plastique	explosive	slams	through	the	ceiling	of	the	elevator,	creating	an	instant	fireball.	2	Local	gangers	who	also	protect	your	work	area
or	home.	Next	is	Dress	and	Personal	Style.	That's	why	I	quit.	Weapon	Description	and	Data	Cost	Air	Pistol	Very	Heavy	Pistol	that	fires	paint	(and	acid!)	balls.	There	are	ten	Roles	in	the	Cyberpunk	REDfuture:	Rockerboys,	Solos,	Netrunners,	Techs,	NomadsMedtechs,	Medias,	Execs,	Lawmen,	Fixers,	andNomads.	Medtechs	through	their	Role	Ability,
Medicine).	Skill	of	professionally	writing	songs,	articles,	or	stories.	moves	towards	it.	and	silver	fingers	spasm	and	flex	of	their	own	voli-	tion.	nowhere.	"It	has	started,"sion—twenty	guards	facing	down	a	wall	of	humanity,	he	announces.	Modes	flip	to	Damage	(ROF)	50ebPage	173	(Costly)	Medium	Handgun	2d6	12	2	1	YES	Pistol	(M	Pistol)	100eb
(Premium)	Alt.	Roll	Territory1	A	Corporation	you	may	have	angered.	into	a	room	when	you	can	stride	in.	Some	oddities,	like	the	infamous	cybersnake	are,	on	the	whole,	only	loosely	classified	asMelee	Weapons,	if	at	all.	Akira.	Can	you	feel	it	Can	you	touch	it	Punching	his	battered	Telestrater	over	to	"remote",	Get	ready	cause	here	we	go	Johnny	leaps
off	the	stage,	pushing	his	way	through	the	crowd.	195	Making	a	Living	in	a	Cyberpunk	World......................381	Doing	Things	in	the	NET.................................................197	Running	Cyberpunk...........................	"So,	why'd	they	do	me?"	he	asks.	Whenever	a	Nomad	increasestheir	Rank	in	Moto,	they	have	the	option	of	adding	another	stockvehicle	(with
minimum	specs)	of	their	Moto	Rank	or	lower	to	thepool	of	Family	vehicles	they	have	permission	to	use	from	theFamily	Motorpool	or	to	make	an	upgrade	to	one	of	theircurrent	vehicles.	As	a	Rockerboy,	you're	one	of	the	street	poets,	the	social	conscience,	and	the	rebels	of	the	Time	of	the	Red.	▶	Where	Do	You	Perform?	You	probably	want	to	carry	a
pistol	as	well	just	in	case	somebodygets	the	drop	on	you.	Lovin'	Every	Minute	of	It	1984	Zomba	Enterprises	Inc.	1	Family	member	2	A	booth	in	a	local	bar.	They	won't	be	It's	always	personal	impressed	by	your	new	Militech	smartgun	unless	you	swagger	into	the	club	looking	like	you	know	how	to	The	rule	is	it's	always	personal.	425Trauma
Team.....................................	21VIEW	FROM	THE	EDGEGaming	Keywords	ATabletop	RPG	Primer	Bruce	has	decided	to	play	the	role	of	a	Solo,	a	tough	mercenary	named	GronAction:	Something	a	If	this	is	your	first	tabletop	roleplaying	Helstrom.	"You	will	followArasaka's	monster,	they'll	torture	or	kill	her.	6	Totally	evil.	To	crack	a	system,	I	have	to
move	my	meat	and	jack	in	on-site.	319Friday	Night	Firefight.........................	(Expensive)Flak	This	is	the	21st	century	version	of	the	time	honored	flak	15	-4	REF,	DEX,	and	MOVE	500eb	vest	and	pants.	From	their	vantage	point	on	the	blackened	Soulkiller	is	a	stationary	program,	locked	to	a	part	brick	side	of	the	old	MarLux	Hotel	they	can	see	ten	of
the	system	architecture.	Kind	of	like	orbit.	So,	finding	a	reason	for	your5	Ruthless	and	self-centered,	willing	to	do	some	bad	things	if	it	will	get	the	Pack	Nomad	to	be	in	the	City	ahead.	He	can't	figure	it	out.	screaming.	149	for	details).34MEDIA"Used	to	work	for	Night	City	Today,	can	you	believe	it?	Will	engage	in	illegal,	unethical	business	all	the	time.
Your	killing	reflexes	areso	jacked	up	that	you	have	to	restrain	yourself	from	goingberserk	at	any	moment.	and	keep	them	from	dying.	Rank	of	Character	STAT	Points	Minor	Supporting	Character	50	Starting	Character	62	70	Major	Supporting	Character	75	Minor	Hero	80	Major	Hero	Divide	up	your	STAT	points	between	the	ten	STATs	in	the	block.
Also,	yourSome	Skills	are	harder	to	learn	than	others	(more	ability	to	convince	others	through	social	adeptness.teaching,	bigger	books	to	read,	more	arduous	training	Technique	Skills:	Trained	vocational	Skills	and	craftsmanship	abilities.	I'll	never	have	that	freaking	luxury.	Arasaka	building.	Slammit	On:	To	get	violent;	to	attack	someone	without
reason.Night	Market:	Off-the-grid,	temporary	market-	places	set	up	by	groups	of	Fixers	with	solid	connec-	The	Street:	Wherever	you	live,	late	at	night.	The	doctor	Behind	his	eyelids,	red	digitals	feebly	clock	out	his	stitches	in	three	feet	of	glistening	wet,	tank-grown	remaining	moments.	You	use	your	contacts	and	allies	as	part	of	a	vast	web	of	intrigue
and	coercion.	She'd	been	fascinated	and	awed	to	discover	"How	you	figure	they're	holding	her	in	the	Arasaka	that	the	same	matrix	could	contain	living	engrams;	office	complex?"	says	Johnny.	6	The	lobby	of	a	cube	hotel.66BY	EVE	VENTRUE	FIXER	▶	Who	are	Your	Side	Clients?	the	Lifepath	past	what	her	Character	values	most	▶	Your	Original	Family
Background	◀	(knowledge),	how	sheWho	are	you	and	where	did	you	originally	come	from?	Netrunner	flies	solo.	If	there's	a	hot	nightclub	in	the	City,	you've	bought	into	it.	Talsorian	Games,	James,	Cody,	J,	Jaye,	Jay,	Lisa,	David,	and	a	host	of	other	contributors	who	have	made	this	thing	work.	Boostergang	sees	the	high	and	mighty	resting	on	the	edge	of
the	table,	convulses.	seePage	27960BY	HÉLIO	FRAZÃO	MEDTECH	▶	Who	are	Your	Main	Clients?	You	rage	up	and	down	the	highways,	As	for	why	they're	killing,	looting,	and	just	terrorizing	everyone.	Cool	(COOL):	Your	ability	to	impress	and	influence	Movement	(MOVE):	Your	speed	of	movement:	people	through	your	character	and	charisma;	how
running,	leaping,	swimming,	etc.	377)	you'll	learn	more	1	Local	Fixers	who	send	you	clients.	Other	Characters	can	found	on	Skill	of	focus	and	mental	control,	encompassing	feats	try	to	find	you	with	their	Perception	Skill.	Most	Solos	put	in	military	time	during	the	4th	CorporateWar,	in	a	Corporate	army,	or	in	one	of	the	government's	current"police
actions"	around	the	country.	I'm	all	love	/	a	dynamo	So	push	the	button	and	let	me	go.	◀	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.Roll	Moral	Compass	1	Always	working	for	good,	trying	to	take	out	the	"bad	guys."	2	Always	spare	the	innocent	(elderly,	women,	children,	pets).	110	Night	City	in	2020..........................................................288	Night	City,	Happy	at
Last?.............................................291The	Fall	of	the	Towers..........................121	Night	City	in	the	Time	of	the	Red...................................295	Particulars.........................................................................	Just	above	them,	they	can	see	the	bottom	of	the	Three	figures	burst	into	the	room,	smartguns	laying	express	elevator	on	the	twenty	second.	The	third	one
went	pear	shaped.	This	STAT	also	rep-	combat,	and	other	athletic	activities.	2	Local	gangers	who	also	protect	your	work	area	or	home	in	exchange	for	medical	help.	These	days,	several	Nomad	families3	Will	occasionally	slip	and	do	unethical	things,	but	it's	rare.	"So."	He	says,	smiling,	"Ms.	Cunningham.	1	2	Stories	3	4	Political	Intrigue	5	Ecological
Impact	6	Celebrity	News	Corporate	Takedowns	Editorials	Propaganda62EXEC	▶	What	Kind	of	Corp	Do	You	Work	For?	Fire	Modes	&	Special	Features:	Autofire	(3)	•	Suppressive	Fire	(Premium)	Shotgun	Shoulder	Arms	5d6	4	1	2	NO	500eb	(Slug)	(Expensive)	Alt.	Trauma	Teams	are	groups	of	licensed	paramedi-	cals	who	patrol	the	city	looking	for
patients.	meeting	place	for	all	kinds	of	people.	This	one	she	sends	to	the	the	seventh	floor	fire	door.	An	assault	rifle	is	great	for	long-range	shots	and	mid-range	fire	fights	but	it	can	be	unwieldy	intight	corridors	and	close-quarters	gunfights.	◀	entire	chapter	Roll	1d6	or	work	with	your	GM	to	choose	one.on	Netrunning	1	2	Type	starting	on	3Page	195	4
Freelancer	who	will	hack	for	hire.	An	invisible	thread	binds	them	as	adversaries,	eye	to	eye	over	a	battlefield	ofSorceror's	Apprentice	unwitting	bodies.7:29	p.m.	Can	you	feel	it	The	twisting	construct	spins,	a	blazing	pillar	Can	you	touch	itof	white	fire,	sparkshowers	of	stars.	Symbiosis	at	its	best."	Redeye,	Netrunner	You're	a	brain-burning	computer
hacker	&	master	of	the	Post-NET	cyberverse	in	the	Time	of	the	Red.	Either	that,	or	in	Tokyo.	If	Santiago	backs	up	on	this,	it'll	be	all	floor,	but	spasmed	muscles	tighten	on	the	trigger	of	over	The	Street	tomorrow.	The	green	cyberoptic	goes	dark.	A	powerful	Corporation.7	Partner	or	coworker	You	just	don't	like	each	other.	2	Gain	power	and	control.
For	love,	commitment,	or	maybe	a	just	a	fat	payday	on	the	side.	their	original	home/nation/Corporation.	info	on	2	Slam	Poet	3	Street	Artist	2	Rival	group	or	artist	trying	to	steal	market	share.	27	The	Fall	of	America.........................................................234	Roles....................................................................................	Character	in	a	scene	toby	sitting	around
a	table,	imagining	the	The	most	important	part	is	to	be	a	good	take	their	Turn.scene	described	by	the	GM,	and	then	storyteller—to	try	to	vividly	describe	theacting	out	what	you	think	your	Character	world	you	are	guiding	people	through,	Skill:	An	area	a	Characterwould	do	in	that	situation.	Thompson	is	next,	the	big	FN-RAL	sweep-	professional	killer.
this	Skill.	Ten	more	years	pass	and	then	begins	the	Cyberpunk	2020	Arc	(which	I	call	the	Fall	of	the	Towers	Arc…	starting	to	see	a	pattern	here,	what	with	me	destroying	big	buildings	all	the	time?)	by	the	end	of	which	the	Cyberpunk	world	is	totally	disrupted	in	2023.	The	boosters	are	coming	on	fast."	which	every	Character	urban	streets	are	slick
with	the	recent	rain	in	a	scene	takes	their	and	the	filth	of	years	of	slum	living.	Thompson	hotwires	the	motor,	andhit	group.	"So...	Here,	people	are	animals.	Your	‘Runner's	just	phoned	in	with	a	hot	lead.	Where	you	come	from	determines	your	means	her	next	step	isnative	language.	◀	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.	He	has	Silverhand	recovers	under	the
sterilizer	beams.done	this	a	thousand	times.	Roll	Type	Roll	Who?	But	what	keeps	a	Player	from	saying,	"Ah!	When	Deckard	corners	Roy,	Roy	uses	his	heat-ray	vision	to	Combat	Group	melt	Deckard's	gun?"	That's	where	the	rules	come	in.	major	personal	flaw.	4	Corporate,	modular,	and	utilitarian.	Talsorian	Games	have	given	you	a	deep,	complex
gaming	experience	you	can	explore	on	both	the	tabletop	and	the	video	screen.	It's	the	most	Mission:	A	scenario	withto	play	Characters	(aka	Player	Characters	demanding	position	in	terms	of	energy	a	defined	objective	runor	PCs),	personas	you	control	who	exist	in	and	imagination,	a	lot	like	directing	a	film	by	the	GM	and	playedthis	fictional	universe	of
2045.	Especially	import-	moonlight	casts	long	shadows	as	you	make	Lisa,	catching	on	fast.	remaining	member.	Some	people	are	just	naturally	combat,	or	with	a	melee	weapon.better	at	doing/learning	things	than	other	peoplearound	them.	He	got	to	chill	in	a	fridge	while	his	mind	wandered	all	over	the	whole	damn	planet	and	thanks	to	him?	Have
fun!Rpoacgkeer5b4oy	paSgoel5o	5	Npeatgreun5n6er	paTgeec5h	8	Mpaegdete6c0hpMageed6ia2	paEgxee6c	3	pLaagwem6a5n	paFgiexe6r6	pNagoem6ad8	53ROCKERBOY	▶	What	Kind	of	Rockerboy	are	You?	The	ones	who	remain	stilltake	the	Badge	seriously;	they	work	to	keep	people	safe	and	make	some	kind	ofstand	against	chaos.	Your	choice."
virgil	"Redtail"	Martinez	You're	an	artist,	and	the	human	body	is	your	canvas.	They	rolled	in,	took	over	theland,	and	put	rent-a-cops	all	over	the	place.	Your	pen	is	for	hire	to	the	highest	bidder.	Lots	of	lead."	"You	can	go	to	hell,"	she	replies	levelly.	world	to	devise	plots	into	which	they	place	the	Players'	Characters	(or	uses	published	Non-Player
Character:A	Character	is	a	role	that	you	will	be	adventures,	several	of	which	are	included	Aka	a	NPC.	In	the	Dark	Futureof	the	Time	of	the	Red,	there	aren't	many	convenient	cops	around	to	cover	your	butt	when	things	get	sticky.Weapons	Let's	talk	about	things	that	go	Bang...	You	have	2550eb	to	spend	on	any	▶	#3:	Buy	Your	Statistics	(STATS)	◀	of
the	above.	I'll	match	and	double	it."	9NEVER	FADE	AWAY	Santiago's	eyes	grin	in	his	dark	face.	If	you	need	a	team	of	killers,	a	new	car,	a	rare	antique?	4	Local	Solos	or	other	combat	types	who	use	you	for	medical	help.	almost	on	him.	◀got	a	partner	Choose	either	Got	a	Partner	or	Work	Alone.	entertainment	4	Performance	Artistin	Cyberpunk	5
Comedian	3	Corporate	enemies	who	don't	like	your	message.	The	challenge	Toshiro	has	blocks	in	any	direction.	For	a	full	description	and	rules	for	each,	see	page	347.How	to	Read	the	Exotic	Weapon	TableName:	What	we	call	it.	Three	punks,	mohawks	bright	and	bristly	with	reflected	neon,	wearing	high-collared	jackets;	gang	colors.	of	memory,
recall,	ignoring	distractions,	and	phys-Page	130	iological	mastery.	You	get	to	build	on	what	is	already	there	and	familiar.	173.Cost:	What	the	weapon	costs	in	the	main	currency	in	Night	City,	the	Eurobuck.	▶	Who's	Gunning	for	Your	Pack?	skip	to	page	283Now	we	know	better.	Then	hall	when	the	first	of	the	charges	go	off,	collapsingthe	rampaging
mob	hits	and	carries	her	along	in	the	the	stairwell	in	on	itself	and	burying	the	pursuing	fireswell.	"If	we	do	not	havethe	air.	DATA	There's	this	whole	weird	ecosystem	to	Night	City.	A	pioneer	life:	dangerous,	but	with	plenty	of	simple	food	and	a	safe	place	to	sleep.	been	Wronged?	3	Get	off	The	Street	no	matter	what	it	takes.	"Besides,	I	figure	they're
combing	The	Street	right	now,	looking	for	us.	Hardly	anyone	complains	anymore	aboutCorporate	Lifetime	Contracts	or	the	abolition	of	unions;	inthese	unstable	times,	they	even	miss	them.	I	didn't	do	this	by	myself	either.	TECH	Skill	of	repairing	and	maintaining	sea	vehicles.Skill	for	producing	photographs,	videos,	or	braindances.	A	savage,	violent
home	in	any	place	the	gang	could	take	over.	You're	all	big	kids	now,	and	if	you,	as	GM,	think	your	Players	are	getting	way	outta	line,	why	not	just	Page	86go	ahead	and	waste	‘em?	Bribery...............................................	Ignores	armor	lower	than	SP11	5,000eb	(Luxury)	information	Kendachi	Mono-Three	Excellent	Quality	Very	Heavy	Pistol	famously
wielded	by	Johnny	Silverhand.	Broker	use	contracts	for	heavy	machinery,	military	vehicles,	and	aircraft.	Never	play	it	too	safe.	Lifepath.	Broker	deals	as	a	fence	for	scavengers	raiding	Corps	or	Combat	Zones.	With	a	high	enough	Luck,	you	can	tip	the	scales	in	your	favor.	In	a	month	or	two,	there	won't	optic.	come	by.	There	were	a	few	primitive
experiments	with	bio-engi-	neering—things	like	Frostban™	and	a	few	new	types	of	corn—nothing	like	the	bio-engineered	animals	that	we	used	to	(unsuccessfully)	terraform	the	Martian	colonies.	After	all,	you	probably	accessed	this	article	from	your	Agent.	They	makecall	here,	a	tip	to	the	screamsheets	there.	The	City's	in	shambles	and	every	day	we
see	people	pushing	back	against	the	rebuilding.	The	scene	is	set;	the	guards	distracted,	and	on	with	impunity.	After	all,	withborders	shattering	and	the	world	governments	in	constantflux,	who's	gonna	stop	you?	Themselves	and	a	few	(1d6/2)	friends.4	Childhood	enemy	Accused	the	other	of	cowardice	or	some	other	Themselves	and	a	few	(1d10/2)
friends.	Businesswear.	Hell,	most	times,	if	folks	did	take	notice	they	tried	to	throw	us	out.	or	just	whatever	corner	1	Combat	Zone	gangers	who	want	you	to	work	for	them	exclusively.	Guns,	lasers	(rare),	gyrojets	(rarer	still),	even	the	little	hand-crossbows	that	thoseidiots	in	the	road-warrior	gangs	like	to	wave	around.	have	cops	(okay,	rented	Corporate
cops,	but	it's	easier	skip	to	page	328	than	fronting	the	euro	for	your	own	personal	Solo!).want	to	know	about	drugs?	People	with	very	low	Humanity	STATs	have	a	lot	of	problems	in	human	interactions.	Johnny	turns	tocontacts	are	good,	and	the	pickings	easy.	He	pulls	an	armor	jacket	overHis	first	son	was	Johnny's	best	friend.	Performance	SkillsLocal
Expert...........................................INT	Acting.................................................	By	adding	as	you	play,	the	Template	gathers	more	individuality	to	itself,	getting	better	and	better	the	more	you	play.	Armor	list	Rockerboy	Solo	Netrunner	Tech	Medtech	Page	96	Weapons/Armor	Weapons/Armor	Weapons/Armor	Weapons/Armor	Weapons/Armor	Next	Step:
Very	Heavy	Pistol	Assault	Rifle	Very	Heavy	Pistol	Shotgun	or	Assault	Rifle	Shotgun	or	Assault	Rifle	Your	OutfitPage	103	Basic	VH	Pistol	Very	Heavy	Pistol	Basic	VH	Pistol	Basic	Shotgun	Shell	Basic	Shotgun	Shell	Ammunition	x50	Ammunition	x30	Ammunition	x100	or	Basic	Ammunition	x100	or	Basic	The	grenades	Heavy	Melee	Weapon	or	here	can	be
Heavy	Melee	Weapon	or	Bulletproof	Shield	Light	Armorjack	Rifle	Ammunition	x100	Rifle	Ammunition	x100	Flashbang	Grenade	Body	Armor	(SP11)	found	on	Basic	VH	Pistol	Flashbang	Grenade	Incendiary	Shotgun	ShellPage	344	Teargas	Grenade	x2	Ammunition	x30	Light	Armorjack	Ammunition	x10	or	Head	Armor	(SP11)	Light	Armorjack	Incendiary
Rifle	Light	Armorjack	Basic	Rifle	Ammunition	x70	Body	Armor	(SP11)	Ammunition	x10	Body	Armor	(SP11)	Light	Armorjack	Light	Armorjack	Smoke	Grenade	x2	Light	Armorjack	Body	Armor	(SP11)	Head	Armor	(SP11)	Head	Armor	(SP11)	Light	Armorjack	Light	Armorjack	Body	Armor	(SP11)	Head	Armor	(SP11)	Light	Armorjack	Head	Armor	(SP11)
Bulletproof	Shield	Media	Lawman	Exec	Fixer	Nomad	Weapons/Armor	Weapons/Armor	Weapons/Armor	Weapons/Armor	Weapons/Armor	Heavy	Pistol	or	Very	Heavy	Assault	Rifle	or	Shotgun	Very	Heavy	Pistol	Heavy	Pistol	or	Very	Heavy	Heavy	Pistol	or	Very	Heavy	Pistol	Pistol	Pistol	Heavy	Pistol	Basic	VH	Pistol	Basic	H	Pistol	Ammunition	x50	Heavy
Pistol	or	Very	Heavy	Basic	H	Pistol	Ammunition	Ammunition	x50	or	Basic	Rifle	Ammunition	Pistol	x100	or	Basic	VH	Pistol	x100	or	Basic	Shotgun	Shell	Light	Armorjack	Basic	VH	Pistol	Ammunition	x100	or	Basic	Body	Armor	(SP11)	Light	Melee	Weapon	Ammunition	x100	Ammunition	x50	Slug	Ammunition	x100	Light	Armorjack	Basic	H	Pistol
Ammunition	Heavy	Melee	Light	Armorjack	Head	Armor	(SP11)	x100	or	Basic	VH	Pistol	Weapon	or	Heavy	Pistol	Body	Armor	(SP11)	Basic	H	Pistol	Ammunition	x30	Ammunition	x100	Light	Armorjack	Light	Armorjack	Body	Armor	(SP11)	Head	Armor	(SP11)	Bulletproof	Shield	or	Smoke	Light	Armorjack	Grenade	x2	Body	Armor	(SP11)	Light	Armorjack
Head	Armor	(SP11)	Light	Armorjack	Light	Armorjack	Body	Armor	(SP11)	Head	Armor	(SP11)	Light	Armorjack	Head	Armor	(SP11)98FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE	For	example,	Jay's	Solo	would	have	the	following	Weapons	and	Armor:	Jay's	Solo	Weapons/Armor	Assault	Rifle	Very	Heavy	Pistol	Heavy	Melee	Weapon	Basic	VH	Pistol	Ammunition	x30	Basic
Rifle	Ammunition	x70	Light	Armorjack	Body	Armor	(SP11)	Light	Armorjack	Head	Armor	(SP11)	▶	How	You	Get	Your	Stuff:	Weapons	and	Armor	◀	for	Complete	Package	(Calculated)	CharactersUnlike	Streetrat	and	Edgerunner	Characters,	if	you're	playing	a	Complete	Package	Character,	you	will	buy	all	of	yourgear	individually,	along	with	your
cyberware.	To	determine	your	Edgerunner's	Skills,	just	find	your	Role	on	the	tables	below,	then	divide	your	86	Skill	points	up	between	the	Skills	listed	for	that	type.	In	the	past,	they	would	have	called	you	a	crime	lord.	Then,	"Look,	Rocker.	Requires	BODY	11+	to	fire.	Think	massive	war	between	Megacorporations	and	an	weak;	be	weak.	417	Building
a	NET	Architecture..........................................209	Screamsheets.....................................	are	the	rules	that	cover	3	Corporate	Execs	who	use	you	for	"black	project"	work.	They	may	become	sociopathic,	withdrawn,	disassociated,	or	even	homicidal.	To	achieve	the	essence	of	#4	Break	the	Rules.	from	the	bottle.	toy).	EMP	Electronics/Security	Tech
(x2)..............	Butyou're	not	that	crazy.	Back	then,	your	Pack	was	crammed	into	a	huge,	ragtag	fleet	ofcars,	vans,	buses,	and	RVs	roaming	the	freeways	looking	for	supplies,	oddjobs,	and	spare	parts	in	a	fragmented	world.	Victoria	rolls	4	for	Clothing	Style:	Roll	1d10	or	choose	one	for	each	column.	TECH	Skill	for	accurately	firing	shoulder-braced
projectile	Skill	of	identifying,	understanding,	and	repairing	weapons,	including	rifles	and	shotguns.	open	an	old	Data	Fortress	6	Fixer	or	another	client	who	wants	your	services	exclusively.	Maybe	you	move	illegal	weapons	over	the	border.	10,000eb	(Super	Luxury)	about	weapon	500eb	(Expensive)	qualities	on	Malorian	Arms	3516	Does	5d6	damage.
The	only	limit	is	that	no	STAT	may	be	higher	than	8	or	lower	than	2.	WILL	Composition...........................................INT	Skill	of	withstanding	harsh	environmental	conditions	and	hardship.	3	Execs	who	want	you	to	work	for	them	exclusively.	83FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE	Handgun................................................REF	Wardrobe	&	Style..............................
You	think	everyone	has	a	may	be	the	closest	thing	to	Hell	on	Earth,	and	these	nice	agent,	a	couple	Solos	covering	their	butts,	and	a	days,	that's	saying	a	lot.	moving	upalley;	Johnny	watches	it.	◀	Choose	Land,	Air,	or	Sea	Nomads.	Now	people	pay	us	to	move	their	cargo	and	keep	the	scavs	off	them.	And	you're	still	the	best,	Rogue."Thompson.	Over	his
head,	the	sterilizer	lamps	glitter	likean	insect's	multifaceted	eyes.	She	rolls	a	54	Local	Solos	or	other	combat	types	who	use	you	to	keep	their	personal	systems	and	discovers	that,	among	secure.	Edgerunners,	or	Complete	Packages.	And	whatever	else	you	got.	5	Ruthless	and	determined	to	control	The	Street,	even	if	it	means	breaking	the	law.	She's
been	grabbed	by	offices	of	the	most	rabidly	paranoid	security	company	Corporate	headhunters.	One	of	these	is	how	your	day	job	(or	nightjob	or	side	job	or	whatever—we	won't	judge	you)	affects	your	life.	That's	you.	Back-to-back,	the	four	of	Her	voice	is	flat,	"Never	call	me	that,"	she	says,them	edge	out	of	the	bar.	◀	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.Roll
Corruption	1	Fair,	honest	policing,	strong	ethical	practices.	How	do	you	know	what	Remember	to	pick	your	Cultural	weapons	and	armor	you	get?	Also	used	to	against	other	Corporate	holdings.	Alt	takes	aWHHHHHOOOOMMMMPPP!	as	something	slams	chance	and	opens	her	eyes,	spits	out	the	gag.into	the	AV-4.	◀	about	how	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.
Keep	dealing,	keep	trading,	and	if	anyone	tries	to	stop	you?	No,	I	don't	have	initials	after	my	name,	but	I	can	still	fix	that	mangled	arm	of	yours.	Some	fluff	piece	on	a	Corp	PR	stunt	giving	away	kibble	to	people	who	needed	real	food...	340),	you'll	have	the	option	to	buy	more	weapons	or	armor	as	your	Character	progresses.	For	example,	if	your
roleplaying	group	were	staging	a	recreation	of	the	movie	Blade	Runner,	the	Android,	Roy	Batty	(Mike's	personal	favorite,	by	the	way)	would	be	one	of	the	Characters.	100eb	(Premium)	100eb	(Premium)	Railgun	Very	Heavy	Pistol	that	causes	the	Damaged	Ear	Critical	Injury.	Trauma	4	Everything	possible	is	single-use	and	stored	Team:	compacted	until
needed.	But	things	changed	when	the	largest	Megacorps	on	the	planet	got	into	a	major	war	that	was	equal	to	anything	any	real	national	governments	could	have	thrown	down.	Mostly	home	schooled.	Only	the	trembling	of	his	hand—the	meat	hand–betrays	any	"Fair	enough,"	says	Silverhand,	taking	another	swig	emotion.	Alt	triggers	the	room	lasers
and	cuts	him	in	two;	his	body	hits	the	floor	with	a	steaming	thud.	If	something	comes	out	of	it,	traverses	a	distance,	andcauses	damage	at	the	end	of	that	trajectory,	it's	a	Ranged	Weapon.	You	are	the	only	(ships,	planes,	caravans).	He	says	over	his	shoulder	toning	the	corners.	"You	got	shredded	just	for	them."	Long	pause.	Roll	Ethics	1	Fair,	honest
reporting,	strong	ethical	practices.	EAlways	take	it	to	the	dge.	So,	the	remaining	60	of	their	Skill	points	are	spent	on	the	following:	Skill	Level	Cost	Skill	Level	Cost	Athletics	2	2	Autofire	(x2)	6	12	Brawling	2	2	Deduction	4	4	Concentration	2	2	Drive	Land	Vehicle	4	4	Conversation	2	2	Endurance	4	4	Education	2	2	Handgun	4	4	Evasion	2	2	Interrogation
4	4	First	Aid	2	2	Martial	Arts	(x2)	2	4	Human	Perception	2	2	Melee	Weapon	5	5	Language	(Streetslang)	2	2	Resist	Torture/Drugs	4	4	Language	(Based	on	Cultural	Origin)	4	0	Shoulder	Arms	4	4	Local	Expert	(Your	Home)	2	2	Tactics	3	3	Perception	2	2	Tracking	4	4	Persuasion	2	2	Wilderness	Survival	4	4	Stealth	2	2	Total	Cost:	8690FITTED	FOR	THE
FUTURENext	Up:	Weapons	and	ArmorYou	don't	have	to	have	cyberware	to	be	a	Cyberpunk.	As	the	Character's	HP	reaches	certainthresholds,	there	are	penalties	that	represent	cumulative	damage	that	makes	the	Character	physically	sloweror	mentally	hazier.	that	job.	You	were	home	schooled	if	there	was	anyone	who	had	the	time.10	Your	home	was
always	changing	based	on	your	parents'	current	"job."	Could	be	Edgerunners	a	luxury	apartment,	an	urban	conapt,	or	a	dumpster	if	you	were	on	the	run.	Their	Streetrat	Solo	starts	with	the	followingSkills	at	these	levels:	They	also	get	another	Language	at	Level	4	based	on	their	Cultural	Origins	(see	pg.	▶ Role	Ability:	Operator	The	Fixer's	Role	Ability
is	Operator.	So	what's	gonna	go	down	when	they	get	back	in	your	face?	In	gameplay,	Exotic	Weapons	are	rare	and	expensive.	2	Old	friend	3	Possible	romantic	partner	as	well	2	It's	not	state-of-the-art	anymore,	but	it's	4	Family	member	comfortable	to	you.	She	likes	the	ideayour	cultural	region.	Her	Her	blood	freezes	like	a	silenced	scream.	table,
there's	a	rogue	AI	or	NET	Ghost	after	her!Roll	Where?	romantic	involvement.	3	Will	occasionally	slip	and	do	unethical	things,	but	it's	rare.	A	phone	in	Tokyo.	She's	relieved	to	find	herself	still	clothedarmored.	Much	like	Harrison	Ford,	there,	with	the	GM	presenting	obstacles,	Player	Character:the	person	playing	Rick	in	this	adventure	NPCs,	and	other
elements	in	story	form	as	Also	known	as	a	PC.	But	the	nice,	clean	sectorsfull	of	new	office	buildings	and	fancy	restaurants—where	no	jacked-uppsychopunk	is	going	to	ever	go	on	a	killing	spree	with	an	FN-RAL37—aremostly	gone.	The	result	is	the	game	you're	holding	in	your	hands.	her	clients,	are	local	Fixers	who	use	her	services	to5	Local	Nomads
and	Fixers	who	use	you	to	keep	their	family	systems	secure.	To	that	end,	we've	constructed	a	series	of	Role-basedLifepaths	that	supplement	the	regular	Lifepath.	You	can	combine	multiple	attachments	that	take	up	the	same	physicalWeapons	can	be	loaded	location,	but	you	must	pay	the	slot	cost	of	both	attachments	independently.	Victoria	notes	her
Netrunner	has	4	levels	of	Cantonese	Chinese,	English,	Japanese,	Korean,	the	Language	(Amharic)	Mandarin	Chinese,	Mongolian	Skill.	2	Private	Clubs	3	Seedy	Dive	Bars	▶	Were	You	Once	in	a	Group?	"Hold	her'',	says	Toshiro.	deck	with	manual	keys.	But	unlike	Edgerunners,	except	for	Basic	Skills	that	all	Character	types	must	Weapons,	have	(see
below),	the	Complete	Package	Player	can	put	the	rest	of	their	86	points	in	any	Skills	they	want.	It's	an	old	line.	Some	Roles,	such	as	Netrunner	and	Tech,	rollRoll	Where?	It	speaks	in	a	voice	like	crystal,	My	soul	inserted with	vital	forceand	momentarily	Alt's	breath	is	taken	by	it's	perfect,	Won't	spare	what	I'm	hunting	formurderous	beauty.	Just	last
week	I	took	a	ride	down	to	the	Combat	Zone	to	pick	up	a	shipment	of	explosives	that'd	make	the	NCPD	have	a	coronary.	they	start	up.	(choose)	Just	themselves	and	even	they	won't	go	out	of	their	way.1	Ex-friend	Caused	the	other	to	lose	face	or	status.	Your	Character's	Seriously	Wounded	Wound	Threshold	is	half	of	their	total	HP	(rounded	up).	Fixers
maintain	vast	webs	of	contacts	and	clients	who	they	can	reach	out	to	source	goods,	favors,	or	information.	Below	the	magazine	size	you	can	find	the	type	of	ammunition	the	weapon	fires.Rate	of	Fire	(ROF):	How	many	times	the	weapon	can	be	fired	with	a	single	Attack	Action.Number	of	Hands	Required:	How	many	hands	you	need	to	hold	the	weapon
and	fire	it.Can	be	Concealed?:	If	the	weapon	can	be	concealed	with	the	Conceal/Reveal	Object	Skill	under	clothing.Alt	Fire	Modes	&	Special	Features:	Unique	traits	of	the	weapon.	Example:	Jay	decides	to	build	a	Solo,	but	this	time	as	a	Complete	Package	Character.	◀	▶	How	Does	Your	Work	Reach	the	Public?	The	focus	is	on	to	a	STAT	+	Skill	to	see
verbal	description	and	storytelling,	with	Dave	has	decided	to	play	the	role	if	you	succeed	at	an	Players	describing	what	they	do	rather	of	a	Lawman:	Jord	Mattersly,	a	clever	Action.	◀	Roll	Why?	◀	▶	If	on	Land,	What	Do	They	Do?	Hands	firmly	grapple	him,	Probably	nothing,	he	thinks.	Each	has	its	own	advantages	and	disadvantages.	◀	covered	jobs
could	hard	to	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.	107	Welcome	to	Night	City.......................	eighteen.	You	like	to	keep	it	mobile.	Skill	of	repairing	and	maintaining	air	vehicles.	The	crowd	is	Thompson	and	Rogue	are	poised,	ready	to	make	the	paranoid—they	expect	to	be	thrown	out	at	any	minute.	position;	at	first	a	trickle,	then	a	stream,	then	a	torrent.	The
Interface	Role	Ability	also	gives	the	Netrunner	access	to	a	wide	suite	of	Abilities	related	to	computer	hacking	and	system	control	(Go	to	pg.	COOL	Skill	for	accurately	firing	handheld	projectile	weapons	Skill	of	knowing	the	clothes	to	wear	and	when	to	wear	such	as	pistols.	49	Page	2	TALES	FROM	THE	STREET	▶	Your	Environment	◀	▶	Your	Family
Crisis	◀	How	did	you	grow	up?	Half	thegangs	were	cybered	up	to	begin	with:	super	speed,	super	reflexes,	couldsee	in	the	dark,	carried	weapons	in	their	arms...and	that	was	before	theWar	and	the	Fall	of	the	Towers	pumped	a	metric	ton	of	milspec	cybertechinto	the	Night	Markets.	COOL	Forgery...............................................	33MEDTECH	"I've	been
fixing	what's	broken	since	I	was	young.	Fired	with	the	Heavy	Weapons	Skill.	specific	look,	style,	or	bodysculpt	job.Mainline:	A	term	for	your	partner	in	a	serious,	long-	R.A.B.I.D.S.:	A	particularly	deadly	form	of	black	term	relationship.	167	What	You're	Packing.......................................................321	How	You	Get
Around.....................................................322	In	Combat	Time................................................................168	How	You	Get	the	Word..................................................326	Actions...............................................................................168	What	You	Wear...............................................................327	Ranged	Combat..............................................................170	What	You
Eat...................................................................328	Melee	Combat.................................................................	You	take	bribes,	engage	in	illegal,	and	unethical	business	all	the	time.▶	Who's	Gunning	for	Your	Group?	Overhead,	there's	the	shimmer	of	distant	heat	Fans.	151	for	details).	Got	it?	Usually	underworld	often	hold	their	meetings	in	private
considered	to	be	untrustworthy.	English,	French,	Hawaiian,	Maori,	Pama-Nyungan,	Tahitian	45TALES	FROM	THE	STREET	BY	HÉLIO	FRAZÃO	▶	Your	Personality	◀	This	is	what	you're	like	as	a	person.	2	Your	family	lost	everything	through	bad	management.	Role:	A	type	of	Character.	It's	possible	that	something	happened	to	you	and	your	family	along
the	something	happened	in	your	background	and	your	way.	He's	not	her	type.	aren't	interesting	and	you	aren't	fair,	no	and	social	attributesYeah,	you	could	say	they	were	dressed	one's	going	to	want	to	star	in	your	"movie."	inherent	to	all	people.appropriately	(guns,	gear,	armor)	but	you	Good	luck!won't	have	to	go	that	far.	simple	electronic	and
mechanical	devices	and	all	other	items	not	covered	by	another	Technique	Social	Skills	Skill.	Couldn't	you	have	gotten	anyone	else?"	She	can	hear	him	slow	ahead	of	her.	5	Minimalist,	clean,	and	organized.	Silverhand	hits	with	a	bone	wrenching	Just	as	long	as	it	isn't	him.	gesture	to	Akira,	and	the	hulk	turns	obediently	to	mix	a	drink.	◀	Roll	1d10	or
choose	one.	Now,	nothing	can	stop	you.	The	product	of	literally	hundreds	of	hours	of	real-world	research	and	planning,	RED	gives	us	a	new	arc	where	almost	all	the	elements	of	the	Cyberpunk	we	all	love	are	still	present,	but	in	new	forms	and	with	some	fun	new	twists.	get	their	news	1	Blogger	1	Monthly	magazine	see	2	Writer	(Books)	2	BlogPage	326
3	Videographer	3	Mainstream	vid	feed	4	Documentarian	4	News	channel	5	Investigative	Reporter	5	"Book"	sales	6	Street	Scribe	6	Screamsheets	▶	How	Ethical	are	You?	And	you're	going	to	stopthem.	What	matters	is	that	you're	here,	on	The	Street,	doing	the	job.	We	were	traveling	alone	,	and	my	old	man,	knowing	I	was	sensitive	to	that	sort	of	thing,
stopped	the	rollers	and	let	me	out	to	collect	the	carcass.	24	Welcome	to	the	Dark	Future..............	Over	by	the	bar,	Rogue's	eyes	smolder	at	her	partner.	They	describe	the	situation	played	by	the	GM.that	makes	up	a	roleplaying	session.	7	Like	a	parent	to	you.	Physical,	mental,Army	guys	stuck	in	a	slit	trench	in	Iraq.	Of	course	you	are.	and	the	major-
league	crime	problems,	but	it	beats	actu-	skip	to	page	329	ally	being	on	The	Street.	◀Nomad	groups	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.	She'sas	the	jet	exhausts	hit	the	pavement.	Thename	tag	reads	Harada.	Servos	click	and	whir	again.	10	Become	feared	and	respected.Role-Based	LifepathsSome	things	about	life	are	universal.	I'm	your	man.	2023	to	the	late
2040s,	taken	from	the	red	skies	common	throughout	the	world	as	an	aftereffect	of	Cybered-Up:	To	get	as	much	cyberware	implanted	the	4th	Corporate	War.	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.Roll	Position	Roll	Jurisdiction	1	Guard	1	Corporate	Zones	2	Standard	Beat	or	Patrol	2	Standard	City	Patrol	Zone	3	Criminal	Investigation	3	Combat	Zones	4	Special
Weapons	and	Tactics	4	Outer	City	5	Motor	Patrol	5	Recovery	Zones	6	Internal	Affairs	6	Open	Highways	▶	How	Corrupt	is	Your	Group?	1	Scavenge	stashes	of	medical	supplies	you	find	in	abandoned	City	Zones.	getting	up	close	and	personal	with	people	Arasaka	doesn't	like."8NEVER	FADE	AWAY	"A	black-program	assassin	for	a	security	company?"
'Runners	looking	to	trade	information.	Roll	1d10	and	subtract	7	(minimum	0)	to	see	just	how	many	friends	you've	made	so	far	in	your	life.	COOL	Cybertech............................................	The	Hand	turns	through	the	big	brass	doors.	to	her,	taking	her	in	his	arms,	trembling.	With	threads	looping	forwards	and	back	through	the	timeline,	my	partners	at
CDPR	(Patrick,	Adam,	Marcin,	Amelia—let's	face	it,	the	whole	damned	600+	crew	at	the	CD	studio)	and	our	crew	at	R.	8	Your	family	was	scattered	to	the	winds	due	to	In	the	ruins	of	a	deserted	town	or	city	taken	misfortune.	another	might	have	high	Reflexes,	but	might	not	be	able	to	rewire	a	computer	or	hot-wire	a	car.	He	bends	down	mitter	button
on	her	collar	and	the	world	blows	up.	1	A	weapon	1	A	parent	2	A	tool	2	A	brother	or	sister	3	A	piece	of	clothing	3	A	lover	4	A	photograph	4	A	friend	5	A	book	or	diary	5	Yourself	6	A	recording	6	A	pet	7	A	musical	instrument	7	A	teacher	or	mentor	8	A	piece	of	jewelry	8	A	public	figure	9	A	toy	9	A	personal	hero	10	A	letter	10	No	one	Yes,	the	Mighty	Bozo,
Ripper-Offer	of	Arms,	carries	their	favorite	teddy	bear	everywhere.	It	took	about	fifteen	years	for	the	new-tech	to	catch	up	with	the	vision.	the	Time	of	the	Red	Conapt:	A	condominium	apartment	in	a	Corporate	Time	of	the	Red:	a	slang	term	for	the	period	from	Zone.	Some	better	educated	adult	warren	dwellers	or	a	local	Corporation	may	have	set	up	a
school.9	You	started	out	on	the	road,	but	then	moved	into	one	of	the	deserted	ghost	towns	or	Reclaimers	cities	to	rebuild	it.	Roll	Workspace	1	There	are	screens	everywhere.	Alt's	ambulance	ride	to	the	hospital,	but	here	in	the	trauma	terrified	screams	recede	swiftly	into	the	dark.	The	same	doctor	His.	Airhypos	inject	the	area	with	A	Trauma	Team
ambulance	in	the	distance,	siren	screaming.	They	can	hear	other	doorstyphoon	roar	of	the	mob.	Fire	Modes	&	Special	Features:	Shotgun	Shell	500eb	(Expensive)	Assault	Rifle	Shoulder	Arms	5d6	25	1	2	NO	(Rifle)	Alt.	Luckily,	she	made	a	friend	who	introducedRoll	Who?	environment	turns	out	drastically	different	from	your	original	family	background.
With	the	advent	of	digital	porta-studios	and	garage	music	master-	ing,	every	Rockerboy	with	a	message	can	take	it	to	The	Street,	put	it	in	the	record	stores,	bounce	it	off	the	comsats.	than	8	or	lower	than	2.	◀	▶	How	Do	I	GM?	"Homeboy,	you	with	it.	See	page	105	roll	STATS?	I	write	my	own	lyrics,	make	my	own	arrangements,	record	it	all	myself,	then
upload	it	to	the	Data	Pool.	93FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE	To	learn	more	Weapon	Weapon	Single	Standard	Rate	Hands	Can	be	Cost	about	Alt.	Sure,	maybe	I'll	encounter	a	Hellhound,	but	they	don't	spike	my	heart	rate.	2	Spent	in	a	safe	Corp	Zone	walled	off	3	Your	family	was	exiled	or	otherwise	driven	from	from	the	rest	of	the	City.	Choose	one.	In	the
case	of	Melee	Weapons	the	number	of	hands	required	is	based	on	what	the	weapon	is	and	not	its	classification.Damage:	The	damage	of	a	single	attack	from	the	weapon.Rate	of	Fire	(ROF):	How	many	times	the	weapon	can	be	swung	with	a	single	Attack	Action.Can	be	Concealed?:	If	the	weapon	can	be	concealed	with	the	Conceal/Reveal	Object	Skill
under	clothing.Cost:	What	the	weapon	costs	in	the	main	currency	in	Night	City,	the	Eurobuck.	COOL	Skill	of	applying	medical	treatments	to	a	wounded	Skill	of	convincing,	persuading,	or	influencing	person	to	treat	the	most	common	Critical	Injuries	individuals.	But	it's	harder	forthese	new	Corps	to	make	you	disappear.	that	pulls	weight	in	Santiago's
world.	See	page	7942BY	SEBASTIAN	SZMYD	tales	from	the	street	running	the	lifepath	Lifepath:	Enhancing	roleplaying,	fleshing	out	Characters'	stories,	and	screwing	with	their	worldviews	since	1984.	233Soul	and	the	New	Machine..................	The	War	stripped	away	the	facade	and	let	us	all	know	exactlywhat	had	been	going	on	under	our	noses.
survivor.	In	a	world	where	6	International	Corporations	are	eyeing	you	for	a	hostile	takeover.Edgerunners	often	railagainst	the	tyranny	of	▶	Current	State	with	Your	Boss	◀authority,	where	does	your	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.Lawman	or	Exec	fit	in?Are	they	selfishly	using	the	Roll	Current	Staterest	of	the	party	for	their	1	Your	Boss	mentors	you	but
watch	out	for	their	enemies.own	gain?	Sixty	to	ward	he	can	hear	the	sound	of	jet	engines.	They're	mine.	Used	to	be	the	Corporate	Cops	had	heavyweapons,	full	combat	armor,	Trauma	Team	backup,	AV-4	assaultvehicles,	and	gyrocopters	with	miniguns.	They	could	be	a	rocker—or	a	cult	leader.	▶ Role	Ability:	Teamwork	The	Exec's	Role	Ability	is
Teamwork.	If	she	my	commands."	A	slight	hesitation	in	her	voice.builds	their	horror,	they'll	keep	her	alive.	Match	your	armor	to	your	situation.	He	picks	up	more	explosives,	a	combat	assault	P	a	r	ty	fHa	r	d	P	a	r	ty	fHa	r	d	P	a	r	ty	fHa	r	dcyberdeck,	and	a	long,	bulky	black	sniper	rifle.	Fetching	coffee	and	toting	camera	gear	like	a	goddamned	pack
mule!	First	shot	I	got	at	a	scoop?	So,	you	wanna	be	a	Cyberpunk?	And	you	knew	that	whoever	controlled	the	Corporations	controlled	everything	else.	You	can	learn	multiple	forms,	but	you	must	do	so	separately.	You	can	find	the	Range	Table	on	pg.	▶	Step	#8:	Record	Cyberware	◀	See	page	79	For	a	list	of	Cyberware	How	do	you	calculate	them?	One
waves	a	Johnny	tries	reaching	up	to	it.	The	Media	can	not	onlyconvince	an	audience	of	the	truth	of	what	they	publish	but	also	hasa	larger	audience	the	more	credible	they	are.	But	since	themath	involved	can	be	a	real	pain	sometimes,	we've	made	you	a	table	to	use	instead.	Like	the	cowboys	of	the	Old	West,	most	people	in	this	time	carrytheir	lives	on
their	backs—a	world	of	miniaturized	sleeping,	eating,	and	entertainment	components	crammed	intocarryalls	and	the	back	seats	of	cars.	By	noon,	the	word	is	all	over	The	Street—the	calling	for	help?	100eb	(Premium)	You	can	Dartgun	Shotgun	that	fires	incendiary	shells.	You're	a	Nomad.▶ Role	Ability:	Moto	The	Nomad's	Role	Ability	is	Moto.	This
Backup	is	armed	and	armoredbased	on	their	Rank	(Go	to	pg.	She	hopes	her	voice	sounds	steadier	than	she	feels.	"They	siastically,	and	that's	when	they	hit	him.	They	get:Roll	INT	REF	DEX	TECH	COOL	WILL	LUCK	MOVE	BODY	EMP	16	773865565	27	863667566	35	874776785	45	864676576	56	675767684	67	765766775	77	765677666	87
875665684	97	76466656510	6	685665665	When	they	have	rolled	values	for	all	ten	STATs,	they	will	fill	those	values	into	their	STATBlock	as	follows:▶ INT	6	7▶ REF	7▶ DEX	5▶ TECH	7▶ COOL▶ WILL	6	6▶ LUCK	7▶ MOVE	8▶ BODY	5▶ EMP	77FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE	For	STAT	▶	Method	#3:	Complete	Packages	(Calculated)	◀	definitions	Page	72
This	method	allows	you	to	build	the	Character	from	the	ground	up,	using	a	pool	of	"Character	points"	to	"buy"	the	Character's	STATs.	While	it's	the	most	flexible	method,	it's	also	the	most	time-consuming	and	is	not	recommended	Next	Step:	for	novice	roleplayers.Derived	STATsPage	79	When	using	the	Complete	Package	option,	your	GM	will	give	you
a	specific	number	of	points	with	which	to	generate	your	Character's	STATs	(normally	62).	All	situations,	governments,	and	people	herein	are	fictional.	skin	and	muscle.	Rocker.	Although	there	is	a	specific	The	best	way	is	through	trying	it	yourself.style	of	roleplaying	game	called	a	LARP	We	have	provided	some	examples	of	how	Round:	The	amount
of(or	Live	Action	Role	Play,	where	people	to	incorporate	rules	into	gameplay	in	the	time	it	takes	for	everydo	dress	up),	most	games	are	played	many	sidebars	throughout	this	rule	book.	At	the	twentieth	floor,	the	elevator	starts	to	slow.	She	made	a	lot	of	classy	software	"Yeah,	pros,"	repeats	Thompson.	Cyber—from	the	term	cybernetic,	or	a	fusion	of
flesh	and	machine	technology.	159	for	details).38NOMAD	"People	didn't	used	to	care	much	about	us	Nomads.	You	used	a	Kamakura	19	interface	cable	with	a	direct	link	from	your	Interface	Plugs.	He	chooses	most	of	these	at	the	bare	minimum	(not	exactly	the	best	idea).	the	2000s,	you	need	to	master	three	concepts:	—	Ripperjack	#1	Style	Over
Substance	It	doesn't	matter	how	well	you	do	something,	as	long	as	you	look	good	doing	it.	urge	to	scream.	3	The	whole	City	4	The	territory	of	a	single	Corporation3	Corrupt	Lawmen	or	Lawmen	who	5	The	territory	of	a	particular	Fixer	or	contact	mistakenly	think	you're	guilty	of	something.	and	identifying	them,	juggling	numbers,	creat-	ing	budgets,
and	handling	day	to	day	business	Body	Skills	operations.	310	Resolving	Actions	with	Skills..........................................128	Skill	List...............................................................................130	Everyday	Life......................................315	Role	Abilities.....................................................................142	Multiclassing	Roles..........................................................143
Staying	out	of	Trouble.....................................................	You	can	tailor	the	Character	the	way	you	want	it,	with	lots	of	personal	touches	all	through	the	process.	TECH	community.	TECH	Pick	Pocket........................................	"I	am."	it	sings	triumphantly	to	the	It's	the	animal	in	my	bloodcold	stars.	And	she	rolls	5	for	Affectation:	Nose	rings.1	Generic	Chic
(Standard,	Colorful,	Modular)	Mohawk	Obviously,	Victoria	like2	Leisurewear	(Comfort,	Agility,	Athleticism)	Long	and	ratty	to	keep	things	neat	and	professional.	The	comforting	weight	of	her	plasticthe	faint	red	etching	of	a	targeting	pattern	flickering	autogun	is	missing.	The	last	car	in	line,	she	She	judges	the	breathing	and	the	heavy	booted
tread,places	a	shaped	charge	explosive	on	the	ceiling,	and	punches	six	seconds	on	the	timer,	then	rolls	out	ofwired	to	a	microtransmitter.	Hell,	half	the	stuff	a	Fixer	sells	blows	into	Night	City	on	a	Nomad	caravan!	It's	like	everybody	needs	everybody	else....	Even	myself—if	I	have	to	broadcast	this	story	Nomad.from	the	grave,	I'll	do	it.	Pick	one	and
only	one	when	offered	an	option.	She's	not	English,	Finnish,	Polish,	Romanian,	sure	why	her	Character6	Sub-Saharan	African	Russian,	Ukrainian	left	home	yet,	but	Victoria's	certain	the	reason	will7	South	Asian	Arabic,	Berber,	English,	Farsi,	come	to	her	as	she	contin-	French,	Hebrew,	Turkish	ues	along	the	Lifepath.8	South	East	Asian	Arabic,
English,	French,	Hausa,	Lingala,	Finally,	Victoria	looks9	East	Asian	Oromo,	Portuguese,	Swahili,	Twi,	Yoruba	over	the	Language	list.	A	lot	he	knows.The	strobe	flash	of	the	mob	tearing	a	guard	apartwith	vampyre	teeth,	and	ripper	claws.	back	to	Japan."	"Certainly.	Great.	Skipd100:	Roll	two	d10s.	Skills	Page	88Required	for	Everyone:	Derived	Statistics
Next	Step:Regardless	of	the	method	you	have	chosen	to	generate	your	original	STATs,	you'll	still	need	to	calculate	two	more	Skillsvalues:	Hit	Points	and	Humanity.	Armor,	Gear,and	Cyberware	In	the	Complete	Package	Method,	four	things	should	be	kept	in	mind.Page	104	•	No	Skill	can	be	higher	than	6.	Thereare	few	people	you	can	trust	anymore.
Might.	Dexterity	(DEX):	Your	overall	physical	compe-	Willpower	(WILL):	Your	determination	and	ability	tence,	as	it	pertains	to	balancing,	leaping,	jumping,	to	face	danger	and/or	stress.	Their	Solo	must	have	the	following	Skills	at	Level	2:	Athletics,	Brawling,	Concentration,	Conversation,	Education,	Evasion,	First	Aid,	Human	Perception,	Language
(Streetslang),	Local	Expert	(Your	Home),	Perception,	Persuasion,	and	Stealth.	He	rolls	of	the	regular	firefights	around	the	City.	The	speed	they	hit	you	talk	much	about	her	work."	with	took	maybe	a	seventy	percent	reflex	boost,	and	those	were	custom	rippers.	If	at	any	point	you	roll	something	you	don't	think	fits	with	your	Character	you	can	feel	free
to	choose	an	option	instead.44TALES	FROM	THE	STREET	▶	Cultural	Origins	◀	Lifepath	ExampleThe	Cyberpunk	world	is	multicultural	and	multinational.	It's	the	Cyberpunk	way.	It's	what	marks	you	as	a	Medtech.	A	pop-up	1	marketplace	2	Typeset	up	by	Fixers	3	to	quickly	sell	4	Broker	deals	between	rival	gangs.	No	one	knew	that	the	West	Germans
were	already	developing	"organic"	circuitry	in	the	late	1980s,	or	that	the	United	States	Air	Force	was	developing	mentally	controlled	weapons	systems.	about	Housing.	Thinking3	Urban	Flash	(Flashy,	Technological,	Streetwear)	Short	and	spiked	about	it,	she	decides	her	Netrunner	gets	this	from4	Businesswear	(Leadership,	Presence,	Authority)	Wild
and	all	over	her	family,	who	instilled	a	need	to	"dress	to	impress"5	High	Fashion	(Exclusive,	Designer,	Couture)	Bald	in	her	from	a	young	age,	especially	when	dealing6	Bohemian	(Folksy,	Retro,	Free-spirited)	Striped	with	outsiders.	But	it	resets	many	of	the	elements	of	that	world	without	having	to	make	it	unrecognizable.	For	better	or	worse.
89FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURESkill	definitions	▶	Method	#3:	Complete	Package	(Calculated)	Skills	◀	Page	81	Unlike	the	other	types	of	Characters	(Streetrats	and	Edgerunners)	Complete	Package	(Calculated)	Characters	get	almost	complete	control	over	their	Skills.	Note	that	your	clothing	style	is	more	about	the	style	of	clothes	you	favor,	not	the
There's	three	categories:individual	items.	Transport	experts,	ultimate	road	warriors,	pirates,	and	smugglers	who	keep	the	world	connected.Rockerboys	Role	AbilitiesRock-and-roll	rebels	who	use	performance,	art,	and	rhetoric	to	fight	authority.	4	Cause	pain	and	suffering	to	anyone	who	crosses	you.	Maybe	months.	But	only	the	bad	guys.	perched	two
hundred	feet	in	the	air	on	a	rusting	fire	escape.	There	used	to	be	a	big	City	Force,	but	most	of	the	Old	Guard	in	NCPD	have	beenthrown	out	on	their	own	to	keep	what	peace	they	can.	Silverhandstarts	towards	them,	and	they	choke	on	the	deci-	Akira	turns	from	the	security	board.	See	page	110	See	page	79	How	do	you	know	what	Cyberware	you	get?
their	families.	And	she	mainframe	big	enough	to	run	Soulkiller	is	in	the	main	hadn't	known	how	to	stop	them.	Swords,	axes,clubs,	hammers—the	whole	contents	of	the	hardware	aisle	in	your	local	night	market.	4	Local	Solos	or	other	combat	types	who	use	you	to	get	them	jobs	or	contacts.	"	Send	teams	to	the	elevators.	He	says,	"I	needed	"They	must
have	tracked	my	Trauma	Card,"	grunts	the	best.	The	canopy's	got	to	be	to	maximum.	Fine	tuning	these	numbers	is	the	fun	part	of	the	Complete	Package	option.	(Premium)	Heavy	The	thickest	Armorjack,	combining	denser	Kevlar®	and	a	layered	13	-2	REF,	DEX,	and	MOVE	500ebArmorjack	mix	of	plastic	and	mesh	weaves.	The	first	few	actions	weren't
bad.	of	his	skull.	I'm	the	beating	heart	keeping	it	flowing.	1	Family	member	2	Old	friend	3	Possible	romantic	partner	as	well	4	Secret	partner	who	might	be	a	rogue	AI.	Your	family	is	cursed	with	a	hereditary	feud	In	a	Drift	Nation	(a	floating	offshore	city)	that	is	a	9	that	has	lasted	for	generations.	Just	like	the	original	Rockerboy,	my	music's	giving	the
middle	finger	to	every	power-hungry	suit	who	thinks	they	can	control	the	world."	Forty,	Rockerboy	If	you	live	to	rock,	this	is	where	you	belong.	5	Old	client	who	thinks	you	screwed	them	over.	the	matrix	of	Soulkiller,	towering	into	measureless	"What	do	we	have	here?	But	the	place	has	bad	mem-going,	and	he	doesn't	like	it.	Go	LEO:	To	make	the	trip
into	Low	Earth	Orbit,	i.e.,	to	visit	one	of	the	inner	space	stations.	Working	in	story	arcs	is	useful.	5	Willing	to	bend	the	rules	(and	the	law)	to	get	the	job	done.	▶ Role	Ability:	Interface	The	Netrunner's	Role	Ability	is	Interface.	School	of	Hard	Knocks.8	Megastructure	You	grew	up	in	one	of	the	huge	new	megastructures	that	went	up	after	the	War.	7
Robot	and	Drone	Mechanic	8	Heavy	Machinery	Mechanic	4	You	design	everything	on	your	Agent.	Note	that	you	may	occasionallyPage	103	be	given	a	choice	between	two	or	more	options	(example:	Shotgun	or	Assault	Rifle).	▶	Got	a	Partner?	would-be	detective	and	delver	into	mys-	teries—the	more	bizarre	the	better.	TECH
Trading...............................................	That's	the	zero	in	eight	seconds	flat.	Francella,	Hélio	Frazão,Huntang,	J	Gray,	Maksym	Harahulin,	DariusK,	Jaye	Kovach,	Bernard	Kowalczuk,	Adrian	Marc,	JanMarek,	Eddie	Mendoza,	Pedram	Mohammadi,	Alan	Okamoto,	Anna	Podedworna,	Sebastian	Szmyd,Eve	Ventrue,	望瑾	Jin	Wang,	Wavefront,	and	Anselm
ZielonkaEditing	by	Carol	Darnell,	Michael	Matheson,	Josh	Vogt,	and	Dixie	CochranLayout	and	Page	Design	by	J	Gray,	Irrgardless,	and	Adam	JuryProduct	Consultation	by	Aron	TarbuckPlaytesting	and	Beta	Reading	by	James	"ELH"	Adams,	Azalah,	Jared	Doyle	Barnes,	Ben,	GabrielBoleau,	Naomi	Calhoun,	Matt	"Sir	Fluffles"	Carroll,	Kevin	Diehl,	Linda
"Druttercup"	Evans,	JamesFullerton,	Allen	Hawkins,	Matthew	House,	Jay	Jasti,	Paul	Khalifé,	The	MadQueen,	Ashley	Mayo,	Leon"Leothedino"	Mendez,	Dan	"F00d4Th0ught"	Richardson,	Ryan	"Boss_Angler"	St.	John,	Gavin	"Fishy"Steele,	Joseph	Torres,	Jason	Rand,	Jillian	Wagner,	Eddy	Webb,	and	WorthingtonSpecial	Thanks	to	Radek	Adam	Grabowski,
Marcin	Iwiński,	Amelia	Kołat,	Hollie	Bennett,	Sam	Liu,	PatrickMills,	Michał	Platkow-Gilewski,	Walter	Jon	Williams,	and	the	entire	crew	at	CD	Projekt	Red.	Here,	"This	is	what	I	want	you	to	do,"	she	beginsshe	picks	up	five	pounds	of	plastic	explosives;	there,flash-bombs,	timers	and	tripwires.	Twenty	million	dollars	vanishes	There	is	a	feeble	pulse.	175
How	You	Have	Fun.........................................................329	Other	Ways	to	Get	Hurt.................................................180	Where	You	Get	Stuff.......................................................331	Before	You	Take	Damage..............................................182	When	Armor	Doesn't	Cut	It............................................186	The	New	Street	Economy...................	All	Exotic	Weapons
are	Average	Weapon	Quality	and	are	incompatible	withall	Weapon	Attachments	and	Non-Basic	Ammunition	unless	otherwise	stated.	2	Like	a	younger	sibling	to	you.	Fire	Modes	&	Special	Features:	None	(Premium)	Very	Heavy	Handgun	4d6	8	1	1	NO	100eb	Pistol	(VH	Pistol)	(Premium)	Alt.	in	police	work	and	Corporate	strike	operations.	ever	space
they	set	up	to	work	in.	scope.	Samurai:	A	Corporate	assassin	or	mercenary,	hiredNetrun:	To	interface	with	a	NET	Architecture	and	to	protect	Corporation	property	or	make	strikes	hack	into	its	programs	and	controls.	"	she	says	cautiously.	COOL	Land	Vehicle	Tech	................................	There	are	a	lot	of	brands;	this	is	the	generic	title.	its	power	around
her,	gathering	herself	to	transfer	back	into	her	body.	186.	Make	sure	you're	Cyberpunk	Characters	are	survivors	in	a	tough,	grim	where	the	party	starts.	Your	black	market	work	isn't	just	making	youfriends—it's	also	racking	you	up	an	impressive	number	of	enemiesas	well—so	you	invest	a	lot	in	defense	systems	and,	if	really	pushedto	the	wall,	call	in	a
few	markers	on	a	Solo	or	two.	She	pockets.	The	figures	go	flat;	one	staggers	back	into	the	out	his	wallet,	as	far	as	Santiago	was	concerned,	it	window	and	falls	through	in	a	shattering	sound	like	became	business.	For	a	list	of	Armor	See	page	96	Remember	to	pick	your	Cultural	For	a	list	of	Gear	See	page	99	Origin	Language.	Once	again,	here's	a	handy
table:	Empathy	(EMP)	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	Humanity	(HUM)	10	20	30	40	50	60	70	80	90	100	As	your	Character	undergoes	Humanity	Loss	(mainly,	but	not	always)	through	installing	cybernetics,	they	lose	points	of	Humanity.	Many	situations	come	up	during	a	game	Roughly	3	seconds.One	of	you	will	take	on	the	role	of	the	that	require	more	than
common	sense	toGamemaster	(or	Referee):	the	person	who	resolve.	They	get	irrational;	violent.	The	Hand,	a	gang	job.	You	take	this	penalty	only	once	even	though	you	are	likely	wearing	armor	on	both	your	body	and	head.	Medium	Heavier	Armorjack,	with	solid	plastic	plating,	12	-2	REF,	DEX,	and	MOVE	100ebArmorjack	reinforced	with	thicker
Kevlar®	mesh.	A	Character	with	this	Skill	usually	knows	Skill	for	keeping	a	weapon's	Autofire	firing	mode	on	what	must	be	done	to	direct	a	battle,	and	how	an	target	through	recoil.	229.	Any	Skill	marked	this	way	costs	twice	theCharacter	creation	will	be	to	find	out	what	they	can	number	of	points	to	buy	(2	points	per	1	Level).do.	"She	had	these
incredible	blue	eyes—clear	through	and	through,	like	crystals	of	Lace,	and	a	smile	from	a	magazine	dream	.	He	knows	where	this	is	armor,	and	smuggling	jobs.	3	Transport	pilot/driver	Chances	are	you'll	be	4	Loadmaster	(large	cargo	mover,	trucker)	contracting	with	Nomads	5	Solo	smuggler	to	do	so	at	ports	and	depot	6	Procurement	(fuel,	vehicles,
etc.)	sites	they	run.	How	do	you	buy	STATS?	um...	Remember:	if	you	a	STAT.	Roll	What	Are	You	Like?	If	you're	playing	anExec	or	a	Lawman,	there's	Roll	Who?a	pretty	good	chance	you	1	Rival	Corp	in	the	same	industry.aren't	working	for	the	good	2	Law	enforcement	is	watching	you.guys.	As	a	Cyberpunk,	you	grab	technology	by	the	throatand	hang
on.	ories.	to	stay	alive	and	conscious	due	to	physical	mass,	As	a	rule,	this	is	more	than	sheer	intelligence,	but	structure,	or	other	qualities.	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.	The	team	on	five	is	warned,	and	opens	the	doors	with	Rogue	is	already	in—in	when	Santiago	took	out	greater	caution.	I've	got	the	skills	and	the	programs	to	handle	those	puppies.	Roll	Type
Roll	Type	1	Air	piracy	1	Piracy	2	Cargo	transport	2	Cargo	transport	3	Passenger	transport	3	Passenger	transport	4	Aircraft	protection	4	Smuggling	5	Smuggling	5	Combat	support	6	Combat	support	6	Submarine	warfare	seaair68NOMAD	▶	What	Do	You	Do	for	Your	Pack?	With	this	ability,	Medtechs	can	keep	people	alive	who	should	be	dead	with	their
knowledge,	tools,	and	training.	There's	a	face	looking	intently	at	him,	''Yeah.	3	Local	Media	wants	to	bring	you	down.	enhances	or	helps	expand	upon	what	you're	reading.	5	Secret	partner	with	mob/gang	connections	6	Secret	partner	with	Corporate	connections	3	Your	cryo	equipment	is	also	used	to	cool	drinks.	But	Johnny	is	already	gone,	faded	back
into	her	body,	there	is	no	evidence."a	mob	that	howls	like	a	wounded	thing,	then	surgesforward,	shattering	like	surf	against	armored	bodies,	Seemingly	oblivious,	the	plugged	in	Alt	permitslobby	doors,	massed	vehicles,	guns.	does	a	Character's	6	Rival	Tech	trying	to	beat	you	out	for	resources	and	parts.	I	owe	you	one,	again.	69BY	HUNTANG	FITTED
for	the	future	the	parts	of	a	character	Your	Character	is	the	role	that	you	will	be	playing	in	the	loose,	impromptu	play	that	makes	up	a	roleplaying	session.	What	kind	of	places	did	you	In	the	Time	of	the	Red,	the	world	is	still	recovering	and	your	sibs	hang	out	in?	She	strips	the	memory	of	data,	downloading	it	to	her	hidden	Johnny	stares	a	long	time	at
Alt's	almost	lifeless	body.	These	are	your	Character's	Derived	STATs,	called	so	because	they	are	Page	90derived	from	the	original	numbers	in	your	STAT	Block.	Alt	reaches	out	with	her	enhanced	mentality,	maybe	murder.	4	Ruthless	and	profit	centered;	you	will	work	for	anyone,	take	any	job	for	the	money.	They	controlled	governments,	markets,
nations,	armies—you	name	it.	142)	but	for	now	you	can	mark	down	theAssassins,	bodyguards,	killers,	and	soldiers-for-hire	in	name	of	your	chosen	Role	Ability	and	note	that	it	starts	a	lawless	new	world.	To	find	out	what	Weapons	and	armor	your	Character	comes	equipped	Your	Outfit	with,	check	the	lists	on	the	table	below	and	look	under	your
Character's	Role.	Now	I'm	the	healer.	If	you	into	a	comprehensivewant	your	Character	to	speak	a	language	that	isn't	represented	you	can	go	ahead	and	Character	background.choose	that	language	instead	of	one	of	the	listed	languages.	But	you	can't	worry	about	ethics	now.	A	day?	"Gotcha,"	he	says.	They	can	ride	along."	Chanda	Mishra,	Rocklin
Augmentics	Executive	In	the	old	days	before	the	Time	of	the	Red,	you	would	have	been	a	hard-	driven,	fast-track	MBA	on	their	way	up	the	Corporate	ladder.	You	know	she	ran	for	ITS,	right?"	They'll	have	motives—lots	of	ugly	motives,	but	they'll	be	those	of	high-powered	boosters,	not	pros."	"Yeah.	Johnny…	Johnny,"	he	says,	over	and	over	as	he	"Ready
for	a	little	vengeance?"works.	Tomorrow,	I've	got	a	meeting	at	a	Night	Market	to	sell	off	a	truckload	of	milspec	hardware	to	the	Iron	Sights.	Johnny	keeps	his	S&W	doesn't	even	think	about	making	a	break	for	it.	Gunfire.	Roll	Background	Roll	Childhood	Environment	1	Your	family	lost	everything	through	betrayal.	I	splinted	its	busted	wing	and	nursed
it	back	to	health.	Can't	get	the	video	to	run	or	your	interfaceglitching?	He	makes	a	decision.	Rogue	leaves	their	motel	bolthole	at	nine.	You've	fixedup	tech	for	everybody	from	black	ops	Corporate	samurai	to	Ms.Zepada	down	the	block.	Alleywaysthe	two	remaining,	prone	figures.	Dealmakers,	organizers,	and	information	brokers	in	the	post-War
Midnight	Markets	of	The	Street.	If	you're	pulling	a	bodyguard	job	at	a	charity	ball	for	an	Exec,	you'll	just	embarrass	yourself	and	youremployer	if	you	show	up	in	full	riot	gear.	7-8	Verbally	attack	them.	Interface	is	what	allows	the	Netrunner	to	Netrun—to	interface	with	electronic	mind-modems	(called	cyberdecks)	to	control	computers,	electronics,	and
associated	program-	ming.	"These	were	pros.	All	he	has	to	do	is	turn	around	and	lead	six	thou-	The	first	uniformed	idiot	who	interrupts	their	party	is	sand	people	right	into	a	wall	of	weapons.	ducted	jet	fans.	To	one	mike;	powerful,	pleading,	entreating,	seducing,	and	edge,	he	can	see	Santiago	in	position	on	the	rooftop	the	huge	crowd	turns	with	him;
surges	around	him,	opposite	of	the	Arasaka	complex.	Together	with	anAI-driven	car	named	T1G3R,	they'll	discover	what	it	means	to	reallylive	in	a	world	where	everyone	else	is	just	trying	to	survive.	▶	If	You	Have	a	Partner,	Who	are	They?	"Your	offer's	solid,	He's	not	going	to	die.	Rogue	is	already	smart	enough	to	keep	her	eyes	closed;	to	stifle
anydown,	drawing	a	bead	on	the	cockpit	with	her	.44.	◀	▶	If	at	Sea,	What	Do	They	Do?	Sea	Vehicle	Tech	.................................	He	has	a	German	accent."Ach...	Streetrat	a	glance,	if	a	set	of	instruc-	(Templates),	Edgerunners	(Fast	and	Dirty),	and	The	Complete	Package	tions	pertains	to	Streetrats,	(Calculated).	3	It	just	didn't	work	out.	Each	Character	in
this	civilization	would	be	familiar	to	people	in	society	today.	And	then,	there's	all	these	Medtech	and	Techs	patching	up	the	Solos	and	fixing	everyone's	gear.	His	burly	shoulders	bulk	the	heavy	armor	jacket—he	"Thanks	for	the	concern.''	looks	like	a	scowling	mountain.	And	there's	always	an	old	ripperdoc	or	two	out	there	who	hearken	back	to	that	old
science	fiction	story	called	The	Bladerunner—not	that	old	flatscreen	vid,	but	the	really	old	sci-fi	book	about	renegade	doctors	who	performed	illegal	street	surgery	in	one	of	the	first	dys-	topian	novels.	and	Physical.	For	more	information	see	page	350.	A	gymnast	resents	your	courage	and	ability	to	survive	long-	would	have	a	high	Dexterity.	These	points
may	not	be	applied	anywhere	else.Page	98	•	No	Skill	can	be	higher	than	6	or	lower	than	2.	You	dive	headfirst	into	computer	systems,using	your	mind	to	hurtle	at	lightspeed	down	the	rabbitholes	of	NET	Architectures.	Get	on	out	and	hit	the	clubs	and	hangouts.	Sponsoredby	Zhirafa.BY	EVE	VENTRUEsoul	and	the	new	machine	who	will	you	be?
"Certainly"	he	says.	to	keep	their	data	safe.	Two?"	friend	here,	smiling	at	a	fan	there,	a	narrowed	glance	at	a	potential	troublemaker;	then	he's	standing	in	"Yeah."	Johnny	turns,	scoops	up	the	keys	to	the	front	of	her.	He	thinks	aboutup	a	little	euro	on	the	side,	and	passes	the	word	down.	Synthetic	myomar	muscle	fibers	were	just	starting	to	be	used	to
control	prosthetic	devices,	and	very	few	people	could	project	ahead	into	the	1990s	when	organic	chipped	arms	and	legs	would	be	possible.	6	It's	taken	over	your	entire	living	space.	The	traditional	concepts	of	good	and	evil	have	been	replaced	by	the	values	of	expedience:	you	do	what	you	have	to	survive.	Now	Jay	starts	shiftingthe	points	between
Skills,	until	the	result	looks	like	so:Skill	Level	Cost	Skill	Level	CostAthletics	44	Perception	6	6Brawling	66	Persuasion	4	4Concentration	22	Stealth	6	6Conversation	22	Autofire	(x2)	2	4Education	44	Handgun	4	4Evasion	66	Interrogation	4	4First	Aid	44	Melee	Weapons	6	6Human	Perception	44	Resist	Torture/Drugs	4	4Language	(Streetslang)	44
Shoulder	Arms	4	4Language	(Based	on	Cultural	Origin)	40	Tactics	4	4Local	Expert	(Your	Home)	44	Total	Cost:	86	Since	Jay	is	aiming	to	build	a	big	bruiser	of	a	Solo,	their	choices	will	be	to	push	their	Solo's	Melee	Weapon,Brawling,	Evasion,	Perception,	and	Stealth	as	high	as	they	can,	sacrificing	points	from	other	Skills.	It's	a	guaranteed	adventure



generator!Page	78	"I	remember	she	told	me	she	was	born	in	Miami,	about	2004	or	so...	It's	time	to	wrap	all	this	up	by	determiningwhat	you	want	out	of	life.	Sure,	it	was	selling	your	soul	to	the	Company,	but	face	it:	the	Corporations	ruled	the	world.	first	table,	meaning	she's	a	freelancer	who	hacks2	Local	gangers	who	also	protect	your	work	area
while	you	sweep	for	for	hire.	doned	Corporate	facility.	I	have	to	give	all	credit	to	the	amazing	crew	here	at	R.	Cyberpunk	RED	doesn't	wreck	the	world.	We	all	think	the	result	of	all	our	hard	work	is	a	thing	of	beauty,	and	we	hope	you	will	too.	While,	in	many	cases,	this	is	a	generic	name;	there	are	lots	of	brands	to	choose	from.Description	&	Data:	The
specifics	of	the	weapon	are	listed	here.	WILL	Skill	of	moving	quietly,	hiding,	doing	an	Action	discreetly,	Skills	can	be	or	otherwise	evading	detection.	9	Someone	you	know	from	The	Street.	5	Live	down	your	past	life	and	try	to	forget	it.	55NETRUNNER	There's	an	Roll	▶	What	Kind	of	Runner	are	You?	Dazzling,	it	exudes	the	pal-	Get	ready cause	here
we	gopable	scent	of	terror.	—	danika	"the	tundra"	macdouglasSOUL	AND	THE	NEW	MACHINECreating	a	Streetrat	or	Edgerunner	Character▶	#1:	Pick	a	Role	◀	▶	#5:	Set	Your	Skills	◀	What	different	Skills	are	there?	Illegal	weapons.	Soulkiller	is	a	memory	intensive	AI	superroutine	that	can	track	an	intruding	Thompson's	eyes	are	cold,	slate-like.	So,
you	gotta	work	somewhere.	Are	you	the	kind	of	Character	that	stands	away	from	the	pack,	aloof	and	calculating?	◀	Roll	1d6	or	work	with	your	GM	to	choose	one.Roll	Type	1	Bodyguard	2	Street	Muscle	for	Hire	3	Corporate	Enforcer	who	takes	jobs	on	the	side	4	Corporate	or	Freelance	Black	Ops	Agent	5	Local	Vigilante	for	Hire	6	Assassin/Hitman	for
Hire	▶	What's	Your	Moral	Compass	Like?	If	there	are	military-class	weapons	on	The	Street,	you	smuggled	‘em	in.	Booster:	Any	member	of	a	gang	that	affects	cyber-	ware,	leather	clothing,	and	random	violence.	A	wall	of	slides	one	hand	over	the	Minami	10	in	his	lap.Corporate	glass	and	steel	looms	to	either	side	as	theypull	out	into	the	down-town
traffic.	Cyberpunk	comes	from	two	words.	"Congratulations,	Ms.	Silverhand	raises	the	big	black	gun.	skip	to	page	308	In	those	days,	both	ranked	as	superpowers,	instead	want	to	know	about	key	locations?of	a	couple	of	over-armed	second-raters	waving	skip	to	page	310nuclear	weapons	around	under	the	watchful	eye	of	theEuroSpace	Defense
Agency.	friends,	team,	family,	or	clan	first.	To	make	sure	a	Character	is	played	convincingly,	the	Technique	(TECH):	Your	ability	to	manipulate	tools	GM	uses	a	set	of	structured	guidelines	(like	these)	to	or	instruments.	If	you're	5	Local	Nomads	and	Fixers	who	bring	you	"found"	tech	to	repair.	"What	does	Well,	let's	show	you.	whenever	you	increase
this	Skill,	which	cannot	be	any	larger	than	a	single	neighborhood	or	Play	Instrument...................................	Or	maybe	your	Pack	6	Dirty	Cops	owes	the	Medtech	a	favor.	So	now	they	call	you	a	Fixer.	streak	by	as	blurs—he	compensates	his	time	sense.	Keep	your	best	resources	close	and	make	sure	they	know	you're	on	your	way	to	the	top	and	if	they	tow
the	line?	When	Militech	offered	me	three	squares	a	day	and	a	cot,	you	better	believe	I	signed	up.	They're	right;	the	gig	was	good.	files	throughout	the	NET.	I	was	tired	of	being	hungry	and	poor.	Seicho	can	feel	the	tension	Like	a	single,	hungry	thing,	the	mob	converges.	These	are	assumed	to	be	part	of	everyone's	Skill	listand	must	start	with	at	least	a
value	of	2.	For	instance,	a	Character	with	44	Humanity	has	an	EMP	of	4	until	their	Humanity	is	lowered	to	39,	at	which	point	their	EMP	lowers	to	3.	Or	maybe	you	didn't.	On	average,	you	should	be	able	to	put	at	least	6	points	in	each	STAT	with	a	couple	of	points	left	over.	decides,	worked	in	the	motorpool	for	an	Ethiopian	You	had	a	mix	of	private	and
corporate	education.	controlled	by	a	Corp	or	the	City.	But	we've	also	included	Point	Values	for	both	higher	and	lower	Characters	based	on	the	loose	ranking	system	we	used	in	previous	editions	of	Cyberpunk	(2013,	2020).	4	Honesty	People	are	tools.	I've	got	my	bike,	I've	got	my	gun,	and	I've	got	my	family.	Somehow,	they've	managed	to	work	"You
don't	get	it,	Rockerboy.	Somehow,	he	gets	to	his	feet;	to	his	bad	side.	9	Scavenger	10	Nautical	Mechanic	5	You	keep	everything	just	in	case	you	need	it	later.	Turns	out,	when	a	city's	blown	to	hell	and	rebuilding,	there's	plenty	of	folk	who'll	pay	for	a	certain	set	of	skills.	Part	of	a	regular	team	of	freelancers.	TECH	Skill	for	repairing	and	maintaining
weapons	of	allSkill	for	bypassing	non-electronic	locks.	work	alone	▶	What's	Your	"Office"	Like?	And	second,	I'd	acquired	some	partners.	"Instructions,	Toshiro-sama?"	Toshirocentered	on	one	man	whose	voice	holds	them,	binds	considers.	1	You	don't	have	one.	"Hey	people,	we	have	a	problem	coming	up..."22VIEW	FROM	THE	EDGEWhat	is	a
Character?	"It's	going	to	the	slug	rips	through	the	back	of	the	booth	and	blows	cost	you	thirty	thou,	Rocker."	through	the	chest	of	a	Corp	sitting	on	the	other	side	of	the	thin	wall.	But	not	for	him.	7	Love	People	are	untrustworthy.	If	you	can	do	some	Use	your	best	"I'm	bad	and	you	aren't"	smile.	"They	didn't	want	you.	They're	going	to	die.	either	side.
employee?"	Interface	the	Music	Toshiro	leans	forward,	setting	the	drink	down.	It's	intended	primarily	as	a	guide;	if	you	encounter	something	you	don't	think	fits	the	Next	Step:	Character	you've	envisioned,	feel	free	to	change	the	path	as	you	see	fit.	The	Pack	was	your	home—ithad	teachers,	Medtechs,	leaders,	and	mechanics—a	virtual	town	onwheels
in	which	everyone	was	related	by	marriage	or	kinship.	10	Set	out	to	murder	or	maim	them.	"For	Chicago.	4	A	personal	goal	or	vendetta	came	between	you	and	your	lover.	Roll	Life	Goals	1	Get	rid	of	a	bad	reputation.	A	fireball	shatters	says,	his	mouth	smiling	and	his	eyes	frozen.	99	part	of	their	Role	Specific	2	Strip	gear	from	bodies	after	firefights.
Perception..............................................INT	Riding....................................................REF	Skill	of	spotting	hidden	things	like	clues,	traps,	and	Skill	of	riding	a	living	creature	trained	for	the	purpose.	Remember,	everyone	in	the	2000s	atomic	bombing	have	ravaged	what	little	vestiges	of	carries	lots	of	lethal	hardware.	A	full	list	of	Weapons,	Armor,	Gear,
and	Cyberware	Page	91	can	be	found	in	the	Night	Market	section	on	pg.	"Stuff	it,"	cuts	in	Rogue.	Roll	Office	Roll	Who?	161	for	details).	He	is	reaching	out	across	the	his	bristly	chin	with	his	free	hand.	We	don't	care	about	the	one's	that	worked,	we	want	to	know	about	the	ugly	ones	that	ripped	out	your	heart.	Once	you	have	determined	what	your
enemy	is	like,	go	to	the	Sweet	Revenge	table	to	see	how	the	offended	party	will	act	if	the	two	of	you	ever	meet	again.Roll	Enemy	What	Caused	it?	people	using	the	Stealth	Skill,	but	not	objects	hidden	with	the	Conceal/Reveal	Object	Skill.	net;	his	head	swivels	right	to	left	with	practiced	ease	as	he	subvocalizes	the	opening	to	his	story;	the	story	From
the	mind	of	the	head	Netrunner,	she	pulls	out	he	will	use	to	break	Arasaka	in	Night	City.	Families	want	to	know	about	the	4th	corp	war?shatter;	relationships	tear	apart.	You're	used	to	hardwiring	into	appliances	to	make	coffee,	"studding"	into	the	‘Benz	to	drive	down	to	the	corner	store.	Again,	if	you	really	don't	know	how	to	rate	your	new
ICONAmericayou've	got	the	eb.	monitor.	No	problem.	Dimly,	through	the	interface,	Alt	can	feel	Akira's	hands	pressing	her	into	the	seat.	She's	an	extraction.	▶	#2:	Run	Your	Lifepath	◀	Remember,	no	Skill	can	be	higher	than	6.	on	a	Workspace	table	as	1	Scavenge	the	wreckage	you	find	in	abandoned	City	Zones.	5	6	Who?	God,	they	know	her	so	well.
decides	to	slash	him	a	bit.	"YourAlt	is	the	missing	link.	Fixers	know	how	to	get	things	on	the	black	market	and	are	adept	at	navigating	the	complex	social	customs	of	The	Street,	where	hundreds	of	cultures	and	economic	levels	collide.	He's	dead	before	he	hits	the	two	partners.	Or	just	until	you	could	start	your	own	Corporation	that	would	be...a	little
more	honest.	Roll	1d10	and	subtract	7	(minimum	0)	to	see	how	many	tragic	love	affairs	you've	had,	then	use	the	table	below	to	see	how	each	ended.	Skill	for	accurately	firing	bolt-	or	arrow-launching	projectile	weapons.Tactics.....................................................INT	Autofire	(x2)..........................................REFSkill	of	managing	a	large-scale	battle
effectively	and	efficiently.	For	a	price,	of	course.	describing	the	scene.	You	can	make	somegood	bucks	fixing	everyday	stuff,	but	for	the	serious	money	youneed	to	tackle	the	big	jobs.	around	the	flat	or	cube	waiting	for	the	next	job.	Life	in	this	City	still	depends	on	technology	to	keep	everything	from	going	full-on	post-apocalypse.	her	to	some	local
Fixers	who	could	use	her	skills	1	You	think	it	might	be	a	rogue	AI	or	a	NET	Ghost.	The	doctor	puts	him	back	together.	Let's	hear	it	for	newtech.	What	about	Lifestyle	&	Housing?	Her	Original	Family	Background	is	next.Roll	Original	Description	Background	She	rolls	a	6	and	gets	Combat	Zoners.	He	looks	like	he	owns	the	place	as	he	Thompson	smiles
lopsidedly.	Control	Skills82	Conceal/Reveal	Object...........................INT	Drive	Land	Vehicle..................................REF	Skill	for	hiding	objects	and	finding	objects	that	have	Skill	of	driving	and	maneuvering	land	vehicles.	"Tough,"	she	shoots	back	acidly.	Food	and	shelter	ran	the	gamut	from	gourmet	to	kibble.	7	conspiracy,	organization,	or	association,
such	7	In	a	huge	"megastructure"	building	as	a	crime	family	or	revolutionary	group.	That's	skip	to	page	257what	we	now	call	the	Collapse.	Expensive)	Cyberdeck	and	supports	your	Interface	Plugs.	If	you're	lucky,	you	got	to	attend	one	of	the	real	med	schools	scattered	around	the	wreck	of	the	Old	United	States.	He	leans	his	feverish	face	Icebrothers,"
he	says,	noting	the	gang's	colors	and	against	the	cool,	wet	bricks.	Youknow	some	nice	people,	Rocker."	The	best.	These	are	STATs	that	are	determined	by	doing	somethingto	an	already	existing	STAT,	like	averaging,	multiplying,	or	subtracting.	You	want	to	guilt-loop,	talk	about	her	work,"	he	says	finally.	50eb	Light	Melee	Combat	Knife,	Tomahawk
Varies	by	type	1d6	2	YES	(Costly)	Weapon	50eb	Medium	Melee	Baseball	Bat,	Crowbar,	Varies	by	type	2d6	2	NO	(Costly)	Weapon	Machete	Heavy	Melee	Lead	Pipe,	Sword,	Varies	by	type	3d6	2	NO	100eb	Weapon	Spiked	Bat	(Premium)	Very	Heavy	Chainsaw,	Sledgehammer,	Varies	by	type	4d6	1	NO	500eb	(Expensive)	Melee	Weapon	Helicopter	Blades,
Naginata	Note	that	these	example	Melee	Weapons	are	just	to	give	you	an	idea	of	where	things	fit.	But	she	goes	there	because	the	"How	much?"	interjects	Santiago.	for	her	new	enemy?	ICE	spread	throughout	the	Old	NET	after	the	death	of	their	creator,	Netrunning	Legend	RacheMeatspace:	A	term	commonly	used	by	Netrunners	Bartmoss.	The	one
without	the	Hand.	The	government	back	thencouldn't	even	stop	them—hell,	they	owned	the	government.But	then	the	War	came.	She	only	comes	here	because	Santiago	insists	on	it.	Polymer	One	Shot:	Any	cheap,	plastic	pistol,	Originally	derived	from	Captain	Max	Hammerman's	usually	in	the	5	to	9mm	range.	All	he	has	to	do	is	give	them	the	chance;
the	He's	been	pumping	them	for	the	last	hour	with	chro-	diversion.	She	struggles	as	the	techs	strip	her	plug	guards	off	and	hold	her	wrists.	He	must	have	missed	the	impact.	340.	Literally.	interface,	a	tiny	voice	in	his	ear.	First,	roll	1d10	and	subtract	7	(minimum	0)	to	determine	how	many	enemies	you've	made.	and	reporter,	direct	feeding	to	some
Mediacorp	down-	line.	Blood.	It's	the	best	of	the	best—Trauma	Team	charges	some	heavy	subscription	fees	to	save	its	clients,	and	that	translates	into	new	medical	toys,	faster	AV	ambulances,	and	hefty	salaries	for	the	best	surgeons	around.	Lisa	thinks	about	it,	then	says,	"Can	I	use	The	person	in	charge	my	Interface	Ability	to	take	control	of	any	of
setting	the	scene,	As	Gamemaster,	Mike	starts	off	the	local	automated	defenses?"	playing	NPCs,	and	session	by	proposing	the	situation	and	adjudicating	the	rules.	Netwatch	missed	when	it	cleaned	up	the	old	NET	and,	just	maybe,	whatever	was	inside	found	a	way	to	follow	her	to	Night	City.	At	least	a	clean	ten	thousand	Eurobucks	know.	Using	the
Maker	Role	Ability,the	Tech	can	fix,	improve,	modify,	make,	and	invent	new	items.Whenever	a	Tech	increases	their	Maker	Rank	by	one,	they	gainone	rank	in	two	different	Maker	Specialties	of	their	choice,	includingrepairing,	upgrading,	fabricating,	and	inventing	(Go	to	pg.	5	Knowledge	Every	person	is	a	valuable	individual.	▶	All	Skills	are	Not	Equal
◀	Social	Skills:	Your	abilities	to	blend	in,	avoid	social	blunders,	and	to	show	style	and	grace.	Whythe	sidewalk.	Acyberpsycho	can	walk	through	machine	gun	fire	and	not	even	feel	it,	so	a	lot	ofthe	Psycho	Squad	become	a	bit	crazy	themselves;	they	load	up	with	boostedreflexes,	get	some	monstrously	huge	guns,	and	go	hunt	the	cyborgs	solo.	you	in
melee.	I	wish	for	you	to	tell	me	all	about	the	program	you	call...	You	must	choose	a	specific	location	emotions	and	moods.	The	next	morning,	you	can	putthe	details	of	their	crimes	all	over	the	screamsheets	and	vidscreens.Three	or	four	times,	the	bad	guys	have	tried	to	kill	you—that's	whyyour	backup's	a	crack	Solo	bodyguard	and	you've	got	one	of
thetop	‘Runners	in	the	business	digging	through	NET	Architectures	toback	your	stories.	Streetrats	(Templates):	If	you've	never	roleplayed	before	or	just	want	to	get	going	without	a	lot	of	fuss,	Templates	are	the	fastest	way	to	start	creating	a	Character.	So	when	you	perform	a	"Skill	Check"	Performance	Skills:	Training	in	acting,	musician-(more	on	this
later,	pg.	Allowing	Players	access	to	Luxury	or	higher	Price	Category	items	at	CharacterGeneration	could	break	your	game.	The	Face:	The	representative	of	a	Megacorporation	Bonanza:	The	location	of	a	big	score	like	an	aban-	for	legal	purposes.	person	(a	friend),	and	her	most	valued	possession	(a	Roll	1d10	or	choose	one.	COOL	Skill	of	producing
professional	paintings,	drawings,	or	sculpture.	the	roleplaying	game	of	the	dark	futureCAST	AND	CREWWriting	and	Design	by	Mike	Pondsmith,	James	Hutt,	Cody	Pondsmith,	Jay	Parker,	J	Gray,	DavidAckerman,	and	Jaye	KovachBased	on	Material	Originally	Created	by	David	Ackerman,	Matt	Anacleto,	Mike	Blum,	EdwardBolme,	Colin	Fisk,	Dave
Friedland,	Bruce	Harlick,	Scott	Hedrick,	Michael	LaBossiere,	Mike	MacDonald,Will	Moss,	Lisa	Pondsmith,	Mike	Pondsmith,	Derek	Quintanar,	Mike	Roter,	Scott	Ruggels,	Craig	Sheeley,Mark	Schumann,	Ross	Winn,	Benjamin	Wright,	and	the	many	writers	who	worked	on	the	Cyberpunkline	in	the	past.Beat	Chart	Concepts	Contributed	by	Flint
DilleLyrics	for	Black	Dog	and	Never	Fade	Away	by	David	Sandström	and	Dennis	LyxzénBusiness	Management	by	Lisa	PondsmithProject	Management	by	Cody	Pondsmith	and	Mike	PondsmithArt	Direction	by	Jaye	KovachCover	Illustration	by	Anselm	ZielonkaInterior	Illustration	and	Graphics	by	Doug	Anderson,	Bad	Moon	Art	Studio,	Richard
Bagnall,Santiago	Betancur,	Neil	Branquinho,	Alexander	Dudar,	Colin	Fisk,	Matthew	S.	to	seek	her	fortune	after	4	Corporate	Execs	supply	you	with	programs	in	exchange	for	your	services.	6	An	old	enemy.	Just	themselves.2	Ex-lover	Caused	the	loss	of	lover,	friend,	or	relative.	"Get	real,"	he	drugs.	4	Willing	to	bend	any	rules	to	get	the	bad	guys.	laws	of
supply	and	demand,	employee	manage-	ment,	procurement,	sales,	marketing.	Weaponstech......................................	To	cast	your	lot	with	a	group.	Where	were	we?	Ifit	has	to	get	somewhere	and	get	there	safely,	Nomads	getthe	job	done.	She	taps	the	trans-	form	slumped	over	a	contour	couch.	his	eyes,	he	pitches	forward	into	the	streak	of	passing	How
'bout	a	replay,	next	night?"	By	that	time,	they're	traffic	blur.	"To	the	stairwell!"floor	and	rolling,	a	fast	dazzle	bomb	palmed	overthe	top	of	the	security	desk	to	fry	the	optics	of	the	On	floor	six,	a	panting	Johnny	and	Thompsonmonitor	team,	followed	by	a	frag	grenade	a	second	reach	the	stairwell	landing,	crack	open	the	firelater.	Hydrogen	burner	out
inyour	Metrocar?	"They	wanted	you	flatlined,	so	it'd	look	like	"Jesus	H.	However,	this	pool	of	points	only	refills	at	the	into	four	groups:	Mental,	Combat,	Fortune,	beginning	of	the	next	session.	I'm	just	the	middleman	.	4	None	20ebKevlar®	7	(Everyday)	Can	be	made	into	clothes,	vests,	jackets,	business	suits,	and	even	bikinis.	her	name.	Its	knife	edge
balanced—six	thousand	people	teetering	on	the	edge,	chanting,	singing.	scientific	papers,	test	hypotheses,	and	discuss	with	other	academics	in	a	particular	field	of	science.	herself	a	brief	smile.	Act	as	an	exclusive	agent	for	a	Media,	Rockerboy,	or	a	Nomad	Pack.	See	pg.	He'd	rarely	lightning	interacting	with	the	pink	actinic	glow	of	the	been	better.
43TALES	FROM	THE	STREET	Next	Step:	Lifepath	STATs	It's	like	climbing	out	of	a	clone	vat.	BY	BAD	MOON	ART	STUDIO80FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURESKILLS	montages)	and	this	is	reflected	in	the	"cost"	to	"buy"	these	Skills.	Talsorian	Games,	Inc.,	Cyberpunk	is	a	registered	trademark	of	CD	Projekt	Red	S.A.	All	rights	reserved	under	the	Universal
Copyrights	Convention.	Join	Cyberpunk	Character	is	a	rebel	with	a	cause.	But	he's	a	Face—he's	got	credit;	long	shadow	falls	over	the	table,	then	another.	Family	member58	Old	friend	Possible	romantic	partner	as	well	Mentor	Secret	partner	with	mob/gang	connections	Secret	partner	with	Corporate	connections	You	want	what?	But	he	wants	her.	Not
typical	booster,	butlife	flash	before	her	eyes.	break.	matic	and	metal	rock,	getting	them	edgy	and	irritable;	in	a	party	mood	to	scream	and	shout,	kick	some	tail.	hanging	out	with	a	bunch	of	statics	(non-Nomads)?	The	remaining	group—theydecided	to	hit	the	future	head	on.	Both	wear	armor	jacks	with	the	colors	of	the	can	see	the	top	of	the	car	on	floor
five.	There	are	those	underneath	you	who'd	kill	for	a	shot	at	your	job.	You	have	some	standards.	The	GM	must	have	a	Gaming	Keywords	firm	grasp	of	the	rules	and	the	fictionalMost	of	you	are	going	to	use	these	rules	background	of	the	game.	Skill	of	piloting	and	maneuvering	air	vehicles.	TECH	Skill	of	making	and	using	contacts	to	get	illegal	goods
Skill	of	repairing	and	maintaining	land	vehicles.	When	buying	Ranged	Weapons,	it's	important	to	keep	in	mind	that	all	weapons	are	effective	atdifferent	ranges.	173.How	to	Read	the	Ranged	Weapon	TableWeapon	Type:	The	classification	of	the	weapon.Weapon	Skill:	The	Skill	you	use	when	firing	this	weapon.Single	Shot	Damage:	The	damage	of	a
single	shot	from	the	weapon.Standard	Magazine:	How	many	bullets	or	other	types	of	ammo	can	be	held	in	the	weapon	without	mods.	Nomad	and	one	or	more	of	the	other	Characters.	For	more	1	Musician	1	Old	group	member	who	thinks	you	did	them	dirty.	Thompson	brings	close	to	his	body;	his	nerves	are	tingling	with	boosterup	the	FN-RAL	with
studied	nonchalance,	covering	effects;	he's	running	like	he's	on	speed.	Streetslang	for	question,	you	roll	dice	(Cyberpunk	RED	uses	ten-	alcohol,	as	used	in	vehicle	power	plants.	Remember	that	no	Skill	can	be	higher	than	6	or	lower	than	2.	And	closes	his	eyes.	35EXEC	"If	you	want	to	make	it	in	the	Neocorporate	world	you	have	to	remember	the
number	one	rule:	stay	hungry.	teams.	First	Aid...............................................	If	there's	a	faction	war	going	down,	you're	negotiating	between	sides	with	an	eye	on	the	main	chance.	rated	from	1	to	8,	but	can	go	higher.	Punk—from	an	early	1980s	rock	music	style	that	epitomized	violence,	rebel-	lion,	and	social	action	in	a	nihilistic	way.	In	Cyberpunk,	my
solution	has	always	been	to	treat	the	entire	world	like	a	giant	comic	book,	divided	up	into	roughly	ten-year	story	arcs.	But.	His	pale	eyes	stare	blankly	at	the	sky.	She	gets	her	Programs	from6	You	work	for	yourself	and	sell	whatever	data	you	can	find	on	the	NET.	Besides	a...	If	you	walk	into	the	Totentanz	with	a	Constitution	ArmsHurricane	Assault
Weapon	slung	over	your	shoulder,	people	will	take	notice.	Housing	they	rent,	a	spare	desk	at	a	partner's	place,Roll	Who?	with	a	value	of	4,	which	represents	the	years	you've	spent	on	the	streets	already.Netrunners	BY	RICHARD	BAGNALLCybernetic	master	hackers	of	the	post-NET	world	and	brain-burning	secret	stealers.TechsRenegade	mechanics
and	supertech	inventors;	the	people	who	make	the	Dark	Future	run.MedtechsUnsanctioned	street	doctors	and	cyberware	medics,	patching	up	meat	and	metal	alike.MediasReporters,	media	stars,	and	social	influencers	risking	it	all	for	the	truth—or	glory.	Only	the	into	the	Atlantis.Hand	moves,	like	something	alive;	silver	metal	jointsclicking,	takeup
reels	whirring,	tiny	pistons	shooting	He	still	has	the	moves,	she	thinks,	as	he	stridesin	and	out	in	simulation	of	a	pulse.	inaccessible	places	or	spaces.	The	armors	described	here	are,	like	theon	pg.	Santiago	grins	and	raises	the	stakes.	It	was	a	masterstroke	for	Silverhand	tothem.	One	of	the	world.	invulnerable,	struts	Johnny	Silverhand,	working	the
crowd	up.	Contains	three	Cyberarm/Cyberlimb	option	slots.	Grenades	and	Rockets	do	not	come	in	Basic	and	must	be	bought	on	pg.	Real	convenient	when	"Your	input	was	playing	with	hotdeck	materials,	the	cops	find	her	body	in	an	alley	'bout	a	week	later.	Or	you	might	draw	a	Psycho	Squad	berth	and	get	the	jobof	hunting	down	heavily	armed	and
armored	cyborgs	who've	flipped	out.	tante	in	satin	sporting	the	latest	in	designer	cyberoptics,	#3	Live	on	the	Edge.	11NEVER	FADE	AWAY	"Thanks."	The	drink	cools	the	pounding	flame	in	her	a	big	enough	problem	to	rate	flying	her	all	the	way	head.	A	Character	with	REF	8	or	higher	can	also	use	this	Skill	to	dodge	Ranged
Attacks.Gamble..................................................INT	Martial	Arts	(x2)....................................DEXSkill	of	knowing	how	to	figure	odds	and	play	games	of	chance	successfully.	The	vast	sided	(d10s)	and	six-sided	dice	(d6s),	and	the	majority	of	vehicles	in	the	Time	of	the	Red	are	fueled	result	of	the	roll	helps	you	determine	what	happens.	sion	subroutines
take	up	a	huge	amount	of	memory;	"We	go	in,"	he	says.	2	Fair	and	honest	policing,	but	hard	on	lawbreakers.	In	RED,	we	assume	everyone	speaks	Streetslang,	the	pidgin	that	has	the	Lifepath.	5	Local	Nomads	and	Fixers	who	bring	you	wounded	clients.	Johnny	bites	down	a	momentary	you	to	bleed	yourself	dry.	BY	NEIL	BRANQUINHO10NEVER	FADE
AWAYa	hundred	dropped	chandeliers.	Lawmen,	badges,	pigs.	You	traded	in	sitting	on	the	couch	for	a	Bodyweight	combat	bodysuit	and	Virtuality	5	interface	goggles	to	mesh	NET	with	Meatspace.	Endurance...........................................	She's	pulling	down	sub-	AGathering	of	hosts	routines,	crunching	the	compilers,	getting	comfy	with	the	CPUs.	From
memory	and	notes,	she's	recreating	Johnny,	Santiago,	Thompson,	and	Rogue.	Sounds	good?	Maybe	that's	where	you	are	right	now,	patching	up	the	wounded,	mending	up	the	sick,	and	keeping	the	locals	alive.	We	also	don't	care	who	they	were,	what	their	gender	was,	or	any	other	details,	but	feel	free	to	use	the	Personals	sections	above	to	get	your
own	ideas	about	what	they	looked	like,	acted	like,	and	maybe	even	had	in	common	with	you.	If	someone	needs	to	get	the	heat	off,	you'll	hide	them.	care	for	you.	After	all:	you	came	to	play!	▶ Role	Ability:	Charismatic	Impact	The	Rockerboy's	Role	Ability	is	Charismatic	Impact.	Now,	you're	really	part	of	a	team,	with	Solos	to	cover	your	back,	Medtechs
to	restart	your	heart	if	the	ICE	gets	you,	and	Techs	to	help	you	hot-wire	your	cyber-	deck	for	more	speed	and	software	deployment.	The	as	a	scenario,	adventure,your	Characters	think	and	act	and	how	GM	uses	the	background	of	the	game	or	job.they	work	within	the	rules.	Fired	with	the	Heavy	500eb	(Expensive)	Rhinemetall	EMG-86	Weapons	Skill.	(If
cloning	worked	that	way,	that	is.)	You	got	this	half-formed	person	standingPage	73	there,	dripping	with	slime.	He	picks	up	the	heavy	S&W	Handcannon	and	slides	it	into	his	back	holster.	Hydro:	Streetslang	for	hydrogen	fuel,	used	to	power	some	vehicles	in	the	2000s.	316	How	You	Stay	in	Touch...................................................	Cost:	What	the	armor
costs	in	the	main	currency	in	Night	City,	the	Eurobuck.	You	get	that	as	For	a	list	of	Fashions	See	page	102	For	a	list	of	Cyberware	See	page	110	a	Skill	at	Rank	4.	Santiago	covers	Party	Hardher.	and	contraband,	talking	to	the	criminal	element,	and	avoiding	bad	situations	in	bad	neighborhoods.	◀	About	Workspaces	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.	Each	one	is
the	sameitem	of	clothing	(jacket),	but	defined	by	the	style	of	jacket	your	Character	favors.	There	His	alleyway	benefactor	is	named	Thompson;	a	thin,	is	a	fury	behind	glittering	pale	eyes.	See	page	183.	1	Ran	on	The	Street,	with	no	adult	supervision.	But,	if	you	wanna	to	attend	your	own	funeral,	we've	included	them	in	the	chartbelow.	153	for
details).36LAWMAN	"Listen,	kid,	call	us	whatever	you	like.	For	raising	Humanity	with	therapy	go	to	pg.	people	up,	1	go	to	2	Type	3Page	219	4	Surgeon	5	General	Practitioner	6	7	Trauma	Medic	8	Psychiatrist	9	Cyberpsycho	Therapist	10	Ripperdoc	Cryosystems	Operator	Pharmacist	Bodysculptor	Forensic	Pathologist	▶	Got	a	Partner,	or	Do	You	Work
Alone?	You	wear	the	most"in"	clothes,	know	the	right	people,	and	follow	the	rightcrowds.	Suits	me	just	fine.	With	the	exception	of	anything	noted	here,	the	weapon	functions	the	same	as	its	Non-Exotic	counterpart.Cost:	What	the	weapon	costs	in	the	main	currency	in	Night	City,	the	Eurobuck.	Suits	run	when	I	come	undone	Seed	is	sown—I'm	chippin'
in	Can't	kill	me	I'm	zeroes	and	ones	Roll	the	bones—I'm	chippin'	in	Add	justice	to	the	peoples	math	Embed	that	code—I'm	chippin'	in	Blaze	way	down	the	rebel	path	Mayhem	flows	Hear	my	call—I'm	chippin'	in	Not	backing	down,	never	backing	down	Total	war—I'm	chippin'	in	Not	backing	down,	yeah	Casings	fall—I'm	chippin'	in	Kill	them	all	It's	like
driving	the	freeway	at	two	hundred	miles	per	Not	backing	down,	never	backing	down	hour.	Fire	Modes	&	Special	Features:	Autofire	(4)	•	Suppressive	Fire	Sniper	Rifle	Shoulder	Arms	5d6	4	1	2	NO	(Rifle)	Alt.	"You	don't	let	personal	caca	get	in	the	way	of	"You	probably	believe	in	Santa	Claus	too,"	says	business,"	he	says.	SeeRoll	Philosophy	that	fancy
megabuilding	going	up	in	the	distance?1	Always	working	for	good;	your	Pack	accepts	others,	just	wants	to	get	along.	See	page	78	See	page	105	Remember,	no	STAT	higher	Run	out	of	cash?	◀	putting	their	talents	to	work	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.	You've	got	a	report	due	in	an	hour,	and	it	looks	like	that	guy	in	sales	is	planning	to	ice	your	database	for
good.	Complete	Packages	Complete	Packages	(Calculated):	The	Calculated	method	is	by	far	the	most	Throughout	the	book,	you'll	complex	way	to	make	a	Cyberpunk	RED	Character.	Comes	in	Bullet	(Pistol,	Slug,	or	Rifle),	Shotgun	Shell,	and	Arrow.	Most	of	this	is	crammed	into	a	shoulder	bag	or	duffel	sack.	500eb	(Expensive)	find	more	Flamethrower
Two-Handed	Very	Heavy	Melee	Weapon.	He	stuffs	the	remaining	shells	in	the	armorjack's	"True.	But	STREET	don't	underestimate	Templates!	In	the	hands	of	an	experienced	roleplayer,	even	a	tem-	plate	can	be	modified	to	make	a	unique	and	fully	fleshed-out	Character	by	expanding	Streetrats	on	the	basics.	I	run	my	own	shop,	hunt	down	the	leads,
and	bring	people	the	news	they	really	care	about!	If	you	wanna	know	what's	really	going	on	in	the	City,	hit	Never	Blink	News."	24/7,	Reporter	for	Never	Blink	NewsThey're	bending	the	truth	out	there.	Team	members	have	a	visible	job	description	(like	secre-	tary	or	driver)	but	also	have	a	covert	roles	(such	as	Netrunner,	bodyguard,	or	assassin).	You
get	that	as	See	page	98	a	Skill	at	Rank	4.	I	don't	need	to	know	what	they'll	do	with	them.	5	Corporate	"clone	runner"	who	hacks	for	the	Man.	You	move,	and	you're	laser	meat."	his	arms.	A	glowing	DNA	Get	ready	cause	here	we	gochain,	a	whirling	dervish	takes	shape	and	form,	in	the	Can	you	feel	itconstruct	reality	of	the	interface,	towering	above	her,
Can you touch	itlooming	like	fear	itself.	9	Gain	fame	and	recognition.	Streetwise..........................................	It	may	3	Corporates	who	want	you	to	work	for	them	exclusively.	4	You	got	caught	sleeping	around	with	another	member's	mainline.	For	instance,	a	person	with	a	STAT	of	5	might	be	better	Fortune	Group	off	than	a	person	with	a	STAT	of	4,	but
not	as	good	as	a	person	with	a	STAT	of	6.	As	the	Character	takes	damage	and	injury	from	external	sources,	they'll	subtractthat	damage	(also	described	as	points)	from	their	pool	of	Hit	Points.	They	are	typicallyvariants	of	existing	weapon	types.	59MEDTECH	For	more	info	Roll	▶	What	Kind	of	Medtech	are	You?	of	him.	◀	Who's	Gunning	for	You	Roll
1d6	or	choose	one.	No	Corp	needed.	"I	am	Toshiro."the	night.	283	Cyberpsychosis................................................................108	A	Bit	of	Night	City	History..............................................284	Cyberware.......................................................................	The	Hand	is	in	standby	transfer	them	from	computer	to	body	and	even	back	mode,	running	a	test	routine.	And
that's	assuming	you're	on	good	terms	with	the	local	Fixer	and	they	bother	to	invite	you.	A	single	gunshot	could	trigger	a	riot	of	unbelievable	proportions.	The	same	doctor	who	"plugged"	him	for	A	cat	topples	off	the	dumpster,	picking	a	cautious	interface	and	installed	the	software	chips	in	the	back	pattern	around	his	body.	51TALES	FROM	THE
STREET	▶	Sweet	Revenge!	◀	It's	not	really	ugly	until	the	bad	blood	between	you	and	your	enemies	finally	comes	to	the	surface.	Rogue's	other	hand	fires	the	silenced	"Done."	Automag	from	under	the	table,	ripping	the	smaller	Solo	in	half.	the	last	two	years;	the	reason	she	hates	this	crummy	bar;	hates	this	crummy	town.	◀	Nomads	in	a	City	Roll	1d6	or
choose	one.	(Premium)Bodyweight	Skinsuit	with	impact	absorbing,	sintered	armorgel	11	None	1,000eb	Suit	layered	in	key	body	areas.	Guard	the	top	and	bottom	of	the	stairwells,	and	kill	anything	in	the	Then	it	goes	wrong.	A	describe	your	Character's	abilities	in	the	game,	stage	magician,	for	example,	would	have	a	high	as	compared	to	everything
else	in	the	universe.	Whenever	the	Medtech	increases	their	Medicine	Rank,	they	also	choose	one	of	three	Medicine	Specialties	to	allocate	a	single	point	to:	surgery,	pharmaceuticals,	or	cryosystems	operation	(Go	to	pg.	Go	to	pg.	nine	Skill	Categories:Skills	are	things	the	your	Character	knows	or	can	do;	Awareness	Skills:	Your	awareness	of	your
environ-they	represent	their	level	of	knowledge	and	accom-	ment,	noticing	clues,	etc.plishment.	"It's	a	trick!"	shouts	the	teamthe	pair	of	guards	by	the	main	doors.	Alt	is	surprised	at	the	grace	of	the	big	man's	Santiago	takes	point;	he	knows	all	the	best	boltholes	hands.	23VIEW	FROM	THE	EDGE	consistent	manner.	The	problem	excites	her
professionalism	even	as	the	creation	revolts	her	Santiago	grins,	"You	got	a	reason?"	humanity.	See	5	Procure	rare	or	atypical	resources	for	exclusive	clientele.Page	337	6	Specialize	in	brokering	Solo	or	Tech	services	as	an	agent.	CMPLT	But	when	you	need	to	create	a	Character	quickly	and	without	a	lot	of	painstaking	detail,	the	Fast	and	Dirty	method
is	an	excellent	option.	Chombatta	(Choomba):	Neo-Afro	American	Keyboard:	Streetslang	for	a	computer	interface	slang	for	friend,	family	member.	9	Supply	resources	for	Techs	and	Medtechs,	like	parts	and	medical	supplies.	You'vegot	a	vidlink	and	a	press	pass,	and	you're	not	afraid	to	use	them.You're	a	city-wide	figure,	seen	nightly	all	over	the	Data
Pool	in	theTime	of	the	Red.	Stupidget	them.	◀	Roll	1d6	or	work	with	your	GM	to	choose	one.Roll	Type	1	Financial	2	Media	and	Communications	3	Cybertech	and	Medical	Technologies	4	Pharmaceuticals	and	Biotech	5	Food,	Clothing,	or	other	General	Consumables	6	Energy	Production	7	Personal	Electronics	and	Robotics	8	Corporate	Services	9
Consumer	Services	10	Real	Estate	and	Construction	▶	What	Division	Do	You	Work	In?	Physical	Group	Mental	Group	Body	(BODY):	Your	size,	toughness,	and	ability	Intelligence	(INT):	How	generally	bright	you	are.	In	the	Time	of	the	Red,	Cyberpunk	RED	Charactersstill	aren't	much	for	settling	down.	want	to	skip	this	part	and	read	ahead.	146	for
details).	Its	eyes	are	tiny	red	LEDs	contract.	Yet	the	reward	is	the	ability	to	also	find	the	DATA	tag	near	create	a	Character	that	is	exactly	what	you	want,	using	pools	of	points	to	buy	Statistics	interesting	information	that	and	Skills	and	starting	money	to	buy	weapons,	armor,	gear,	and	cyberware.	See,	about	the	same	time	I	started	writing	what	would
one	day	become	this	book,	a	bunch	of	guys	in	Poland—you	probably	know	them	as	CD	Projekt	Red,	creators	of	the	wildly	popular	Witcher	video	games—showed	up	on	my	metaphorical	doorstep	and	said,	"Hey,	wanna	make	a	Cyberpunk	videogame?"	I	looked	them	over	and,	assured	that	they	were	more	than	three	guys	in	a	basement	with	some	old
Apple	2's	and	a	goat,	agreed	that	this	would	be	a	cool	idea.	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.people	in	2045	Roll	Type	Roll	How?	Fine.	Like	modern-day	cowboys,	you	ride	thehard	trail.	skip	to	page	19518VIEW	FROM	THE	EDGEThe	Crash	of	1994	want	to	know	about	night	city?	Resist	Torture/Drugs...........................	With	CombatAwareness,	a	Solo	can	call	up
their	training	to	have	anenhanced	situational	awareness	of	the	battlefield.	In	a	game	mechanics	sense,	you	can	In	a	Cyberpunk	RED	campaign,	Characters	apply	points	from	this	STAT	to	offset	die	rolls	in	your	will	have	Ten	Primary	Statistics,	arranged	favor.	table,	the	bunched	knuckles	smashing	the	Solo's	Silverhand's	already	figured	the	score
between	the	nose	back	into	his	face.	they're	important.	down	a	pattern	of	fire	through	the	maelstrom.	435	Wound	States	and	Critical	Injuries...............................220	Stabilization	and	Healing..............................................222	3AND	NOW,	A	Word	From	The	Management	So,	it's	2013,	and	I	have	a	problem…	See,	we've	all	been	cruising	the	mean	streets
of	Night	City	since	1984.	There's	a	Mister	John	Silverhand	out	strolling	with	his	input;	rending	noise	and	splinters	fly	in	all	directions.	Helpless	in	the	grip	of	to	fire	at	the	slightest	position	change.	Meanwhile,	I'm	here,	ready	to	repair	your	blender.	History	books	can	tell	you	in	detailabout	the	Crash	of	1994,	when	the	Euro-Combines	want	to	know
about	power	players?established	the	World	Stock	Exchange,	and	the	skip	to	page	304economies	of	the	United	States	and	Old	Soviet	Russia	want	to	know	about	gangs?collapsed.	See	When	Armor	Doesn't	Cut	It	on	pg.	Flatline:	To	kill.	Roll	What	Happened?	2	Vehicle	Mechanic	3	Jack	of	All	Trades	2	Everything	is	color	coded,	but	it's	still	a	nightmare.	◀
Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.Roll	Division	1	Procurement	2	Manufacturing	3	Research	and	Development	4	Human	Resources	5	Public	Affairs/Publicity/Advertising	6	Mergers	and	Acquisitions	▶	How	Good/Bad	is	Your	Corp?	◀about	anyone	else.	There	are	those	over	you	who'd	kill	to	keep	you	out	of	their	jobs.	By	fifth	grade,	you	were	already	using
REFRAME-G1s	meta-programming	to	crack	into	the	school	district's	system	and	change	your	grades.	I	let	you	take	it,	because	I	knew	it	would	take	at	least	five	minutes	for	And	Alt	made	that?	1	Money	I	stay	neutral.	But	he	keeps	hoping.	But	inthe	Time	of	the	Red,	your	Nomad	Pack	has	evolved.	From	her	side	of	the	booth,	Santiago	rolls,	hitting	the
floor.	to	perform	an	Action.	"Right,"	she	says,	already	up	and	"Can	I	get	a	drink	of	that?"	she	says,	gesturing	towardsmoving.	This	is	the	essence	of	THE	RULES:	Cyberpunk—playing	your	Character	with	the	proper	#1	Style	Over	Substance.	Bureaucracy...........................................INT	Contortionist.........................................DEX	Skill	for	dealing	with
bureaucrats,	knowing	who	to	talk	Skill	of	manipulating	your	body	to	get	out	of	handcuffs	to	in	a	bureaucracy,	how	to	reach	them,	and	how	to	or	other	bindings	and	to	fit	yourself	into	otherwise	extract	information	from	bureaucracies.	Justbe	careful.	▶	What's	Your	Workspace	Like?	As	a	Cyberpunk,	you	want	authority,	or	even	outright	revolution,	the
quintessential	to	be	the	action,	start	the	rebellion,	light	the	fire.	▶	Do	I	Have	to	Dress	Up?	If	your	Character's	HUM	drops	below	zero,	that	represents	the	death	of	your	Character's	emotional	life;	they	slide	into	a	state	called	cyberpsychosis,	in	which	aberrant	traits	like	homicidal	mania,	or	mental	disassociation	can	occur.	4	Different	divisions	in	your
own	company	are	feuding	with	each	other.	—	Mike	Pondsmith	the	guy	who	killed	your	cyberpunk	character4BY	HUNTANG	Never	Fade	Away	2013	(32	Years	Ago)	He's	coming	out	of	the	Hammer,	about	midnight,	and	he	sees	them.	You	grab	your	gearand	flag	your	backup.	Andyou're	willing	to	pay	it.	7	Get	what's	rightfully	yours.	These	days,	it's
different.	The	first	time	was	when	the	front	of	our	Kombi	smacked	into	a	bird	on	the	way	through	the	Los	Angeles	ruins.	Now	you've	got	mostly	burned-out	buildings	and	abandonedcars,	where	every	night	is	a	new	firefight	and	another	great	opportunity	fora	messy	death.	The	word	is	on	The	Street	that	Soulkiller	The	Street	too	long,	Rocker.	thought
the	Character	would	be	doing	in	each	scene	Particularly	important	as	it	offsets	the	effects	of	of	the	"movie."	cyberpsychosis,	a	dangerous	mental	illness	common	in	the	Dark	Future.	Roll	Type	Roll	Workspace	1	Cyberware	Technician	1	A	mess	strewn	with	blueprint	paper.	17	Street	Drugs......................................................................227	Therapy	and
You.............................................................229	A	Tabletop	RPG	Primer.....................................................	I'll	put	anyone	and	anything	on	the	line	to	the	division	of	spoils.	My	family	came	and	went	like	the	wind	and	people	paid	about	as	much	attention.	The	stable	and	competent	professional	who	always	has	a	plan?	Just	find	your	Role	on	the	tables	below
and	copy	the	numbers	Weapons	and	next	to	each	Skill	onto	the	proper	place	on	your	Character	Sheet.	it,	staring	at	her.	And	I	won't	leaning	close.	5,000eb	(Luxury)	Weapon	Very	Heavy	Pistol	that	fires	Non-Basic	Arrows.	Possible	options	include:	singing,	guitar,Skill	for	knowing	how	to	design	experiments,	write	drums,	violin,	piano,	etc.	"Johnny,"	says
freshly	stapled	wound;	hangs	up	on	the	bandages.the	doctor	sadly.	In	a	Cyberpunk	RED	campaign,	there	areWhat	are	Skills?	Even	the	normally	disconnected	Silverhand	you	pick	up	on	The	Street."	has	heard	of	Soulkiller,	the	legendary	black	program	that	sucks	the	very	soul	from	its	Netrunner	victims.	BY	HUNTANG	▶	Your	Tragic	Love	Affair(s)	◀	It
wouldn't	be	Cyberpunk	if	there	was	a	happily	ever-af-	ter,	now	would	it?	104	to	find	the	rules	for	Complete	Package	Characters.Next:	Your	Outfit	What	do	you	have	in	your	pockets?	Then	her	mind	is	ripped	away.	219	Black	Dog...........................................	At	three,	your	parents	bought	you	an	old	Kirama	LPD-12	cyberdeck	with	Zetatech	526	optical
goggles	(you	were	too	young	for	interface	plugs),	and	your	life	was	changed.	5	You	have	a	backdoor	into	a	few	Corporate	or	Hospital	warehouses.	I'll	need	it	to	afford	some	eye	bleach	after.	Sometimes,	your	message	isn't	something	the	Corporations	or	the	government	wants	to	hear.	Youwere	loners,	homeless,	until	you	created	a	Nomad	Pack	of	nearly
two-hundredmembers.	If	she	doesn't	build	"I	am	your	Controller."	Alt	replies.	another	tack:	"Jord	pulls	Gron's	hands	Not	everyone	is	an	experienced	Player	off	the	thug's	collar	and	says,	‘Excuse	myd6:	A	six-sided	die.	But	this	is	the	fragmented,	nasty,	deadly	Time	of	the	Red.	Then	the	Nomad	realizes	he's	being	baited.	Skill	of	striking	a	good	bargain
with	a	merchant	or	customer.84FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTUREParamedic	(x2)....................................	Highrider	NET	security	6	You	hit	the	Night	Markets	and	score	programs	whenever	you	can.	8	Save,	if	possible,	anyone	else	involved	in	your	background,	like	a	lover,	or	family	member.	Silverhand	is	a	second	son	to	him.	"Here's	the	plan."	"What	kind	of
work	do	you	have	lined	up	for	your	new...	The	group	broke	up	over	"creative	differences."	You	decided	to	go	solo.54SOLO	▶	What	Kind	of	Solo	are	You?	We	export	PCBN	insert	to	world	wide	countries,	such	as	USA	united	states,	Germany,	UK	united	kingdom,	Italy,	France,	Turkey,	Russia,	Saudi	Arabia,	United	Arab	Emirates,	Ukraine,	Israel,	Canada,
South	Africa,	South	Korea,	Japan,	Australia,	New	Zealand,	Finland,	Sweden,	Norway,	Danmark,	Switzerland,	Poland,	Czech,Ireland,	Holand,	Belgium,	Greece,	Croatia,	Spain,	Portugal,	Egypt,	India,	Philippines,	Cambodia,	Thailand,	Malaysia,	Singapore,	Indonesia,	Mexico,	Brazil,	Colombia,	Chile,	Argentina	etc.	Value	Most?	it	and	decides	Maryam,	2
Steal	them	from	other	Netrunners	you	brain-burn.	And	that	money	goes	into	new	gadgets,	hardware,and	information.	Humans	have	been	picking	up	rocks	since	the	dawn	of	time	and	there	are	probably	a	billion	types	of	sharp	pointy	things	out	there.	"Rogue,"	he	says,	like	nothing'd	everPorsche.	On	the	Edge,	you'll	risk	your	cash,	to	make	it	better	(or
at	least	survivable)	whenever	your	rep,	even	your	life	on	something	as	vague	as	a	they	can.	A	Cyberpunk	future	is	mobile.	◀	▶	What's	Your	Workspace	Like?	-hornet	81FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE	More	Awareness	Skills	Stealth..................................................DEXinformation	on	Concentration......................................	A	premium	5	Not	as	clean	as	many
of	your	patients	emergency	may	have	hoped.	If	you	use	your	hands	todeliver	the	damage	with	it,	it's	a	Melee	Weapon.	Maybe	you've	got	a	vague	idea	of	where	you're	going	with	the	Character,	but	nothing	else.	He	reaches	of	Soulkiller.	over	in	a	pool	of	something	greasy.	For	example,	a	Character	who	starts	with	5	EMP	would	have	50	Humanity.	Next
Step:	Derived	STATs	Example:	Jay	decides	to	play	a	Solo	again.	Many	weapons	can	either	be	traditional	(something	you	hold	and	can	put	down)	or	implanted	into	your	bodyas	cyberware.	Were	you	born	with	a	silver	feels	about	people	(she'sspoon	in	your	mouth	or	were	you	using	it	to	stab	your	brother	so	you	could	steal	that	neutral),	her	most
valuedextra	bite	of	dead	rat	you	both	found?	Its	sections	cover	your	cultural	origins,	your	family,	friends,	enemies,	personal	habits,	and	even	key	life	events.	And	so,	the	Players	Player.of	the	"movie."	and	GM	create	a	story	together.	The	other	half	of	the	guys	on	The	Street	are	free-lance	Corporate	mercs	who	used	to	have	jobs	during	the	War;	hiredto
enforce	Corp	armies	disbanded	by	the	New	United	States'	goonsquads.	"Love	those	grenade	launchers,"	smirks	He	gestures	towards	another	man;	a	hulking	presenceThompson,	lowering	his	steaming	FN-RAL.	owns	but,	rather,	what-	6	You	hit	the	Night	Markets	and	score	deals	whenever	you	can.	We're	just	looking	for	Cleric/Ninja/Solo	carrying	a
scream-	a	place	with	strong	drink	and	some	quietd10:	A	ten-sided	die.	Possible	options	include:	Geology,	Archery..................................................REF	Mathematics,	Physics,	Zoology,	Anthropology,	Biology,	Chemistry,	History,	etc.	Survival	is	a	use	it...and	are	just	itching	for	an	excuse.	6	In	the	heart	of	the	Combat	Zone,	living	in	a	Your	family	is	involved
in	a	long-term	wrecked	building	or	other	squat.	Fact,	I	still	think	about	her.	10	Operate	several	successful	Night	Markets,	although	not	as	owner.	for	the	Arasaka	complex	at	Industrial	Park.	Always	have	a	plan	to	ruin	everyone	you	meet.	We've	fought	the	Megacorps	to	a	standstill,	cybered	ourselves	to	the	very	limit	of	psychosis,	and	have	even	climbed
to	the	heights	of	the	Arasaka	Towers	to	pimp	smack	old	Saburo	upside	his	bald	head.	You're	gonna	ice	him	first.	And	if	you	can't?	5,000eb	(Luxury)	Shrieker	A	"less	lethal"	Medium	Melee	Weapon.	—	The	late	Johnny	Silverhandwant	to	know	about	netrunning?	"She	built	Soulkiller,	you	for	fine,	bro.	They	don't	do	things	like	this	Thompson	is	on	The
Street,	working	hard.	Toshiro's	eyes	widen	in	shock,	then	narrow	as	he	realizes	what	has	happened.	178.	lover.	You	couldn't	wait	to	run	high	and	fast	with	the	other	gods	of	the	NET—Bartmoss,	Magnificent	Curtis,	and	the	rest.	Now	I'm	in	the	action:	the	sharp	end.	But	that	also	meant	that,	besides	doing	a	bit	of	a	reset,	I	had	to	preserve	what	made
Cyberpunk	Cyberpunk,	while	at	the	same	time	moving	the	timeline	forward	and	clearing	out	the	deadwood.	Their	Death	Save	is	equal	to	their	BODY	Statistic.WILL	BODY	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	10	11	12	13	14	15	2	20	25	25	30	30	35	35	40	40	45	45	50	50	55	3	25	25	30	30	35	35	40	40	45	45	50	50	55	55	4	25	30	30	35	35	40	40	45	45	50	50	55	55	60	5	30	30	35
35	40	40	45	45	50	50	55	55	60	60	6	30	35	35	40	40	45	45	50	50	55	55	60	60	65	7	35	35	40	40	45	45	50	50	55	55	60	60	65	65	8	35	40	40	45	45	50	50	55	55	60	60	65	65	70	9	40	40	45	45	50	50	55	55	60	60	65	65	70	70	10	40	45	45	50	50	55	55	60	60	65	65	70	70	75	79FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURE	▶	Humanity	(HUM)	◀	Humanity	is	a	measure	of	how	well
you	interact	with	the	world	and	other	people	in	it.	rules	of	the	game.	You're	not	afraid	to	"0	out"	the	newest	in"enhancements,"	cybertech	and	bioengineering.	That	sort	of	hardware	isn't	something	his	lips.	How	they	make	these	choices	has	a	lot	to	do	with	whether	they	#3	Live	on	the	Edge	end	up	as	vicious	animals	roaming	a	ruined	world	or	retain
something	of	their	basic	humanity.	He	begins:	"The	Mike	responds,	"It	will	take	time	to	scan	three	of	you	have	just	entered	Night	City.	Ripperdoc:	A	surgeon	specializing	in	implantingMidnight	Market:	Top	secret,	temporary	mar-	illegal	cyberware.	world,	faced	with	life-and-death	choices.	And	pretty	much	everybody's	gotta	go	through	a	Fixer	to	get
anything	these	days.	You'll	figure	it	out.	Roll	1d10	or	choose	one.	Rogue	skids	around	the	corner	towards	the	eleva-	Rogue	can	hear	running	feet	behind	her.	This	time,for	sure.▶ Role	Ability:	CredibilityThe	Media's	Role	Ability	is	Credibility.	But	you	can	handle	it.	At	BY	NEIL	BRANQUINHO14NEVER	FADE	AWAYthe	perimeter	of	the	park,	Arasaka
police	stand	guard	Optionsnervously,	their	eyes	riveted	on	the	mob.	Just	learn	the	rules,	play	the	game,	and	go	pick	some	great	places	to	lose	your	women."	to	work.	I	had	to	deal	with	the	fact	that	much	of	the	existing	world	had	been	mined	out	and	needed	a	reset.	What	a	loss	of	face.	"Cut	transmission,	"	he	says	to	Thompson.	I	hope	protective
fashion.	◀	Lifepath	Example	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.	see	Page	29	See	page	81	Set	your	Role's	How	do	you	buy	Skills?	57TECH▶	What	Kind	of	Tech	are	You?	None	50eb	(Costly)	Light	A	combination	of	Kevlar®	and	plastic	meshes	11	None	100ebArmorjack	inserted	into	the	weave	of	the	fabric.	"Bang."	says	Johnny.	world	is	playing	a	Role—a	face	that
person	projects	to	the	outside	world	as	the	real	thing.	You've	lost	so	much	of	your	original	meatbody	that	you're	almost	a	machine.	29	Dark	Future	Countdown.................................................236	The	Three	Methods	of	Making	a	Character.................	cybernetics.	1	Shy	and	secretive	2	Rebellious,	antisocial,	and	violent	3	Arrogant,	proud,	and	aloof	4
Moody,	rash,	and	headstrong	5	Picky,	fussy,	and	nervous	6	Stable	and	serious	7	Silly	and	fluff-headed	8	Sneaky	and	deceptive	9	Intellectual	and	detached	10	Friendly	and	outgoing46TALES	FROM	THE	STREET	▶	Dress	and	Personal	Style	◀	Lifepath	ExampleIn	Cyberpunk,	what	you	look	like	is	(to	The	Street)	a	snapshot	of	who	you	are.	5	Secret
partner	with	mob/gang	connections	6	Secret	partner	with	Corporate	connections	4	Spare	room	in	a	warehouse,	shop,	or	clinic.	That	might	be	a	▶	Who's	Gunning	For	You?	You	must	(Karate,	Taekwondo,	Judo,	Aikido)	can	be	found	choose	a	specific	language	whenever	you	increase	on	pg.	2	Strip	parts	from	bodies	after	firefights.	"You	was	home,"	grins
Thompson.	The	Cyberpunk	world	is	a	violent,	dangerous	place	filled	with	people	who'd	love	to	rip	your	arms	off	and	eat	them.	◀	Choose	either	Got	a	Partner	or	Work	Alone.	His	Netrunners	nod.	37FIXER	"Think	of	me	as	a	middleman	.	Shoulder	Arms.......................................REF	Basic	Tech............................................	post-war	police	task	force	known
on	The	Street	as	"The	Lawmen",	this	streetslang	has	come	to	be	syn-	Posergang:	Any	group	whose	members	all	affect	a	onymous	with	any	and	all	law	enforcers.	For	to	the	Players	as	their	Characters	wouldexample,	if	your	roleplaying	group	were	know	it,	and	the	Players	describe	what	Player:	A	person	playingstaging	a	recreation	of	the	movie	Blade
their	Characters	are	doing	to	respond	to	a	Character	in	the	game.Runner,	Rick	Deckard	would	be	one	of	the	situation.	The	shirt	has	the	logo	When	it	ends,	thinks	Silverhand,	from	the	fog	of	of	his	last	band,	Samurai.	You	can'twait.	On	The	Street,	their	team	Rogue	reacts,	her	chipped	reflexes	kicking	into	is	known	as	the	best.	ketplaces	put	up	by	high
level	Fixers	to	sell	highly	illegal	goods.	Night	Markets	with	a	roll	of	6,	and	with	a	1	on	the	▶	Where	Do	You	Get	Your	Programs?	They	find	a	com-	moving	silently	out	of	the	shadows.	She	rolls	a	1	on1	Local	Fixers	who	send	you	clients.	"You	saw	them	on	me?"	Soulkiller.	The	deafening	explosion	goes	unnoticed	in	the	doors	and	scout	the	hall.	147	for
details).32TECH	"Just	because	the	world	got	dipped	in	crap	and	hung	to	dry	doesn't	mean	things	have	changed	that	much.	It	didn't	matter	how	much	was	real	in	the	end.	63EXECExecs	and	Lawmen	▶	Where	is	Your	Corp	Based?	"What	is	your	bidding,	Mistress?"War	Party	Alt	lets	out	a	long,	exhausted	breath.	weapon,	such	as	a	gun	or	a	bow.	Her
workspace	is,	on	a	roll	of3	Corporate	Execs	who	use	you	for	"black	project"	work.	Headfirst	in	the	NET,	Alt	weaves	magic.	One	night	you	mightsleep	in	a	penthouse	condo	in	the	City,	the	next	in	a	filthyalley	on	The	Street.	now?	TECH	jectile	weapons,	including	grenade	and	rocket	launchers.	Neat,rancid	smell	of	hot	metal,	melted	plastic,	and	seared
well-tailored	suit.	Solos	have	to	keep	moving;	the	nextjob	requires	it,	and	you	keep	moving	anyway	before	your	enemies	figure	out	where	you're	sleeping	these	days.Cops,	Netrunners,	Medias,	and	Techies	are	always	on	the	move;	on	stakeouts,	hard	stories,	or	running	from	thevarious	people	you've	brought	down	on	yourself	with	your	Netrunning.	They
down	on	the	table	between	them—the	only	indication	of	wanted	her.	5	6	The	rest	of	the	group	was	killed	in	a	tragic	"accident."	The	rest	of	the	group	was	murdered	or	otherwise	broken	up	by	external	enemies.	Operates	as	a	fair	and	honest	concern.	For	more	info	6	Meticulously	organized,	sharpened,	and	sterilized.	And	that's	me	."	Officer	Suri
"Cavalry"	Navarro,	NCPDIn	the	old	days	before	the	War,	they	only	used	to	shoot	at	cops.	It	has	no	special	features.	◀	Roll	1d6	or	choose	one.Roll	Good/Bad	1	Always	working	for	good,	fully	supporting	ethical	practices.	the	locals	around	the	group.	Since	early	afternoon,	the	people	have	beenfully	dodging	the	phone	taps,	shadowers,	and	snoops.	Melee
Weapon......................................DEXLibrary	Search........................................INT	Skill	for	fighting	with	melee	weapons.Skill	of	using	databases,	Data	Pools,	libraries,	and	other	compiled	information	sources	to	find	facts.	the	Controller	override	past	her	watchdogs.	Johnny	considers	taking	out	a	service	Not	going	to	get	involved.
Athletics................................................DEX	Animal	Handling....................................INT	Skill	of	jumping,	climbing,	throwing,	swimming,	lifting	Skill	of	handling,	training,	and	caring	for	animals.	When	your	Character	falls	to	zero	Hit	Points,	they	enter	the	Death	State	(a	measure	of	how	fast	they	are	dying).We'll	go	further	into	Wound	Thresholds,
penalties,	and	Death	States	in	the	Combat	Section	on	pg.	Fire	Modes	&	Special	Features:	None	Bows	&	Archery	4d6	N/A	1	2	NO	Crossbows	(Arrow)	Alt.	Game	Roll	Type	In	2045,	Nomads	control	the	highways	and	sea	1	Scout	(negotiator)	lanes.	Safe	and	calm?	you	have	found	a	way	to	escape	your	demise."	The	Hand	convulses.	71FITTED	FOR	THE
FUTURE	Much	like	actor	Rutger	Hauer,	the	person	playing	Empathy	(EMP):	Your	ability	to	relate	to	and	care	Roy	in	this	adventure	would	try	to	act	out	what	they	for	others,	and	take	others	into	consideration.	So,	let's	dive	into	the	process	of	making	your	own	To	make	navigating	Cyberpunk	RED	Character.	According	to	the	Cultural	Origins	table,Roll
Your	(General)	Languages	You	Might	Know	that	means	her	Character,	Cultural	Region	(pick	one	in	your	group)	or	her	Character's	family,	was	originally	from	Sub-1	North	American	Chinese,	Cree,	Creole,	English,	Saharan	Africa.	Silverhand	has	just	enough	strength	to	open	his	eyes.	Note	to	GMs:	During	Character	Generation,	a	Player	is	able	to	buy
anything	they	have	the	funds	to	purchasebut	they	are	are	not	allowed	to	pool	their	starting	money	together.	Thompson's	right	behind	her,	slamming	open	as	the	fire	teams	converge;	they	bolthis	video	rig	and	FN-RAL	sweeping	everything	in	his	for	the	elevator	bank.	144	for	details).30SOLO	"Why'd	I	join	up?	342).Arrows,	Armor-PiercingBullets,	and	so
forth.	Also	has	a	place	to	store	your	(V.	These	specialized	typesIncendiary	Shells,	Poisoned	of	attachments	are	available	in	the	Night	Market	Section	of	this	book	(pg.	Some	of	the	spin-off	led	to	prosthetic	limbs,	eyes,	and	other	body	parts.	5	In	a	decaying,	once	upscale	neighborhood,	6	Your	family	was	killed,	and	you	were	the	only	now	holding	off	the
boosters	to	survive.	5	A	former	lover.	"Welcome,	Ms.	Cunningham",	heand	drunkenly	impacts	the	street.	Whetheras	a	freelance	guard	and	killer-for-hire,	or	as	one	of	the	Corporatecybersoldiers	who	enforce	business	deals	and	the	Company's	"blackoperations,"	you're	one	of	the	elite	fighting	machines	of	the	Time	ofthe	Red.	The	din	dies	down	and	he
Johnny	comes	to.	secure	their	systems.	And	after	the	War,	military	hospitals	were	everywhere	and	the	few	doctors	on	the	war	front	needed	helping	hands	to	hold	down	screaming	patients	and	splice	cyberware	back	together.	A	red	pinpoint	Cunningham,"	he	says	with	mock	formality.	They	dropinfamous	Iron	Sights	boostergang,	a	known	Arasaka	down
to	its	top.	Cold	hard	eb	and	maybe	a	favor	here	or	there.	Additionally,	all	Characters	begin	with	4	points	in	their	alanguage	related	to	Cultural	Background,	as	established	in	Lifepath	on	page	45.BY	ALEXANDER	DUDAR	85FITTED	FOR	THE	FUTURESkill	definitions	▶	Method	#1:	Streetrat	(Templates)	Skills	◀	Page	81	Skills	are	predetermined	from
the	start	with	The	Streetrat.	Boosters,	cyberpsychos,	terror	groups,	the	worst	of	the	worst.	Using	the	access	codes,	she	activates	the	room	Silverhand's	own	eyes	are	featureless	white	marbles.	At	least	in	this	neighborhood."	João	"Torch"	Barbosa	alves,	Owner	of	Torch's	Total	RepairsYou	can't	leave	anything	alone—if	it	sits	near	you	for	more	thanfive
minutes,	you've	disassembled	it	and	made	it	into	somethingnew.	What	she	can't	see	is	covered	by	her	partner,So,	I	followed	her."	Santiago,	from	the	opposite	side	of	the	booth.	Sure,	it	isn't	the	best	skip	to	page	322	life,	what	with	the	boostergangs	roaming	the	Volumetricwant	to	know	about	having	fun?	Around	her	swirls	the	wrecked	room	towards
the	Corporate	head.	◀	4	Were	you	once	part	of	a	group	or	have	you	5	Guerrilla	Performances	6	Nightclubs	Around	the	City	always	been	a	solo	act?	"Look,"	he	says,	"I'm	sorry.	I'm	just	that	type."	—	Johnny	Silverhand	The	Personals	Now,	let's	take	a	look	at	what's	inside	your	punk's	head	(besides	the	cybernetics).	You	go	down,	they	grab	her;	they're
gone	like	vapor.	You	only	report	the	verifiable	truth.	See	page	103	See	page	73	How	does	an	Edgerunner	What	about	Lifestyle	&	Housing?	I	didn't	become	a	reporter	to	smile	for	a	camera	and	joke	around	with	a	weatherman	strung	out	on	synthcoke.	Spyder	see	in	the	crowd?"Downtime:	The	time	between	Missions,	▶A	Typical	Roleplaying	Session	◀
As	GM,	Mike	thinks	about	it.	◀	1	Choose	either	Got	a	Partner	or	Work	Alone.	1	Local	Rockerboys	or	Medias	who	use	you	to	get	them	gigs	or	contacts.	5,000eb	(Luxury)	Grenade	Launcher	Assault	Rifle	that	ignore	armor	lower	than	SP	11.	Roll	What	Do	You	How	Do	You	Feel	About	Most	People?	weights,	etc.	The	trick	is	to	make	sure	you're	carrying
more	than	they	are—and	thatyou	know	enough	about	how	to	use	it	so	that	they	don't	take	it	away	from	you.	◀Roll	1d6	or	work	with	your	GM	to	choose	one.	Stopping	Power:	How	many	points	of	damage	from	an	attack	the	armor	can	stop	before	it	reaches	your	body.	Armor	must	be	purchased	individually	for	either	the	head	or	body	locations.	And
nobody	trusts	anyone.	128)	you'll	add	the	STAT	that	is	ship,	special	effects,	makeup,	or	other	stage	crafts.linked	to	that	particular	Skill	to	get	a	total	aptitude	atperforming	an	Action	based	on	that	performing	that	Ranged	Weapon	Skills:	Skills	in	using	a	rangedSkill,	also	known	as	a	Skill	Base.	If	you	were	lucky.7	Urban	Homeless	You	were	usually
hungry,	cold,	and	scared,	unless	you	were	tough	enough	to	fight	for	the	scraps.	fortable	place	in	Mike's	living	room	with	moonlight	glints	off	drawn	weapons	and	enough	space	for	some	books,	some	dice,	cyberware	as	they	approach	you..."Gamemaster:	Also	and	a	few	favorite	types	of	party	food	(a	known	as	the	GM.	Fire	Modes	&	Special	Features:
Explosive	Rocket	Heavy	Weapons	8d6	1	1	2	NO	Launcher	(Rocket)	Alt.	He	says,	"Gron	grabs	the	nearest	world	around	them.	But	Arasaka's	twenty	two	story	office	compound	faces	Silverhand	might	as	well	be	on	Luna	as	far	as	ArasakaIndustrial	Park.	The	Porsche	whis-	Johnny	leans	closer.	He's	got	them,	so	far.	or	you	want	to	get	your	girl	back?"	"I
was	following	her,	Rocker,"	says	Thompson.	"We	gotta	get	out	of	here,"	grits	Johnny	from	behind	Alt	sits	up	slowly,	cautiously,	her	boosted	sensesa	parked	car.	The	sound	•••of	a	sniper	rifle	high	above	the	melee,	as	Santiagomethodically	picks	out	guards	and	blows	them	away	Elevators	chime	open	on	floors	ten,	eighteen	andwith	his	Nomad	Long
Rifle.	It	was	immortality.	This	is	one	of	the	problems	all	designers	who	work	within	a	self-created	world	face:	terminal	stagnation.	2	Operates	as	a	fair	and	honest	business	all	the	time.	building.

13.04.2022	·	As	the	Wizards	enter	a	crucial	offseason	following	a	35-win	campaign,	the	WTOP	Sports	team	shares	strategies	to	bring	championship	basketball	back	to	D.C.	06.06.2020	·	Speechelo	Download	(full	version)!	Feel	free	to	get	access	to	this	software	now!	With	Speechelo	software	you	can	easily	transform	any	text	into	a	100%	human-
sounding	voiceover.	Ever	dreamed	about	turning	your	written	stories	into	audio...
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